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The a17-GGhhoosstt 

Ghost wants to celebrate itself, and it is ready to become 
visible; to do that… 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you ready?  
[Written by the same authors of ―Arbre du Mal‖ and ―The Erinni Case‖ ] 
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After the massacre 
 

INTO THE BATTLEFIELD THERE WERE NOT  PRISONERS,  
ONLY MEN’S CORPS BROKEN AT PECTUS.  

AT THE END OF THE BATTLE, AMONG WINNERS  THERE WERE NO AN ATMOSPHERE OF JOY 

AS CONSEQUENCE OF VICTORY: 

CORPS SPREAD OVER GROUND WERE NOT OF EXTERNAL ENEMIES, 
 BUT  WERE OF FELLOW CITIZENS.  

AMONG THEM, THERE WERE FRIENDS, GUESTS AND RELATIVES, SO IN DIFFERENT 

MANNER, REJOICING AND LAMENT, PAIN AND JOY  WERE MELTED  THROUGH THE ENTIRE 

ARMY. 

 
 
[Caio Sallustio Crispo  ―De coniuratione Catilineae‖ – 40 B.C.] 
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«The Ghost» 
 

Part I: 
Historical Data 
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NESCIRE QUID ANTE QUAM NATUS SIS ACCIDERIT, ID EST SEMPER ESSE PUERUM. 
[Marcus Tullius Cicero] 
 

 

 

1. Rome 63 B.C. 
On 63 Before Christ, in Rome there was a coup attempt, twenty-years later reported on Caio  

Sallustio’s writings in the ―De coniuratione Catilineae‖ work. The main conspirator was  Lucio 

Sergio Catilina, among the plotters there were  very important person like Publio Lentulo Sura, 

Publio Autronio, Lucio Cassio Longino, Caio Cetego… Lucio Bestia, Quinto Curio. 

Other conspiracy members came from any rank:  people belong to rich families who squandered 

their fortunes and got into debt, criminals escaped from jail, fugitives ,common criminals, tramp and 

homeless, and of course  Catilina‘s young followers.   

Sallustio narrates on his writings not only the facts but also he outlines the social situation, the 

decline of moral and justice, the general discontent and the growing difference arising into the last 

decades between the oligarch group at power and the others.    

 

Into ―De coniuratione  Catilineae‖ the figure of  Quinto Curio is very important, belonging to one of 

the most important families of Rome, he was a successor of  Manlio Curio Dentato.  Sallustio tells in 

his writings that the conspirator Quinto Curio was not only an ignorant vain man and  arrogant but 

also so superb to speak to his female-lover Fulvia all about the plot, without veils.  

 

From Sallustio‘s writings: (Cap. XXIII): «HUIC HOMINI NON MINOR VANITAS INERAT QUAM 

AUDACIA: NEQUE RETICERE QUAE AUDIERAT, NEQUE SUAMET IPSE SCELERA OCCULTARE, 

PRORSUS NEQUE DICERE NEQUE TACERE QUICQUAM PENSI HABEBAT. ERAT EI CUM 

FULVIA…»… 

 

In turn, Fulvia said all to authorities and later she became an informant of Catinila‘s adversaries .  In 

particular she supplied information about every aspect of Catilina‘s plans to Marcus Tullius Cicero.  

Thanks to Fulvia warnings, Cicero saved himself from various attempted assassination.  The 

situation upset Rome stability. Cicero publicly  informed the senate about the plot.  The situation 

turned in favor of Cicero who arose to power notwithstanding he was not too loved. Due to leaks the 

coup failed.  

 

When Catilina‘s plan became into light, preventing a possible recruitment of gladiators into 

Catilina‘s army , they were moved by Senate outside Rome. The main idea was to  kill all 

conspirators  ,otherwise  Gaius Julius Caesar proposed to move all them into exile.  Senate took  

former decision, Catilina escaped from Rome and  moved into Florentine hills. From there he 

preferred to go into civil-war than to escape. Catilina and his followers died all into battlefield. There 

were not  prisoners, only men‘s corps broken at pectus. At the end of the battle, among winners  

there were no an atmosphere of joy as consequence of victory: corps spread over ground were not of 

external enemies,  but  were of fellow citizens. Among them, there were friends, guests and  

relatives, so in different manner, rejoicing and lament, pain and joy  were melted  through the entire 

army. 

 

What is stunning is that Catilina employed  on purpose all kind of people, homeless included, to 

achieve his goal! This fact spring up also in this work, an aspect often underestimated or not 

considered at all! Who might think that enemy uses also needy and indigent people? Not only needy, 

but also fugitive criminals, nowadays Mafiosi… and so on. 

 

THE HISTORICAL OVERTURE IS DUE, A LOT OF FACTS  HERE NARRATED HAVE THEIR CENTER AGAIN 

IN ROME.  
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Nowadays the situation narrates on these writings are not so different than the one narrates into 

Sallustio‘s work: the decline of justice, the discontent, the moral decadence, corruption and the 

growing difference between riches and poor people.   

 

About two thousands years ago, the Quinto Curio‘s lover Fulvia was the key-woman who made 

possible to reveal the subversive plan.  Nowadays elements like Quinto Curio are again  the 

Achille‘s heel  of a new conspiracy group. In few, such members celebrating themselves to lovers  

their proud actions reveal, one more time,  the coup attempt who stay behind the scene. 

Also Sallustio had Fulvia as lover, a very female informant! 

 

 

Nowadays, into Italian affairs,  female-lovers are important, too! 

Before to analyze our case, some historical fact are due. We do that on next chapter. 
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2. The Ghost: Mafia and Fascism 
covered into illegal Masonic lodges. 
 

This part talks about the ghost and it is indispensable to understand our story and our enemy. 

 

It talks how all Italian institutions have been  penetrated in invisible manner by Mafia and Fascism 

using the ways of illegal Masonic lodges as P2. To understand the phenomenon, first of all, it‘s 

necessary to talk about some Italian and international postwar aspects.  

 

We explain first the particular position of Italy within  the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO),  the role of the P2 Masonic lodge and the deployment of defeated fascists into NATO after 

the World War II plotted by anti-Roosevelt people. We continued about the powers which stay 

behind P2: from the SMOM to the enormous power of Venice and its ‗Universal Fascism‘.  

The major part of information is extracted from three articles published by ‗Executive Intelligence 

Review‘: 

 

ST*= ―STRATEGY OF TENSION: THE CASE OF ITALY‖ by Claudio Celani  

BP*= “ITALY'S BLACK PRINCE:TERROR WAR AGAINST THE NATION-STATE” by Allen Douglas 

UF*= "LEDEEN‘S BELOVED ‗UNIVERSAL FASCISM‘: VENETIAN WAR AGAINST THE NATION-STATE"  

by Allen Douglas and Rachel Berthoff Douglas. 

 

 

.1 International Postwar Italy’s Aspects 
 

(A) Introduction 
The particular Italian situation, characterized by a dual reality in all Italian things,  has been created 

during the World War II and in the years immediately after, by Anglo-American allies forces. The 

Italian state,  officially driven by citizens and democracy but really managed through the invisible 

hand of allies and theirs cold war apparatus and psychological warfare , is called a ―double state‖.  

 

THIS ―DOUBLE FACE‖ IS THE MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPT TO KEEP IN MIND AND TO EVALUATE 

BEFORE TO DO WHATEVER THING INTO THE ITALIAN TERRITORY AND LAW.  

 

  The  double state itself has been created by the invisible civil war implanted by ally‘s unorthodox 

warfare during the cold war era and the direct consequence has been an Italy broken  in parts. Now 

the civil cold war  is still now living and more than ever is dividing  Italians, Courts, Police, Military 

Police and anything else that concern the nation. 

  

The particular situation we have lived, like the statements stolen inside palace of justice or  the 

involvement of police and prosecutors in dirty affairs, is an aspect of this civil war and  is just caused 

by the birthplace‘s environment rich in military, political and economical intrigues all driven by 

Gladio personnel and friends. 

  

To understand our story it is necessary to go  into those people who were inserted during the cold 

war into special nucleus of defense of state. Those people who enjoy of extra rights, of extra 

procedures, of special treatment inside public offices,  police forces, courts and all apparatus of the 

state. In few the people of  the Masonic lodge P2, Mafia people, Gladio personnel and friends; those 

that we call ―the elite‖.  Those that in our own case stole papers inside one or more palace of justice  

and blocked every investigation or proceeding about. 

 

Going Deeper we find  Fascism,  and  Mafia in a new improved form. 
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(B) From NATO “Stay Behind” to P2 
 

Sources: UF*, BP*: 

«When the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was established in 1949, a secret clause in 

its treaty specified that each nation that wished to join must first establish a "national security 

authority" to fight communism, including through the deployment of clandestine citizen cadres. For 

this purpose, NATO and the Anglo-American intelligence services set up "stay-behind" units in all 

European countries.» 

… 

«Operationally, the stay-behind units were run by the military secret services of each NATO nation, 

as directed by the CPC/ACC. According to Italian Gen. Paolo Inzerilli, who commanded Italy's 

Gladio unit from 1974-86, the Clandestine Planning Committee (CPC) and its Allied Clandestine 

Committee (ACC) were the "interface between NATO's Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers 
Europe (SHAPE) and the Secret Services of the member states as far as the problems of non-
orthodox warfare were concerned." The CPC, said Inzerilli, was dominated by an inner executive 

group of the United States, Britain, and France, while the ACC was essentially a technical committee 

to coordinate expertise in explosives, "repression," or related problems of clandestine warfare.» 

 

«Italian Gen. Gerardo Serravalle testified that the members of the CPC were the officers responsible 

for the stay-behind apparatus in the various European countries, and that "At the stay-behind 
meetings representatives of the CIA were always present," as well as "members of the U.S. Forces 
Europe Command." » 

 

«The mid-1970s U.S. Congressional investigative committee under Sen. Frank Church, which 

examined illicit actions by U.S. intelligence services and the military, found that the Pentagon had 

requested the CIA's covert branch, the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC), to take the point in 

establishing stay-behind armies in Europe. The early plans were focussed on the Soviet Union, as the 

Church report noted: "Until 1950 OPC's paramilitary activities (also referred to as preventive action) 
were limited to plans and preparations for stay-behind nets in the event of future war‖.» 

 

«In 1952 it was set up "Operation Demagnetize," in which the CIA and the military secret services 

were instructed to reduce the "magnetic attraction" of the large Communist Parties of Italy and 

France through all means, including "political, paramilitary and psychological operations." The 

directive stated, ―The limitation of the strength of the Communists in Italy and France is a top 
priority objective. This objective has to be reached by the employment of all means. The Italian and 
French government may know nothing of the plan `Demagnetize,' for it is clear that the plan can 
interfere with their respective national sovereignty‖ » . 

 

«Some light was shed on Pentagon and NATO thinking of this time in a Pentagon field manual, 

found along with the lists of members of the elite Propaganda Due (P2) freemasonic lodge in P2 

Grand Master Licio Gelli's villa in Arezzo, Tuscany in 1981. Although issued in 1970, Field Manual 

30-31B (FM 30-31B) reflected earlier Pentagon and NATO planning. It emphasized that military 

and other secret service leaders in each country should be recruited as U.S. (or NATO) agents:  

 

"The success of internal stabilisation operations, which are promoted in the context of strategies 
for internal defence by the U.S. military secret service, depends to a large extent on the 
understanding between the U.S. personnel and the personnel of the host country. The recruitment 
of senior members of the secret service of the host country as long time agents is thus especially 
important." » 

 

 

«This process began already in 1944-45, when the Anglo-American synarchists re-constructed Italy's 

military secret service and its military police.» 
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«Some of the key individuals whom they installed or sponsored later turned up as members of P2, 

from where they oversaw the terrorism and assassinations of the late 1960s and 1970s, as well as the 

cover-ups. Like Borghese, some of these leaders had been recruited by Angleton himself. One of 

them was Federico Umberto D'Amato, chief of the UAR, a secret section of the Interior Ministry 

which coordinated the terrorist actions under NATO direction, in conjunction with the military secret 

services.» 

 

«The FM 30-31B  wrote "There may be times when Host Country Governments show passivity or 
indecision in the face of communist subversion and according to the interpretation of the U.S. 
secret services do not react with sufficient effectiveness. Most often such situations come about 
when the revolutionaries temporarily renounce the use of force and thus hope to gain an 
advantage, as the leaders of the host country wrongly consider the situation to be secure. U.S. 
army intelligence must have the means of launching special operations which will convince Host 
Country Governments and public opinion of the reality of the insurgent danger."  

 

FM 30-31B was issued in 1970; coup attempts against the Italian government under precisely the 

circumstances it describes, were launched using Gladio personnel (including Borghese) that year, 

and three more times through 1974.  

 

The manual stressed, "These special operations must remain strictly secret. Only those persons who 
are acting against the revolutionary uprising shall know of the involvement of the U.S. Army in the 
internal affairs of an allied country. The fact, that the involvement of forces of the U.S. military goes 
deeper shall not become known under any circumstances‖.» 

 

«The extent of terrorism, assassinations, and the re-shaping of Europe's 
political landscape through Gladio and related, NATO-directed units is stunning. 

The apparatus behind the "strategy of tension" terror that destabilized 
Europe over much of the Cold War era, was first and foremost a private synarchist 
apparatus embedded in the NATO and national secret service organizations, 
including "official" clandestine agencies like Gladio. These "parallel" networks, 
populated by veterans of the wartime Fascist and Nazi apparatus, and associated 
with secret societies like P-2, and fronts like Rosa dei Venti and Nuclei di Difesa 
dello Stato, at times had their agents posted in top positions in the "official" 
structures, creating the dangerously tempting but false appearance that the 
official agencies per se—including NATO—were directing the terror/destabilization 
programs. 

 
The carnage carried out by this "parallel" apparatus was stunning. In Italy 

alone, the chief theater of Gladio warfare, there were 14,591 "acts of violence with 
a political motivation," according to Italian Sen. Giovanni Pellegrino, head of the 
Parliamentary Committee on the Failed Identification of the Authors of Terrorist 
Massacres ("Terrorism Committee," in operation 1994-2001, which looked into 
both Gladio and the P2 lodge). "It may be worth remembering that these `acts' 
have left behind 491 dead and 1,181 injured and maimed, figures of a war, with 
no parallel in any other European country."» 
 

 

(C) P2 reorganization 
 

A NATO directive said: "The success of internal stabilisation operations, which are promoted in 
the context of strategies for internal defence by the U.S. military secret service, depends to a large 
extent on the understanding between the U.S. personnel and the personnel of the host country. 
The recruitment of senior members of the secret service of the host country as long time agents is 
thus especially important." 
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The rectruitment process began already in 1944-45, when the Anglo-American synarchists re-

constructed Italy's military secret service and its military police. Allies were involved in the 

implantation  of an extensive fascist network within in Italy‘s military  and intelligence 

organizations, later the apparatus was subsumed  into the P-2 freemasonic lodge. 

 

Propaganda Due (P2) was a Masonic lodge operating under the jurisdiction of the Grand Orient of 

Italy from 1877 to 1976, and a pseudo-Masonic or "black" or "covert" lodge operating illegally from 

1976 to 1981. During the 1980s, the lodge was headed by Licio Gelli. 

 

In 1960s Frank Bruno Gigliotti  drove the merge of The Grand Lodge of Alam headed by Prince 

Giovanni Alliata of Montereale into the Grand Orient of Italy. In 1970s, a P2 reorganization was 

planned by the OSS and CIA‘s agent Frank Bruno Gigliotti.  

 

 

Source ST*:  

«The P2, according to the Parliament Investigating Committee, was an association of "mutual help," 

in which every member swore to "help, comfort, and defend" his "brothers even at cost of his life." 

The aim was to promote each member to positions of power in the society. The Parliament 

considered the P2 a subversive conspiracy.  At the beginning, the P2 itself was used as a vehicle in 

the coup strategy. In 1971, in fact, Gelli sent a letter to all military members of the P2, inviting them 

to consider the possibility of installing a military government. In 1973, there was a meeting in Gelli's 

Villa Wanda in Arezzo, of all main partecipants in such a project. Later on, the strategy changed, as 

the P2 was upgraded. But from the beginning, there was deep hostility and hatred against Christian 

Democratic (CD) leader Aldo Moro and his policy. 

  … 

The failure of the first phase of the Strategy of Tension was due to a simple fact: the open 

association of the project with forces too much identified with Mussolini's fascism, made it 

impossible to reach a broad consensus in support of an authoritarian shift. Too vivid was the memory 

among the Italians, of the suffering under the fascist dictatorship and in the war, into which the 

dictator had pulled the nation. Thus the secret Masonic lodge was formed to recruit the national anti-

communist elite to a project which was presented as "pro-American" and clean of the old fascist face 

(which in reality was only hidden). Right-wing terrorism, put under control, was still a capability, to 

be run through members of the Lodge. 

 

Licio Gelli, who was picked for the new strategy, had joined Freemasonry already in 1965—i.e., in 

the year of the Istituto Pollio meeting—but only in 1971 did he start to recruit to the Propaganda Due 

Lodge, when he was appointed its organizing secretary. The lodge was already a special one, 

dedicated to public figures who would not like publicity, and therefore were initiated directly by the 

Grand Master, without the public ceremony in front of the "brothers." But when Gelli started to stuff 

the P2 Lodge with military officers, Grand Orient leader Salvini became afraid and moved to 

publicly expose Gelli. On July 10, 1971, Salvini accused Gelli of "organizing a coup d'état." A large 

opposition against Gelli grew inside Freemasonry. In 1973, the so-called "democratic Masons" 

planted a very strong denunciation of Gelli in the magazine Panorama. In December 1974, 600 

Grand Masters, gathered in Naples, and demanded from Salvini the ousting of Gelli. Salvini 

formalized the request in an act of dissolution of the P2, but before he could get that through, Gelli 

organized a Grand Lodge meeting and won the vote, by blackmailing Salvini with a dossier on 

Salvini's financial misdoings. As a result, instead of being expelled, Gelli was appointed Grand 

Master of the P2 Lodge. His enemies, the "democratic masons," were expelled from the Grand 

Orient. 

» 

 

(D) The fascist empire hidden into NATO 
 

(i) How fascists were redeploied into NATO. 
 

Source BP*: 
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«Already during World War II, Allen Dulles and other Anglo-American Synarchists, who had 

sponsored both Mussolini and Hitler in the first place, were trying to negotiate a peace with the 

Nazis which would leave them in power, sans Hitler and a handful of others. This Nazi puppet-

regime would then ally with the British and the United States to conquer the Soviet Union, 

establishing a Synarchist world empire.  U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, by contrast, 

wanted to crush the fascist regimes, and foresaw a postwar world in which the colonial empires of all 

the European powers, starting with the British, would be abolished, and the United States and the 

Soviet Union—wartime allies—would cooperate in a grand program of global economic growth, 

into which the rest of the world would be drawn as well. 

 

Dulles and his fellow Synarchists did not achieve their full scheme, but they did establish NATO as 

an occupation authority for Europe, which prepared for war against the Soviet Union.» 

… 

«SS Gen. Karl Wolff and Allen Dulles plotted the Anglo-American redeployment of fascist 

operatives after the war. Hitler's henchman for the German occupation of northern Italy, SS Gen. 

Karl Wolff (formerly Himmler's private secretary), ordered Borghese and his X MAS to move onto 

land, where they became infamous for anti-partisan warfare, including the systematic use of torture 

and the summary execution of Italian civilians as a "lesson" to the partisans.  

 

With this Anglo-American operation the defeated fascist continued still to live, in a new 

universal form and Pro- NATO, so  the new, universal fascism continued still to live  without  

the limits of the nationalistic elements of the  Mussolini, Hitler, or Franco regimes.  

 

In 1953, the banker Allen Dulles became chief of C.I.A. and his group continued in this plan. 

Among fascist people redeployed, we can find the ―Black Prince‖ Junio Valerio Borghese.» 

 

Allen Dulles, James Jesus Angleton, Junio Valerio Borghese, Vittorio Cini, Giovanni Alliata di 

Montereale, Licio Gelli, Michael Ledeen are all both fascists and freemasonic people. 

 

In 1981 when the P-2 membership list was revealed, it became clear that the secret lodge had 

penetrated virtually the entire security apparatus and political party structures of Italy and several 

other countries of Europe and Ibero-America. 

 

 

(ii) Main actors of the fascist empire 
 

x1-  James Jesus Angleton 

 

From BP* source: 

«OSS official James Jesus Angleton saved Borghese in 1945, and then set up the clandestine 

structure in the Italian military and secret services, which produced the Italian section of Gladio. 

Angleton was a devout Anglophile and a pro-fascist, who had spent much of his boyhood in Italy, 

where his father, James Hugh Angleton, owned the Italian subsidiary of National Cash Register. The 

outspokenly pro-Hitler, pro-Mussolini senior Angleton also headed the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 

in Italy, and had extensive contacts with Mussolini's intelligence services. Some accounts report that 

he was a business partner of Allen Dulles. Both he and his son were to work for the special 

counterespionage unit of OSS, X-2, which had been set up at the demand of the British. Though it 

was nominally an American organization, the headquarters of X-2 for all of Europe, and even most 

of the globe, was London. X-2 was trained and de facto run throughout the war by the British, as its 

operatives were dispatched across Europe. From late 1943 through the first half of 1944, Lt. Col. 

James Hugh Angleton was X-2's liaison to Marshal Pietro Badoglio and other leaders of the Italian 

army, and to the army's intelligence service, building upon his excellent contacts in pre-war Italy. 

The junior Angleton landed in Italy as an X-2 operative in October 1944. Borghese was one of his 

informants/agents from shortly thereafter, until the Italian government demanded that the OSS turn 

him over for prosecution. The U.S. mandated that the "operational resources" of the Italian police 

and all of the military intelligence and secret services be put at the disposal of X-2, which was led by 
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Angleton. This, naturally, set the pattern for decades to come. Bespeaking his patronage by Dulles 

and the British, young Angleton rose from chief of the X-2 unit in Rome, to chief of all OSS 

counterespionage in Italy. By age 28, he was chief of all secret activity, intelligence as well as 

counterintelligence, in Italy for the Strategic Services Unit, the short-lived successor to OSS, and 

predecessor to the operational section of the CIA, which was established in 1947. In this he was 

aided immensely by the fact that many patriotic OSS officers, such as Max Corvo, head of OSS 

operations in Italy from 1943-45 and later a friend of Lyndon LaRouche, had been purged by the 

Dulles faction the day after FDR's death. 

 

Essential to Angleton's activities, to the establishment of the first stay-behind units in Italy, and to 

the organization of the Vatican-linked "rat-lines" which smuggled fascists out of Europe at war's 

end, was the Sovereign Military Order of Malta (SMOM). The Rome-based SMOM was a nominally 

Catholic organization with membership drawn from the highest ranks of the European oligarchy, in 

particular Italy's black nobility. The SMOM awarded Angleton one of its highest decorations in 

1946. A member of the "Black Prince's" family, S. Giacomo, Prince Borghese, had been a Bailiff 

Grand Cross of Honor of Devotion in the SMOM since 1932, while P2 founder Licio Gelli and 

several of his top members, including secret service heads, also belonged. 

 

By 1949 Angleton was a special assistant to CIA chief Adm. Roscoe Hillenkoetter, and by 1955, 

CIA chief Allen Dulles (1953-61) had appointed him to head the counterintelligence department of 

the CIA. He held that post until he was fired by CIA chief William Colby in 1974, after having done 

untold damage to U.S. intelligence capabilities. 

 

As Angleton rose in U.S. intelligence, maintaining his close ties to Italy, NATO was constructing the 

foundations of Gladio. Under NSC directives issued in 1949 and 1950, the CIA helped the Italian 

police set up secret units of counterinsurgency specialists, largely drawn from veterans of 

Mussolini's secret police. A new military intelligence agency, SIFAR, was organized under the 

direction of a covert American intelligence operative, Carmel Offie, nicknamed "the godfather." 

Simultaneously, Borghese was organizing paramilitary units for use against the PCI, in coordination 

with CIA operatives under the purview of Angleton (who was formally assigned to Italy by Allen 

Dulles when Dulles became CIA chief in 1953). On Dec. 2, 1951, Borghese was named honorary 

president of the MSI, and in a speech to the party's convention, proclaimed that the MSI could not be 

"conscientious objectors" if the Cold War turned hot, as he expected. That same month, two MSI 

members travelled to NATO headquarters in Paris to swear their organization's allegiance to NATO. 

By 1952, the NATO-directed "Operation Demagnetize" was in place, and SIFAR was directed to 

adopt political and psychological operations against the PCI, including the covert use of armed force, 

to diminish the PCI's influence in all fields. The U.S. poured a staggering $4 billion into "anti-

communist" Italy between 1948 and 1953. 

» 

x2-  Junio Valerio Borghese 

 

From BP* source: 

«The career of the Roman "Black Prince," Junio Valerio Borghese, gruesomely illustrates how 

virtually all modern "international terrorism" and all assassinations of heads of state and government 

such as President John F. Kennedy, former Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro, or the numerous 

attempts on France's President Charles de Gaulle, derive from the postwar Nazi International, 

sponsored by the Anglo-American-led Synarchy and its intelligence services. 

 

The fascist Borghese founded Mussolini's elite naval warfare squadron, which he turned into a 

savage irregular warfare unit in northern Italy by the end of World War II. Picked up by Allen 

Dulles, James Jesus Angleton, and other anti-Franklin Delano Roosevelt operatives of the U.S. 

Office of Strategic Services (OSS), Borghese and his men would be involved in every major postwar 

coup attempt or terrorist outbreak in Italy until 1970, when he fled to Spain after the failed coup 

attempt most closely associated with his name.  
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Borghese belonged to a principal family of Rome's ostensibly Catholic "black nobility," many 

members of which claim descent from the elite of the Roman Empire. Numerous Popes and 

cardinals came from the Borghese and allied families, such as the Pallavicini, the Colonna, and the 

Orsini; these families maintained enormous power into the 20th Century, and still today, in the 

Curia, the administration of the Vatican. » 

 

x3-  Licio Gelli 

 

From ST* source: 

«Licio Gelli started his political career as a fascist under Mussolini, participating in the Spanish Civil 

War on the side of the coup plotters who overthrew the republican government. After the fall of 

Mussolini in 1943, Gelli adhered to the "Repubblica Sociale," the northern Italian rump state 

nominally led by Mussolini but totally in the hands of the Nazi SS. In Pistoia, he became an official 

with the local SS, at the same time developing contacts with Resistance circles. According to the 

Parliamentary Investigation of the P2, "Gelli, shortly before the end of WWII, had no problems in 

developing contacts of collaboration and understanding with the party which inevitably was 

appearing as the winner. While still wearing a German uniform, or better, by using it as an asset ... 

he led a difficult game, in constant and dubious balance between the two parts." 

 

After the war, Gelli started an official activity as a textile businessman in Arezzo, owner of the 

renowned Lebole firm. Unofficially, he kept playing his double game. An Italian secret service (SID) 

report dated September 1950, said that a source in the American Embassy characterized Gelli as an 

agent of an Eastern European secret service. That document, in the eyes of the Pellegrino 

Committee, marked the beginning of Gelli's service under Anglo-American and Italian intelligence 

structures. The evidence on his past as a communist agent, in the hands of his controllers, ensured 

Gelli's loyalty—and his protection—from now on.  

 

Thus, Italian prosecutors investigating terrorist cases encountered Gelli's name more than once, but 

when they requested information from the secret services, they were told the lie that there was no file 

on him. For instance, on July 4, 1977, SID head Admiral Casardi answered a formal request from 

Bologna prosecutors investigating the Italicus massacre: "SID does not have particular information 

on the P2 Lodge.... There is no information on Licio Gelli as concerns his membership in the P2, 

beyond what the press has reported." Anti-terrorism chief Emilio Santillo, a man who made a serious 

effort to discover the truth about the P2, got the same "rubber wall" treatment from the secret 

service, and had to refer to the documents by the "democratic masons" in order to fill out his reports 

to investigators. 

 

The first secret service report acknowledging the existence of the P2 was written in 1978, by the new 

military intelligence body, SISMI, under the direction of P2 member General Santovito. The report 

was an attack—not against the P2, but against an "anti-Masonic plot" allegedly carried out by some 

political forces: Nothing on Gelli or his connections to right-wing terrorism. 

 

In 1981, when a Guardia di Finanza (GdF, an Army corps in charge of financial police duties) unit 

led by Col. Vincenzo Bianchi first searched Gelli's Villa Wanda, and put their hands on the P2 

membership list, Bianchi received a phone call from Gen. Orazio Giannini, national head of the GdF, 

who told him to be careful, because the list contained the names of "all the top leaders of the Corps." 

Of course, including Giannini himself.» 

 

x4-  Michael Ledeen 

 

From UF* source: 

«As ―Resident Scholar in the Freedom Chair‖ at the American  Enterprise Institute, which is the neo-

cons‘ Temple of  Doom in Washington, D.C., Ledeen is well known for promoting  the permanent 

war/permanent revolution policies of  the recent period‘s ―Cheney cabal.‖
1
 Earlier, over the past  

quarter century, Ledeen was a protagonist of some of the most  spectacular intelligence episodes of 

that era, including the  Iran-Contra international gun-and drug-running cartel, and  cover-ups on 
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behalf of the perpetrators of the terrorism and  assassinations that rocked Italy during the Strategy of 

Tension  in the 1970s, including the 1978 assassination of Prime Minister  Aldo Moro and the 1980 

Bologna train station massacre.  

… 

Ledeen is famous for his 1972 book, Universal Fascism.4  By no means is he merely an academic 

who became enamored  of an abstract notion, ―universal fascism,‖ and then ―went into  the field,‖ so 

to speak, to implement it. 

… 

From his student days at the University of Wisconsin in  the early 1960s, Ledeen was picked up and 

sponsored by  Anglo-Venetian financier circles, some of the very men, or  their next-generation 

heirs, who had launched World War I  and organized the fascist regimes that followed. Prof. George  

Mosse, who mentored Ledeen at Wisconsin (but later  maintained that his pupil had gone overboard 

in his embrace  of the fascist dictator Benito Mussolini), directed him to Italy  in 1965, where he was 

adopted by two senior figures. One  was Renzo De Felice, dean of postwar ―universal fascism‖  

studies, and the other was Count Vittorio Cini, former Minister  of Communications in Mussolini‘s 

wartime cabinet. The  fabulously wealthy Cini, a top-ranking Venetian oligarch  (founder of the Cini 

Foundation), had been an intimate, a  self-described ―fraternal friend,‖ of Count Giuseppe Volpi di  

Misurata, head of the ―Venetian group‖ in Italian politics and  industry, who was Mussolini‘s 

Finance Minister in 1925-27,  and the real architect of the Mussolini regime.   

» 

 

(E) The Anglo-American contacts with Cosa Nostra 
 

Cosa Nostra was employed by Anglo-American many times. In 1942, The OSS agent Frank Bruno 

Gigliotti created an association made up of agents and people of Cosa Nostra. The OSS recruited the 

boss of Cosa Nostra Lucky Luciano to free the port of New York from German agents. During World 

War II, Lucky Luciano was employed to prepare the disembarkment of the ally‘s troops in Sicily. 

Among the troops there was the mobster Vito Genovese. 

 

Lucky Luciano prepared a list of Sicilian friends to recommend to Anglo-American troops; among 

these there was the fascist Michele Sindona. Cosa Nostra was employed in the war against 

Communist and in the ―Portella della Ginestra‖ massacre.  

 

Mafia has been used also as instrument into  the Enrico Mattei‘s assassination, the man who fought 

against the American seven sisters, whose attempt was covered as a simple plane crash. 

In few Cosa Nostra became a “Gladio” instrument and it is for this reason that Mafia has so 

much power in Italy, into politics and institutions: it is rooted into the state and it is like a 

congenital disease. 

 

We report some passages extracted from Italian articles: 

 
«Frank Bruno Gigliotti nel 42 formò con l’OSS l’American Committee for Italian Democracy, 
appoggiato dai Sons of Italy, associazione di cui facevano parte mafiosi e agenti segreti, usata per 
preparare lo sbarco in Sicilia ». 

… 
«Lucky Luciano, uno dei capi di Cosa Nostra negli Stati Uniti, fornì  850 nomi di persone "amiche" 
in Sicilia. Solo in provincia di Palermo furono poi nominati 62 sindaci mafiosi presenti nell'elenco 
fornito, o comunque a questi vicini. A New York viene ingaggiato dall'OSS per liberare il porto dalle 
spie tedesche. L'OSS si serve poi di lui per preparare lo sbarco delle truppe in Sicilia. A Max Corvo, 
Victor Anfuso e Vincent Scamporino, inoltre, raccomanda un giovane in gamba di Patti, in 
provincia di Messina, , che verrà arruolato come ufficiale di collegamento del cosiddetto "cerchio 
della mafia": Michele Sindona.» 

… 
«Vito Genovese,  uno dei capi di Cosa Nostra negli Stati uniti. Partecipa allo sbarco in Sicilia delle 
truppe alleate, ostentando poi una divisa dell'esercito americano, con la quale si fa anche 
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fotografare in atteggiamento amichevole in compagnia di Salvatore Giuliano. In questo periodo 
esercita funzioni di rilievo nell'amministrazione alleata». 

… 
«Michele Sindona viene raccomandato agli alleati sbarcati in Sicilia alla fine della seconda guerra 
mondiale dal boss Lucky Luciano. Immediatamente comincia a darsi da fare e intrattiene rapporti 
con l'AMGOT, il governo militare alleato. Compra grano dal capomafia Baldassarre Tinebra, 
nominato sindaco di Regalbuto dagli americani e socio di Calogero Vizzini, per rivenderlo al 
governo militare alleato facendosi pagare in armi che rivendeva poi all'EVIS comandato da 
Salvatore Giuliano. La ragione del suo successo e' da ricercare nel viaggio che nel 1952 Sindona 
compì negli USA, dove consolidò le sue conoscenze sia all'interno di Cosa Nostra che con i servizi 
segreti statunitensi che con gli ambienti finanziari. Al ritorno da questo viaggio cominciò ad 
operare come incaricato d'affari di società americane.  Sindona continua a tessere i suoi rapporti 
con Cosa Nostra statunitense e quando Joe Adonis viene a Milano, nel Febbraio 1956, per 
coordinare l'insieme delle attivita' mafiose in tutta l'Europa centro-occidentale, soprattutto il 
traffico di stupefacenti in Germania ed Olanda conosce Sindona. Joe Adonis per giustificare la sua 
prolungata presenza in Italia, si presentava come incaricato da societa' USA di investire nel campo 
dei supermercati e degli impianti alberghieri, frequenta quindi assiduamente Sindona che gli fa da 
consulente fiscale. Successivamente Adonis incaricò Sindona di svolgere alcune missioni di fiducia 
negli Stati Uniti. Il 12 Ottobre 1957, grazie a simili entrature, partecipa al summit a Palermo di 
Cosa Nostra statunitense e della mafia siciliana, dove viene deciso di intraprendere il traffico di 
stupefacenti e dove viene decisa la condanna a morte di Albert Anastasia. Nel 1959, quindi, 
Sindona torna in USA su incarico di Adonis e prende contatti con la famiglia di Vito Genovese, al 
quale l'"avvocaticchio" sistema la situazione contabile e fiscale delle societa' "legali" di "don 
Vitone". Michele Sindona entra quindi nella P2 di Licio Gelli. Nel 1962 Sindona grazie alle nuove 
conoscenze viene incaricato dal Vaticano di "...curare gli affari della Chiesa, negli Stati Uniti..." e lo 
IOR entra con una partecipazione del 24,5% nella Banca Privata Finanziaria, di cui nel frattempo 
Sindona e' riuscito ad assumere il pieno controllo con capitali di dubbia provenienza. » 

… 

 

.2 Venice Footprint 
 

As we have seen above, the banker Allen Dulles was able to deploy defeated fascist into NATO and 

into intelligence networks, later it was established ‗Stay Behind‘ and  Gladio and in 1970s  the 

Gladio personnel  was subsumed into the P2 lodge headed by Licio Gelli. 

 

Source BP*: 

«Italian investigators of Gladio and P2 have suggested that the evidence before them was only the 

superficial tracings of a far-reaching, well-established power structure's activity. For instance, 

Senator Pellegrino, head of the Italian Parliament's "Terrorism Committee," is convinced that P2 

Grand Master Gelli was the front man for hidden circles of far greater power; that if P2 were a 

"port," then Gelli, who has recently resurfaced to brag that he is "running the country," would be 

merely the "Port Authority." Who, or what, constitutes this greater power? From outside the country, 

it is the Anglo-American synarchists. But Gladio and the embedded "parallel Gladio" could not 

possibly function within Italy only by recruiting leaders of secret services; its protection had to 

involve some of the most powerful forces inside Italy itself.» 

 

«Wherever one turns in investigating P2, Gladio, the "black aristocracy," international terrorism, or 

the Nazi International, one encounters the SMOM—the Sovereign Military and Hospitaller Order of 

St. John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes, and of Malta, known as "the Knights of St. John" or the "Knights 

of Malta" .They were omnipresent in the establishment of the financial and human infrastructure of 

modern international terrorism already during World War II, and immediately thereafter.» 

 

Behind the P2 there is the SMOM and deeper there is the Venice power. 

 

 

(A) Behind the P2 there is the SMOM 
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Wherever one turns in investigating P2, Gladio, the "black aristocracy," international terrorism, or 

the Nazi International, one encounters the SMOM 

 

Source BP*: 

«SMOM member Baron Luigi Parilli, an industrialist with high-level connections into both Hitler's 

SS and SD in Italy, and to Mussolini's intelligence services, was the main liaison between SS Gen. 

Karl Wolff and Allen Dulles in Berne. SMOM bestowed one of its highest awards, Gran Croce Al 

Merito Con Placca, on U.S. Ambassador to Italy Ellery Stone, who had saved Borghese, and who 

became a postwar vice-president of the ITT corporation, which helped organize the Sept. 11, 1973 

overthrow of Chilean President Salvador Allende and the installation of dictator Gen. Augusto 

Pinochet. The SMOM awarded its Croce Al Merito Seconda Classe to Italy's OSS chief James Jesus 

Angleton in 1946, around the same time it honored his boss, Allen Dulles. The following year, it 

bestowed the Gran Croce al Merito con Placca upon Hitler's Eastern Front intelligence chief 

Reinhard Gehlen, one of only four recipients of this award at the time. Gehlen's brother was the 

secretary to Thun Hohenstein, one of the five-member ruling Sovereign Council of the order. As 

head of the Institute for Associated Emigrations, Hohenstein printed some 2,000 passports, which 

were used to relocate leading Nazis to safe hiding places around the world. 

Other leading Knights included CIA chiefs Allen Dulles, John McCone, and William Casey. Nazi 

International figure Otto Skorzeny was a Knight, as was businessman J. Peter Grace, who used the 

SMOM's diplomatic immunity as a cover for Iran-Contra activities. 

Numerous leaders of Italy's military intelligence organization were members of both SMOM and P2, 

including Gen. Giuseppe Santovito (former head of SISMI, which replaced SID after 1977), Adm. 

Giovanni Torrisi, Chief of the General Staff of the Army, and Gen. Giovanni Allavena, head of 

SIFAR. Another key P2 member who was a Knight was Count Umberto Ortolani, a member of the 

SMOM's ruling inner council, and a veteran of Mussolini's counterespionage service. Some say he 

was the real brains behind P2, and he did sponsor the entrance of P2 boss Licio Gelli into the 

SMOM. Ortolani was a financier who, among other things, owned the second-largest bank in 

Uruguay, where he commanded enormous influence; the fascist Gelli had been in exile in Ibero-

America until higher powers brought him back to Italy in the early 1960s to set up what became the 

P2 lodge. 

As with any organization, not all of its members are guilty, and sometimes not even witting of the 

organization's crimes. In this case, however, given the nature of the beast, that would be relatively 

rare. Besides the repeated surfacing of SMOM members in terrorist-related activities near the end of 

World War II, one of their more recent operations illustrates the organization's essential nature. 

… 

In their investigations of the SMOM, LaRouche's associates "discovered to their surprise that the 

mere mention of its name inspires awe and terror in the minds of highly placed government officials, 

central bankers, senior military and business leaders, and senior diplomatic and intelligence 

executives," as recorded in a pamphlet issued by the LaRouche organization at the time, "The `Black 

International' Terrorist Assassination Plot to Kill Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr." The pamphlet further 

reported, "The power that the Order concentrates is primarily financial, through direct control of 

most of the Western world's leading investment houses" and far, far more. The pamphlet also noted, 

"A second source of power is an absolutely unmatched intelligence capability." Which is to say, the 

SMOM is a leading organizational arm of the Synarchy, bringing together the world's leading 

aristocrats, financiers, and particularly military and intelligence officials. Its members yearn for the 

ultramontane world which existed before the rise of sovereign nation-states during the Renaissance, 

which meant a loss of power and privilege of their families. To them, that vanished world is as if 

yesterday. Indeed, it has by no means entirely disappeared, but lives on, centered—like the Knights 

themselves—on the Venetian-descended "independent central banks" of virtually every nation in the 

world, as LaRouche has emphasized. 

 

The Knights of St. John were founded in the late 11th Century, and rose to prominence in the First 

Crusade of 1095. In 1120, Pope Urban II officially recognized them as a military religious order, and 

for centuries they remained one of the most powerful military forces in Christendom, first from their 

headquarters on the island of Rhodes, and then on Malta, from which they were finally driven by 

Napoleon in the late 18th Century. The Knights were recognized as a sovereign state by a Hapsburg 
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Emperor in the 16th Century. They remain a sovereign state, run from their headquarters at 68 Via 

Condotti in Rome. They maintain their own fleet of aircraft, have diplomatic relations with 92 

nations as well as the United Nations and the Holy See, and enjoy diplomatic immunity. The order is 

entirely Roman Catholic, and its higher ranks must document an aristocratic lineage and coat-of-

arms of at least three centuries. The Grand Master of the order is both a secular prince, and a cardinal 

of the Church. Reflecting its history, its membership is still heavily comprised of individuals with a 

military or intelligence background. Pope Pius XII ordered an investigation of this nominally 

Catholic organization in the 1950s. The Papal Commission charged, among other things, that the 

Order should not have the sovereignty of a state, and ordered modifications of the SMOM "to bring 

them into conformity with decisions of the Holy See." However, Pius XII died before the Order 

could be fully reined in. 

In addition to the Roman Catholic SMOM, there are four Protestant orders of the Knights, all 

founded within the last 150 years or so, and all run by ruling houses of Europe. The Roman Catholic 

and Protestant orders effectively merged on Nov. 26, 1963, four days after the assassination of John 

F. Kennedy. The Sovereign Head of the British Knights is Queen Elizabeth, while the Netherlands 

Knights were headed until his death by the former SS official, Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, 

consort of Queen Juliana. 

In 1927, the Rome-based SMOM authorized the establishment of an American chapter, whose 

members did not have to prove their aristocratic lineage. Its Treasurer and lay controller was John J. 

Raskob, the bitterly anti-FDR head of the Democratic National Committee, who in 1934 helped 

finance a coup attempt against Roosevelt. Its Grand Protector and Spiritual Advisor was Cardinal 

Francis Spellman of New York, one of whose closest Cold War associates was Time/Life publisher 

and Congress for Cultural Freedom co-founder Henry Luce. 

Another Knight, who played a profound role in Italy's postwar financial, economic and political 

history was Prince Massimo Spada, the leading lay financier of the Vatican's Institute for Religious 

Works, commonly called the "Vatican Bank." Spada gave the mafia-connected heroin launderer and 

later P2 financier Michele Sindona his entrée into the Vatican's finances, which, given the tax-

sheltered, sovereign status of the Church within Italy (as negotiated in the 1929 Concordat between 

Mussolini and the Holy See), was invaluable for running all kinds of dirty operations. 

However, in examining the Vatican, one must always be careful to ask, "Whose Vatican? That of all 

the modern popes? Or that of the black aristocracy?" And to really unravel that question, insofar as it 

intersects Ortolani, Gelli, Calvi, Spada, and their "Vatican-connected" associates, and the deeper, 

"permanent" infrastructure of terror in Italy, one must delve deeply into history, particularly that of 

Venice, to understand the enormous power still wielded by those whom Pope John Paul I, called "the 

ancients," during the time he was Patriarch of Venice. After all, as LaRouche has stressed, those 

"ancients" of Venice have given us the modern Anglo-Dutch parliamentary system, with its privately 

controlled central banks, and the Synarchy's present drive for world rule. Under Anglo-American 

direction, those Venetian "ancients" also brought Mussolini to power in the first place, and then 

organized the financial world of the Vatican, into which Ortolani, Gelli, Calvi et al. were inserted. 

» 

 

(B) The Venetians 
 

 

In the past, The Venetian Republic was the major sea power and a staging area for the Crusades. It 

existed for one thousand one hundred years, from the 8th  century until the 18
th
   century. Today 

Venice is an Italian city. The Venetian Republic is also famously called: ―La Serenissima‖. The 

cornerstone of Venice's fortunes was the trade with the East Indies. 

 
Source BP* ―The Legacy of History: The Venetian Factor‖: 

«In 1582, the 40 or so families which controlled the vast fortunes and far-flung intelligence 

capabilities of Venice, split into two factions: the nuovi (the "new" houses, or families) and the 

vecchi (the "old" houses). On the surface, the appellations seemed to refer to those families ennobled 

since the serrata, the closing of the Grand Council in 1297, who were called the nuovi; whereas 

those who had already held titles of nobility, were the vecchi. In fact, the upheaval was the result of 

the establishment of sovereign nation-states for the first time in history, as a consequence of the 
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Renaissance. The city-state of Venice, never more than 200,000 people, could not stand against the 

new powers that were coming into being, founded to promote the Common Good of their citizenry; 

the sheer numbers, the science and technology, the military power, were too much for even the 

powerful and devious masters of La Serenissima (as Venice is famously called). 

 

The nuovi realized that, notwithstanding the bloody religious warfare which Venice had unleashed in 

Europe following the failure of the League of Cambrai to defeat Venice in 1511, its days were 

ultimately numbered. They took several strategic actions. First, under the leadership of Paolo Sarpi, 

they created the philosophy of empiricism, as a sense-certainty-based fraud whose purpose was to 

destroy the creative method of Platonic hypothesizing. Second, also under Sarpi's leadership, they 

launched a fierce war against the Vatican, posing as the bastion of "enlightened" Europe against 

obscurantist Rome. Third, they brought the newly emerging Protestant powers England and Holland 

(whose rise came largely thanks to Venice itself), into what had always been the cornerstone of 

Venice's fortunes—its trade with the East Indies. The Venetians founded the British East India 

Company in 1600 (from a merger of the England-based Venice Company and the Turkey Company) 

and the Dutch East India Company in 1602, and the wealth derived from this trade helped create or 

enrich a number of great aristocratic families in both countries, along the Venetian model. And, as 

LaRouche has often emphasized, the British East India Company became the foremost power in the 

world in 1763, in the wake of the British-rigged Seven Years' War among contending European 

powers, in the classic Venetian "divide and conquer" method. Fourth, they moved much of their 

fortunes (and even some of their families) north, first into Holland, and then into England, where 

they created what would be known in the 18th Century as "the Venetian Party." As part of this, they 

established the famous Wisselbank (Exchange Bank) of Amsterdam in 1609—the most powerful 

bank in the world—modelled upon their own private, patrician-controlled banks, followed by the 

Bank of England in 1694, both serving as the models upon which all central banks have been 

established since then. 

In part because of these redeployments, Venice's financial power remained huge well into the 18th 

Century, as did its legendary spy system, brilliantly chronicled by Friedrich Schiller in his novella 

Der Geisterseher (The Ghost-Seer), and American intelligence operative James Fenimore Cooper in 

his novel The Bravo
n8

 Barings Bank in England, the bank of the British East India Company, for 

instance, was the vehicle for Venetian funds in Britain, and was at the center of the "Venetian Party," 

together with the Bank of England. 

 

Napoleon Bonaparte had been partially sponsored and funded by Venetian and Genoese families: 

The Genoese Princess Pallavicini of that era famously punned that her family owned "la buona 

parte"—"the best part"—of him. His Corsican family had been retainers for the Genoese and 

Venetian nobility for centuries; and, as noted above, his favorite sister married a Borghese. When 

Napoleon's ravages had ended, Count Giovanni Capodistria, a Venetian nobleman acting as a 

government minister of Russia, almost single-handledly wrote the essential documents issued by the 

1814-15 Congress of Vienna, which established the ultra-reactionary Holy Alliance. Capodistria also 

pulled together the modern nation of Switzerland, in part as a repository for Venetian family funds 

(fondi), which were also used to found several insurance companies in the late 18th Century. These 

later included the Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà (RAS) and the Assicurazioni Generali di Venezia e 

Trieste
n9

. 

 

At the turn of the 20th Century, the "ancients" of Venice, although diminished, still commanded 

important financial and intelligence power, both on their own behalf, but also because they deployed 

as part of the British- (and subsequently Anglo-American-) dominated world which their ancestors 

had created. In the wake of the split/redeployments of 1582, they cloned themselves and their 

institutions and methods to dominate northern Protestant, often freemasonic Europe, while they still 

maintained their power in their historic seats of control in the formerly Hapsburg-ruled southern, 

more Catholic portions of Europe, in particular in Italy and Spain, and in the Church at Rome. They 

played a crucial role in organizing the Balkan Wars which laid the immediate basis for World War I, 

for which Britain's King Edward VII had schemed for decades. In the early 20th Century, a group of 

Venetian financier patricians, led by Count Piero Foscari of an ancient family of Venetian Doges, 
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established a number of companies and banks. Chief among the latter, was the Banca Commerciale 

Italiana (BCI), and in particular its Venice branch
n10

.  

Though Foscari was the undisputed leader of this Venetian group, its most active public figure was 

Giuseppe Volpi, later known as Count Giuseppe Volpi di Misurata, after his early-1920s rule of 

Italian-occupied Libya on behalf of Mussolini. Acting as the point-man for an international financial 

syndicate including the Bank of England, the Mellons, and the House of Morgan, Volpi organized 

Mussolini's rise to power, precisely as Schacht did later for those same forces in installing Hitler in 

Germany. Volpi was Mussolini's Finance Minister from 1925 to July 1928, following which he 

became a member of the Grand Council of Fascism, and, in 1934, chairman of the Industrialists 

Association. He designed Mussolini's economic doctrine of corporatism along the model originally 

laid down by Alexandre Saint-Yves d'Alveydre (1842-1909), the founder of the Synarchy of Empire 

movement, and the inspiration for the Martinist freemasonic lodges through which the modern 

Synarchy was organized. Nominally a tripartite pact among corporations, the state, and labor, it was 

basically rule by corporations, i.e., private financiers. 

 

In 1929, Volpi oversaw the famous Concordat between Italy and the Vatican, in which, among other 

things, Italy recognized the Vatican as a sovereign state, and paid financial compensation for the 

Papal States in central Italy which it had taken over in the second half of the 19th Century. The 

compensation was 1,550 billion liras, a sizeable sum at the time. One Bernardino Nogara was 

chosen, seemingly "out of the blue," to manage this fortune. The prominent American diplomat 

George Kennan wrote in his Memoirs: 1925-1950 about the extraordinary power commanded by 

Nogara: "A so-called `mystery man,' an Italian banker by the name of Bernardino Nogara, had been 

granted sole control by the papacy over the entire fortune of $92.1 million the church had received 

from the Lateran treaty. . . . No Vatican official, not even the Pope himself was allowed veto power 

over Nogara's decision. Nor would the banker permit any religious or doctrinal policies of the church 

to stand in his way. . . . Never before in modern Church history had anyone been granted such 

sweeping authority by the church, not even popes themselves, with all their supposed infallibility, let 

alone a layman, and non-Catholic (Jewish), as in Nogara's case." His impact on the Church may also 

be judged by the epitaph delivered upon his death in 1958 by the head of the SMOM in America, 

New York's Cardinal Spellman: "Next to Jesus Christ, the greatest thing to happen to the Catholic 

Church is Bernardino Nogara." 

 

Whether or not he was Jewish, the "mystery man" was no mystery at all. Nogara had been managing 

director for a Venetian firm run by Foscari, Volpi, et al. in the Ottoman Empire already back in 

1901. Reflecting his Venetian ties, Nogara became Italy's representative on the Ottoman Debt 

Council, a sort of IMF for the Ottoman Empire, whose purpose was to bleed it and carve it up. The 

British sponsored freemasonic lodges in Salonika, from which the "Young Turks" were organized to 

oust the Sultan. The freemason Volpi was intimately involved in the coup, as, undoubtedly, was 

Nogara. Nogara was the head of the BCI branch in Istanbul, and was Volpi's chief intelligence agent 

in the Ottoman Empire until that empire disappeared in the World War I which Volpi and his friends 

had done so much to help organize, through the masonic lodges and through Venice's ancient 

financial and familial ties in the Balkans. 

After Nogara had been chosen Delegate of the Special Administration (later known as the 

Administration of the Holy See Patrimony) to oversee the investment of the wealth flowing from the 

Concordat, he became vice president of the BCI, upon whose postwar premises the P2 lodge would 

be founded. Nogara established intimate financial relations with the cream of the Synarchy, 

including the Paris and London Rothschilds, Crédit Suisse, Hambros Bank in London, J.P. Morgan 

Bank, and the Bankers Trust Company in New York, and the Paris-centered Banque de Paris et des 

Pay Bas (Paribas), a stronghold of the Synarchy in France in the interwar and postwar years. He also 

promoted a cadre of uomini di fiducia, "men of confidence," Vatican lay Catholic or even non-

Catholic financiers, who would oversee the enormous new Vatican holdings. Nogara bought large or 

controlling interests in dozens of major banks, utilities, insurance companies, and industrial 

corporations, even as he reorganized previous Vatican holdings, such as the "Catholic banks" which 

were generally Catholic-owned, and which did business with the Church and its officials, as opposed 

to the "secular" banks. 
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The most important of these "men of confidence" was Prince Massimo Spada (a Vatican title), who 

had been inducted as a Knight of Malta in 1944. Spada either chaired or sat on the board of an 

astounding array of the holdings Nogara purchased. Noting only a few of the more important (and 

their capital), as of the late 1960s, these included: He was vice-president of the Banco di Roma (one 

of Italy's largest banks, historically associated with Rome's black nobility), and sat on the board of its 

Swiss subsidiary; Italy's biggest domestic gas company, Società Italiana per il Gas (37,412 million 

liras); president of the Trieste-based Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà insurance company (4.320 billion 

liras); vice president and managing director of the L'Assicuratrice Italiana; vice president of both the 

Unione Subalpina di Assicurazioni and of the Lavoro e Sicurtà (750 million liras); Shell Italiana, the 

Italian subsidiary of Royal Dutch Shell (129 billion liras invested in Italy); vice president of the 

Istituto Bancario Italiano (10 billion liras) and the Credito Commerciale di Cremona (2 billion liras); 

board member of the Banca Privata Finanzaria; board member of the huge financial holding 

companies, Società Meridionale Finanziaria (122 billion liras) and the Istituto Centrale Finanziario 

(150 million liras); vice president of the Finanzaria Industriale e Commerciale; president of the 

Banca Cattolica del Veneto (3 billion liras); board of directors of FINSIDER, a state-controlled 

holding company (195 billion liras), which is part of IRI, the Istituto per la Ricostruzione Industriale, 

formed during the Fascist regime, which constituted the country's largest cartel and controlled the 

biggest shipyards; the Italia shipping line; Alitalia airlines; Alfa Romeo; and the entire telephone 

system. FINSIDER produced at the time over 90% of Italy's steel and was the backbone of IRI. 

Spada was also a board member or executive of dozens more banks, insurance, and industrial 

companies. In 1963 he was appointed Privy Chamberlain of Sword and Cape, one of the highest of 

all Vatican titles, one also held by his brother Filippo
*n11

. 

With all of this enormous power, and despite his leading position in the Catholic Church, Spada 

sponsored the rise of Michele Sindona as one of the Vatican's "men of confidence." His choice was 

most peculiar, not only because Sindona had been a Fascist during the war, but because during that 

time he had made connections (through American OSS-connected mobster Vito Genovese) to the 

Inzerillo and Gambino crime families, for whom he laundered heroin money. 

Reviewing the picture sketched above, we thus find that an intricate financial web originally woven 

by Count Giuseppe Volpi di Misurata and his Venetian aristocratic friends and associates such as 

Bernardino Nogara, had grown by 1960 to include Michele Sindona, who financed one of Gladio's 

most important assets, the "Black Prince" Borghese. Sindona also "was one of the channels, perhaps 

one of the most important, to back up" the attempted coups of 1970-74, as Greene and Massignani 

put it. Sindona later sponsored the rise of Banco Ambrosiano's Roberto Calvi, the P2 financier who 

was found hanging under Blackfriars Bridge in London in 1982, in a ritualistic masonic murder. 

And, when the P2 financial scandals exploded, one of those arrested as a key figure in them, was 

Massimo Spada, the protégé of Volpi's friend Nogara. 

The membership of the ostensibly Catholic—and therefore ostensibly anti-freemasonic—Rome-

centered SMOM overlapped with the freemasonic, presumably "anti-clerical" P2 lodge; they were 

the "twins" of Italy's Venice-centered oligarchy. 

The privately run international monetary system is now collapsing, and the desperate financial 

oligarchy is trying to consolidate a new, worldwide fascism, driven by new waves of terror, such as 

9/11 and the March 11, 2004 train bombings in Madrid. In this context, much of the superstructure 

of Gladio is finally being exposed by those opposed to this new fascism. Those exposés are essential. 

But, we must go still deeper, to lift the veil from "the ancients," and through them from the Synarchy 

to which they have given birth, of which they remain a crucial component. 

» 

 

Notes 
[8] The extraordinary financial power which Venice still commanded in the 18th Century was documented by 

the Venetian nobleman Carlo Antonio Marin, historian of Venice Frederick Lane, and others. Its European-

wide cultural warfare and espionage system was also still highly effective, as evidenced in the international 

campaign of the Paris-based Venetian Abbot Antonio Conti to attempt to destroy the reputation of the great 

scientist Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. An agent of Venice's ruling Council of Ten, Count Cagliostro (Joseph 

Balsamo) organized the 1785 "Affair of the Queen's Necklace," the scandal which, as Napoleon observed, was 

the opening act of the French Revolution, an event financed and run out of Britain. Still another notorious 

Venetian spy of the same era was Casanova, who reported directly to the inner Three of the hooded, black-
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robed Council of Ten. The scarlet-robed chief of the Three was known as the Inquisitor, and in Venice it was 

understood that "The Ten will send you to the torture chamber, but the Three will send you to your grave." 

Schiller chose to set his masterful portrayal of the methods of the Venetian intelligence service, as well as its 

Europe-wide reach, in the 18th Century; he clearly was not writing of a merely "historical" matter, nor was the 

patriotic American intelligence agent James Fenimore Cooper, in his portrait written several decades later, 

though Cooper set his tale centuries earlier. During the American Revolution, Venice put its still-considerable 

fleet at the service of the British. 

[9] One of the notable financiers of Borghese in-law Napoleon was the Venetian Salomon Morpurgo, who later 

founded the Assicurazioni Generali di Venezia e Trieste (General Insurance Company of Venice and Trieste). 

Generali has been ruled ever since by a kind of central committee of Europe's financier and aristocratic 

oligarchy. On the board of Generali and its sister insurance company, Riunione Adriatica di Sicurtà (RAS), 

over recent decades, one finds such names as Giustiniani, Orsini, Luzzatto (an old Venetian family), 

Rothschild, the Duke of Alba (whose ancestor laid waste to the Netherlands for Philip II of Spain), and Doria 

(Genoese financiers of the Hapsburgs). The president of the RAS at one point was Sindona's sponsor, Prince 

Massimo Spada, while Count Giuseppe Volpi di Misurata chaired the Generali from 1938-43. Had the 1964 

coup been successful, the plotters planned to install Cesare Merzagora, chairman of Generali from 1968-79. 

Generali's chairman today is Antoine Bernheim, a senior partner of Lazard Frères, and member of one of the 

four families which control Lazard, a mainstay of the international Synarchy. Bernheim's daughter married 

Prince Orsini. 

Generali and RAS are merely two important strands of a much larger web of families and finance, but they 

illustrate the directions in which one must look to discover the "port" behind the "Port Authority" guarded by 

P2 boss Licio Gelli, as Senator Pellegrino insightfully put it. 

[10] The activities of Foscari, Volpi, et al. as the product of centuries-long Venetian operations in the Ottoman 

Empire, are elaborated in The Roots of the Trust, by Allen and Rachel Douglas (unpublished ms., 688 pages, 

1997). 

[11] The partial list of Spada's corporate offices is taken from Conrado Pallenberg, The Vatican Finances, 

(London: Peter Owen, 1971). 

 

 

(i) The Venetians’ pupil Michael Ledeen 
 

Source: UF*: 

 

In  the early 1960s, 

Anglo-Venetian financier circles picked up and sponsored Michael Ledeen. Ledeen was directed to 

Italy in 1965, where he was adopted by two senior figures. One was Renzo De Felice, dean of 

postwar ―universal fascism‖  studies, and the other was Count Vittorio Cini. Vittorio Cini was a  

―fraternal friend‖ of Count Giuseppe Volpi di  Misurata.  To assist Ledeen in his studies of fascism, 

Cini and De  Felice opened the doors for him to the freemasonic archives in Rome and Venice. 

Ledeen is famous for his 1972 book: ―Universal Fascism‖. Ledeen is well known for promoting the 

permanent war/permanent revolution policies of the recent period‘s ―Cheney cabal‖. Earlier, over the 

past quarter century, Ledeen was a protagonist of some of the most  spectacular intelligence episodes 

of that era including the Iran-Contra international gun-and drug-running cartel, and cover-ups on 

behalf of the perpetrators of the terrorism and assassinations that rocked Italy during the Strategy of 

Tension in the 1970s, including the 1978 assassination of Prime Minister Aldo Moro, and the 1980 

Bologna train station massacre. 

 

The writings and career of Michael Ledeen open the  window onto what lies behind, and drives the 

Cheney clique: the desire to eliminate modern nation-states, and any vestige of the real American 

System, from the face of the Earth, in favor of a financier-run, fascist world empire. 

 

Universal Fascism and Ledeen's roots are in Venice. The Venice where  the descendants set up their 

system of usury, manipulation,  and betrayal, attempting to perpetuate their wealth and  power.... 
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«The Ghost» 
 

Part II: 
The Case 

 
 

«…DURING THE TIME, WE HAS BECOME NOT ONLY WITNESSES OF BIRTHPLACE 

INTRIGUES, BUT ALSO WITNESSES ABOUT THE GHOST’S ACTIVITIES INTO ITALIAN 

COURTS,  POLICE AND PRESS.»…   
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Chapter I. Introduction 
 

 

.1 About Italian Territory  
Italian territory is divided into smaller parts called regions. Most known are Sicily, Tuscany, Lazio, 

Sardinia and Umbria… A region is like a small state and can have special legislation. Each region 

has a principal town. Rome, for example, is both the principal town of the Lazio region and  the 

capital of Italy. Region itself is divided into smaller territories called provinces that have the same 

name of the principal town. We were born in Veneto region whose principal town is the famous 

Venice; other town are Verona, Padova (also known as Padua or Patavium), Vicenza, Treviso, 

Rovigo, Belluno.  Even if it‘s not properly exact, often we say the birthplace area is into the 

―Venetian area‖; the reason is that birthplace is totally under the control of Venice since 15
th
 century, 

when Venice was a republic famously called ―La Serenissima‖ and the birthplace was a colony of its 

patrician families (precisely Veneto area correspond to all region territory, instead the Venetian area 

correspond to the territory of Venice and its province). Often we use the term Venetians to indicate 

not citizen of Venice but the enemy‘s  circle made up by Venetians.  

 

.2 Case story 
 

We were born in Italy in the Venetian area in  1970. Birthplace  area is the key of our story! First, it 

was the center of unorthodox civil-war organized by NATO after World War, II during the cold-war. 

Second, it was the center of ―black terrorism‖ which has involved neo-fascists and paramilitary 

Gladio personnel. Third, it was the center of coup attempt plotted during the ―strategy of tension‖ 

between 1970-74. Fourth, Venice itself gave birth to the ―Universal Fascism‖. Fifth, in the area there 

were a strong concentration of esoteric and satanic rites, most often related to ancient cults of death, 

some of which belong to nazism. 

 

REMARK: 

Unorthodox civil-war, Gladio, black fascism, strategy of tension… are all explained into the 

previous historical part, chapter 2.  

 

During the time we lived in birthplace we entered into contact with some of the above phenomena, 

and  during childhood we didn‘t realize their importance, however the following experience taught  

that it was better for us to get a new life away. To became aware  of  such surroundings was a slow 

and delicate process till now in progress. On 2001 we moved in another province and we closed 

every personal relationships, connection, and link with birthplace. 

 

Birthplace people didn‘t leave us in peace, it happened that moving out birthplace, it also began a 

incredible persecution against us in order to destroy our life and every account of our personal 

experiences. It was spread an extraordinary defamation against us in order to preventing any our 

assertions about the seen facts would have been considered true. 

 

On 2004, in order to protect ourselves from several criminal offences, we started to describe some 

intrigues to police and  palaces of justice: in November, we write and send the first report to Palace 

of Justice. The next months we write other reports containing a mixture of old and new criminal 

facts.  Time elapsed and offences grow up exponentially without anyone would intervene in our 

favor. Some months later,  going personally at Court we discover that our reports never reached the 

Court!   

 

We take the decision to put down personally and again a copy of the missing papers.  In the 

meantime enemy organizes a plot to damage us. We have an abusive attack on our good name, false 

accusation, and a malicious misrepresentation of our actions. Someone tells that we invent the 

crimes, but when we propose a debate to talk about, no one accepts a face up to.  On September, for 
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the first time, we request the publication of facts concerning our story into newspapers, but we don‘t 

find interest about, therefore we public ourselves information into Internet Web pages.  After 

publication, we discover a filtering over search engines about such facts.   

 

From now on, to survive we are forced to leave home and the town. We will be forced to move from 

town to town several times without any police forces protected us.  During the summer 2005, we 

begin to travel from place to place searching for someone who could resolve the situation.  

 

Since 2005, after we escaped from Venetian area, to survive we have changed six Italian regions.  

During this time we have done the lowest works, we have lived in poor condition and in particular 

periods in cold and hunger conditions.  

 

Our story is stunning. It‘s incredible that the reports have been stolen inside one of the most 

important courts and no one wants to investigate about!  In Italy there is very high depravity and 

corruption. However corruption is inadequate to explain the situation occurred. The only way to 

understand the phenomenon of ―the missing paper‖ is to consider terrorism  and mafia activities.   

 

DURING THE TIME, WE HAS BECOME NOT ONLY WITNESSES OF BIRTHPLACE INTRIGUES, BUT ALSO 

WITNESSES ABOUT THE ENEMY‘S ACTIVITIES INTO ITALIAN COURTS,  POLICE AND PRESS.   

 

Deduction 

In 1997 we realized that Corruption was inadequate to explain what happened to us. The only way to 

understand the phenomenon of the paper stolen inside the courts and the persecution we have had, 

was to consider the UNORTHODOX Civil War implanted by NATO in Italy after the World War II 

throughout Gladio.  

 

Those people who were inserted during the cold war into special nucleus of defense of state. Those 

people who enjoy of extra rights, of extra procedures, of special treatment inside public offices,  

police forces, courts and all apparatus of the state. In few those people of  the Masonic lodge P2, 

Gladio personnel and friends.  Those who have more credit into the banks, more possibilities to play 

business. Those people were also who stole our papers  and blocked every  successive investigation 

or proceeding about… 

 

Those  people were the responsible of the  disappearing of our report inside courts.  

They decide who could stay alive and who had to die, who had the possibility to  work and who had 

to stay into poor conditions, those decided the trial to open and the trial to close and the political 

parties, which had to rise into power. Those who stay behind. 

 

Concerning our case these people first stolen our statements between November 2004 and May 

2005. Second, then they blocked every investigation about. Third, they concealed  the facts. Fourth, 

with an illegal act, they created the false appearance that the crime concerning the ―missing papers‖ 

was not committed. Fifth, they worked hard with the aim to isolate us from anyone who could help 

us; they prejudiced   Police officers as well as Mayors, Priests, journalists. Sixth, they attacked our 

good name with false accusation, and a malicious misrepresentation of our actions. Seventh, they 

spread the rumor that we are mentally ill. Eighth, they played with our life forcing us to live in poor 

condition, often deprived of food and without health care, creating the false appearance that we are 

too lazy to work preferring  to stay in such conditions.  

 

The actions that our enemy managed with success were incredible.  
We explain better into next chapters. 

 
Our enemy is also the enemy of humans beings. 

So this work also maybe considered as an international forewarning. 
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Figura 1 An allegorical representation of  Barbara and Bruce's enemy 
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When we try to defense ourselves through justice, 
 the Ghost illegally removed our reports from courts…  
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Chapter II. Ghost Removed Papers 
at Courts. 
 

 

This chapter talks about the essential stages we have done into the ―Justice Way‖ since 2004. The 

way keeps track and/or demonstrate the high level of injustice, ignorance, depravation,  despair and 

lack of bravery into Italian authorities.  

 

 

.1 Phase I: At Court-One*  
On October 5, 2004 to protect ourselves, we decide to go to military police station and to talk, for the 

first time, about our situation and birthplace surroundings. On the occasion, Police officers said to us 

to send a report to public prosecutor at Court of Justice and they explain how to do that.  

 

So a month later, in November —keeping out of the way of Venetians— we mailed the first crime 

report to an important criminal Court of justice situated about 400 km away the area. 

 

Later in this writings, we refer to this Palace of Justice as ―Court-One*‖ in the reason it was the first 

court we submitted a report. The Court is situated about 400 km away. In Italian language the 

statement that we sent is properly called ―esposto‖. We mailed writing by ―raccomandata con ricevuta di 

ritorno‖, a certified mail (recorded delivery letter), that is, a letter  with note that confirms the 

delivery. After the report crime reaches the court of justice a serial number is assigned to it, it is 

recorded on database and later a public prosecutor opens it and investigate about. Normally the 

report is submitted by a lawyer or by police, but also people can do this directly.   

 

Then the situation takes a turn for the worse, between December and March we mail other crime 

report and upgrades containing a mixture of old facts and news. We beg the Court to help us but time 

passes and no one takes actions about, or keeps in touch with us.  

 

REMARK 

The events happened while we are waiting for justice are incredible and they are narrated into other 

chapters of this documents. 

 

On 5
th
 March 2005, we go to the criminal Court with the aim to obtain information about our crime 

reports, in particular we want to know the prosecutor who is assigned to us. Unexpected, we discover 

that the reports which we have mailed have not reached the Court of Justice! Only the first one, 

mailed on November 2004 reached the office, the following reports are missing. We are astonished, 

we call the attention of the officer showing him the mail delivery notes, he becomes nervous, ―If you 

have any complaint about, you must go to another Court‖— he says. We are shocked! We come 

back at home and immediately we mail to the same Court a further report describing on it the list of 

the statements, which disappeared without trace, and we provide in attachment a copy of all missing 

papers. 

 

On April 13, we go to the local military police station —where we inhabit—  in order to explain the 

situation.  

―It‘s impossible that your report have been stolen inside the Court!‖, a local officer says us and he 

send us out the station taking no actions about. 

 

On April 19, we catch the train to go to the criminal Court again. This time, at Court we find a 

kinder officer than the other one of March: ―in this office generally we have recorded into database 
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all the letters until two week before‖, he explains, showing efficiency. We think this is good 

information; it means the database keeps the last papers mailed on March! 

 

Surprise come out when inquiring the database the officer discovers that only the first statement —

mailed on November 2004— has reached the offices. ―The first statement was assigned to a 

prosecutor and later it has been sent to the Court where you have residence in the Venetian area‖, 

said the officer and ―the following statements there aren‘t‖. He controls again and again with no 

positive results. It seems reports disappeared without trace. The officer looks at the stamps over the 

receipts that confirm they arrived at the Court. He is embarrassed and confused and he doesn‘t know 

what to do, he ultimate suggests  going to the ―residence‖ Court. Before to come back home, we take 

the decision to put down directly at Court-One offices a copy of the missing papers. Later, in 

November of the same year, we will know that also those —put down directly— have been stolen 

again.  

 

REMARK: 

The crime reports mailed after November 2004 never reached the Court. Someone could  think that 

letters have been lost during the postal service, but it’s not possible. The receipts of the registered 

letters —returned to us with the stamp of Court overlapped—  were the circumstantial evidences that 

our reports disappeared immediately after they came inside Court offices and before they were 

serial numbered and  recorded into database. Statistically the high number of missing reports proves 

itself the existence of a crime: papers have been stolen and no lost. Indirectly, the situation that no 

one proceeding  has been opened for the crimes written inside, is a further proof (if certified mails 

successfully arrived  they  would have generated at least one proceeding). 

We knew that people of birthplace —someone mentioned into writings— had power inside the 

Residence-Court, but we didn’t suppose that they  had power also into the “Court-One”. The 

situation was unspeakable; even if corruption and collusion are well know in Italy no one might 

suppose that these crimes were committed also inside Court. The thefts of papers inside the Court 

prevent the defense law because in this case it’s impossible for the citizen to submit documents to 

prosecutors and to obtain a consequent defense action. The right of defense is protected by both 

international and Italian law and it must be considered one of the most important civil rights. The 

lack of  defense right is well known in dictatorship…  

 

 

.2 Phase II: The Escape 
In May 2005, it becomes clear that our writings have been stolen and not lost: at that time we 

thought there was someone into the Court of Justice who intercepts crime reports, with no 

possibilities for us to reach a prosecutor. So we change strategy: first we change Palace of Justice,  

on the occasion we try to mail a new statement containing the detailed situation to another Court. 

Second, on May 5, we mail  a registered letter to the Court-One* indicating another time the loss of 

report but writing on the external document, in place of our own names, a name of a lawyer. Third, 

in June we mail a similar report to a Military Court providing a copy of missing papers (we refer to  

the first as ―Northern-Court*‖ and to the third as ―Military-Court*‖). 

 

Justice in Italy is very slow, and in the meantime we are waiting for justice, the enemy works a lot. 

To defend ourselves, without police protection, we are forced to leave home and the town. From now 

on, we will be forced to move from town to town several times as we have told in the ―Personal 

Story‖ and other related documents. During summer 2005, we began to travel searching for someone 

who resolves the situation. We believe in justice and we are waiting someone who takes action 

permitting us the home return. Unfortunately the story tells that we will never come back, we will 

lose all, home included! 

 

REMARK 

To understand the next part further details are due: the criminal Court office is entitled to prosecute 

any criminal offences. When the prosecutor is informed about a criminal offence he has to record it 
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into a special book called “giornale delle notizie di reato” (crime logbook). After, a proceeding is 

opened and prosecutor investigates about. During this phase he hasn’t the power to stop 

proceedings, to close it he must do a special request to a special judge called with the acronym of 

GIP (Judge of preliminary investigation).  

 

 

.3 Phase III: The first-proceeding 
On November 9, unexpectedly we received by fax a communication coming from the Court-One*: a 

prosecutor, for the first time, establishes a communication. By the fax comes into light some 

important information. First, the prosecutor writes that the statement mailed on May 5 reached him. 

Second, he writes that previously statements haven‘t reached the Court and it seems they have been 

stolen or lost. This denotes that 7 statements disappeared! Third, he has recorded into logbook the 

crime corresponding, so the seventh statement has generated a legal proceeding. Fourth, he hasn‘t 

discovered what‗s happened about the disappeared statements: now he wants to close the proceeding 

because he has no further elements to continue investigation. 

 

The prosecutor‘s fax is the request to stop proceedings, one copy is sent to us and another copy to 

the judge of preliminary investigation. From now on, we have ten days to make opposition.  

 

REMARK: 

On November 2005 we are already living in a camp tent in extremely poor condition. To survive, we 

are begging food and money and we have lost weight. During this period we are trying to come out 

of the situation creating Internet pages, with the aim to obtained public aid. In these conditions we 

receive the fax of prosecutor into our electronic mailbox. We have no money and we cannot go to the 

Court to make opposition, no money to pay a lawyer…   

We make opposition to the closure of proceeding in the only manner that we can: by fax and 

registered letter, including the circumstantial evidences, indicating thefts take place inside the 

Court. Into the communications we explain clearly the reasons of opposition and in addition we 

included a description of our actual human situation —including our needs of food— hoping 

prosecutor helps us. Time passes and winter is at door. Prosecutor doesn’t reply to us and we won’t  

know anything about proceeding.  Hopeless, we continue still to live in tent.  

 

REMARK: 

At this time, we think that our messages sent to prosecutor are intercepted too, like the other reports, 

and this is the cause of prosecutor’s silence. We think prosecutor has on his hand only the seventh 

report, as he declared into the fax of 9 November. We doesn’t want the closure of  proceeding, we 

have a lot of reasons. The report on the hands of prosecutor is  only an 11 pages upgrade:  previous 

missing statement amounted to 140 page. Can he make a reliable investigation without the missing 

papers? The crime committed was so important to require the highest attention. The prosecutor 

should have picked up the paper as well as proofs and evidences, directly from us instead of 

stopping  all investigation, leaving us in a poor condition with the risk to die, and leaving criminal 

unpunished!  

 

.4 Phase IV: Police Headquarters 
Three months later, in February 2006 we have no information yet, so we go to police station. ―You 

must create immediately the list of the crimes contained in the missing papers, and put down again 

the list of crimes with a copy of the originals, but you mustn‘t come back here, this is only a small 

office, you must go to a Venetian Court‖ — a policeman says us.  So the day after we create the new 

statement but having no money to go in the Venetian area, we decide to go to the nearest Police 

Headquarters. Here, a police officer looks the statement and the prosecutor‘s fax of November; 

worried he informs immediately the head.  The head says:  ―This is a bad situation, I think a lawyer 

cannot resolve this problem, I have a good inspector, you will come back next Monday‖. On 

February 27, the inspector meets us and takes our report.  
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We begin hoping in police but we will see the next months that in practice police officer does nothing 

—like prosecutor did—  and the scandal grows including police officer himself  for the omitted 

operations .  

 

After the new statement is put down on Police Headquarters the situation goes from bad to worse. A 

Mayor gives to us some money to escape; in great haste we leave the tent and our suitcases catching 

the train with only two rucksacks.  

 

 

.5 Phase V: Jump to the Court-One* 
With our rucksacks, some days after, we reach for the first time the Military Court  to see  what‘s 

happened to our report mailed one year before (see above Part II: The Escape). Here a officer says 

us the material has been sent to Court-One in July 2005.  

 

REMARK 

In the past, the last time we reached the Court-One* was a year before, on  April 19.  

 

On March 22, we reach the Court-One*. Immediately we ask information about the material sent by 

the Military Court* . ―The proceeding has been closed on 3
rd

  January‖, a officer says us. We 

discover that the first-proceeding has been closed too, and at the same date. At that time we don‘t 

understand in depth the situation, immediately without thinking we go to the prosecutor‘s office to 

ask information. Prosecutor there isn‘t, so we go to the Judge who had closed the proceeding with 

the aim to talk about, but even if he is in his office he refuses to keep in touch with us, so we take his 

decree and go away. 

 

Some days after, discovering some mistakes contained in the closure declaration decree, we inform 

immediately the prosecutor by fax and demand that the proceeding comes into being again: this time 

prosecutor breaks down the previous silence and he replies us by fax a few days later. He says: ―The 

proceeding is closed and the only way to make opposition is to do an appeal to the Cassazione 

Court‖. The appeal must be done within 60 days, but we are homeless and no one aid us to do this. 

We email news and copy of the new documents to inspector who had taken our statement on 

February 27. 

 

Examining the judge‘s decree and the papers written by prosecutor we find out a lot of mistakes. 

Some declarations are wrong; showing side by side both the judge‘s decree and the prosecutor  

closure request  it becomes clear that they have done a lot of confusion. This confusion is evident 

and obviously and even the verdict of the judge becomes absurd.  If judge and prosecutor would 

have permitted us to talk and explaining the case directly with a civil debate, this confusion would 

not be happened; unfortunately  while on January 3, they debated, we were isolated about 400 km 

away and no one warned about the debate. In few, it was not possible to defend ourselves! Later we 

find out a sentence of the ―Court of Cassazione‖ showing the decree of January is  illegal...   

 

REMARK 

Since March 23 we obtained a bed  in a dormitory  for poor people. Later Barbara finds a work as 

dishwasher in the week-ends gaining few money. In the period we are trying to find a lawyer but no 

one lawyer  works without pay. 

 

REMARK 

What’s happened at the Court? The judge’s decree declared  that the crime which we asserted 

committed on 22
nd

  June 2005, actually  it was never committed, in few it  means that  neither loss 

nor thief have never taken place  . The decree was an abomination because we had never declared 

on our statements a crime on such date! How could it be possible? The crimes report have been sent 

all before the June 22, therefore it was impossible that we wrote into such letters about a future 

crime. Are we  clairvoyants to do this? 
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On the other hand doing this, judges moved several crimes committed before June into a invented 

unfathomable successive date and then declared that into such date no crime has been committed. Of 

course it’s true, no crime has been committed on 22
nd

 June, they were committed before! 

Unfortunately doing that, judges created the false appearance that no crime was committee and such 

idea was spread into police exacerbating the problem.. 

 

Even an idiot reading only few papers  understand that judges made a enormous mistake, but 

bureaucracy may be sometimes more stupid than an idiot.  

 

 

 

 

Figura 2 The justice at Court-One was just locked! 

 

.6 Phase VI:  At Southern Court*  
During the summer we understand in dept that both inspector and prosecutor are doing nothing while 

enemy still works a lot against us. In particular we realize that there was a strange situation in the 

Court-One* and not only some mistakes. Even if in the first period our reports were stolen into the 

Court  —and consequently no prosecutor has reached them—, however in a second period a copy of 

the ―missing paper‖, sent by the military office,  reached the Court. The prosecutor,  instead to open  

new proceedings, preferred to enclose the military papers inside his previous file. He did no 

investigation and closed both his 11 pages report and the 140 military pages: so all the facts 

disappeared. 

  

We keep going; on September 8, at 3.00 A.M. we are catching the train to go in a southern Palace of 

Justice, which we call with the pseudonym of ―Southern-Court‖. In the morning we arrive, 

immediately the new police officer working at Court  realizes the seriousness of the situation and he 

talk about to a prosecutor,  saying  us to stay ready in the eventuality of a blitz against the Court-

One. The officer is informed about similar facts, ―we know that these situation happen in that Court, 

you are not the only one in this bad situation‖ —he says. Anti-mafia proceeding is opened 

immediately and a new prosecutor assigned! Unfortunately, two weeks after, the bureaucracy moves 

the legal proceedings into another Court (The Court-Two) and consequently also new public 

prosecutor at Court-two is assigned. The last one doesn‘t want to proceed: he licks Court-One boots. 

He doesn‘t want to fix a meeting with us and leave us without protection.  

 

REMARK 
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We refer to the first Court as Court-One, the Court where we went on September as “Southern-

Court”, the Court where the proceeding was moved as “Court-Two”; the prosecutor of first Court 

as “Prosecutor-One”, and so on. 

 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

PFACTS* -“Persecution Facts provides an instant document about what’s happened at 
“Court-One” and also includes some originals and some proofs... 
 

 

.7 Phase VII: At Court-Two* 
 

During the time the new proceeding runs on Court-Two*, often we go to Palace of Justice beg 

prosecutor to meet us without results. At the same time, we have other attacks and we are forced in 

December 2006 to move to another town. Before to do this, on December 19, we go to military 

police station near the Court-Two*. Here we find a very diligent officers. For the first time it 

happens that police-officers (Carabinieri) dedicate time and resources to understand the problem. 

They write a new statement, acquire proofs and a copy of all previously crime reports, the operation 

is all day long. They submit the new dossier to a new prosecutor of a Court-Two*. The new 

prosecutor comes into action immediately, but soon after, the proceeding was stopped and included 

onto the first legal proceeding opened by the former prosecutor, who had reached investigation from 

the Southern-Court*. So all return to be silent. 

 

On  December 27 we are forced  to move to another town, about 100 km away the Court-Two*. In 

February 2007, in the new town we find a new policeman of civil police who tries to investigate, in 

addition since we are homeless and lacking in money, he wants to public a piece of news into 

newspaper with the aim to interest public opinion in order to obtain aid. The policeman calls directly 

a journalist and sends us to him. The piece of news comes out at beginning of March 2007.  

 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

SR* -“Stolen Rights” provides an instant document about what’s happened at “Court-Two” 
and also includes some originals and some proofs... 

 

 

 

 

.8 Phase VIII: At Court-Three* 
 

On March 7, we mail a new statement including on it the piece of news. The statement warns that the 

Court-two* prosecutor doesn‘t want to talk us and he refuses any meeting. ―This comportment 

prevents the international right of defense, in fact we cannot defense ourselves because we cannot 

talk him directly, we cannot show him evidences and proofs and we cannot check if he has on his 

hands all our documents,‖ we write. This statement is received by the Court-Three* and a prosecutor 

opens a new legal proceeding. 

 

REMARK: 

In Italy the crime report that has on it an accusation against a prosecutor, must be handled by 

another external Court. The court that investigate another court is called “controllante” controlling 

court  and the charged court is called “controllata” controlled court. For example the Rome’s Court 

is controlled by the Perugia’s Court, in turn, Perugia Court is controlled by Florence Court and the 

latter by Genoa’s Court and so on. The order is fixed by law. When the famous Italian politician 

Giulio Andreotti has been charged with a crime,  the proceeding, originally arises into Rome’s 

Court was moved into Perugia after a Roman prosecutor was found involved too. It’s for the same 

reason that the proceeding opened on Southern-Court* was moved to Court-Two, which is  the only 
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Court responsible of Court-One*. The Court-Two* controlling Court-One*, The Court-Three* 

controlling Court-Two*. 

We think that this method is absolutely  wrong: the controlling court mustn’t be fixed because this 

method doesn’t prevent the Gladio’s  collusion. Gladio can controls a Court and the  controlling-

Court too. It’s easy on a fixed system like it is running on Italy, more difficult in criminal controlling  

it would be on a variable controlling system, by random choice.  

 

 

On March, The Court-Three* prosecutor asks for information about the proceeding running on 

Court-two*, but the Court-two* prosecutor shows stolid indifference. On April 17 he newly 

communicates to us that he refuses any meeting. On the occasion he spreads this communication  

into a large number of offices, instead to send us directly, as he had done previously. His action 

creates the false appearance that we are impossible to find. Later this false appearance will create 

into some police stations suspects and someone will believe we were disappeared. The widespread 

message goes on the hand of wrong people  who will do all possible to stop anyone interesting in 

helping us. Prosecutor‘s communication reaches us only on May 23, a month later. The document 

comes into light some information, in particular we discover that our request of protection, 

formulated in November 2006, has been sent by prosecutor to the wrong place resulting in a further 

damage for us.  We are stunning: the only thing we think is that prosecutor has not read our writings 

and he doesn‘t understand the gravity of the problem. For these reasons we ask newly to the Court-

Three* to replace him with a clever person.  

 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

EC* -“The Erinni Case” provides further information about what happened at Court-Three’s 
prosecutor (some years after)... 

 

 

.9 Phase IX: The Appeal 
 

In the meantime, the story of two Italians entrepreneurs that have lost work and home, made curious 

a TV reporter.  So a nationwide TV reporter contacts us on mid-March and invites us in a television 

program. Here we have a live interview. The day before the interview reporter understand better our 

story, he considers inappropriate that we speak of some aspects, in particular reporter forbids us to 

talk about justice and prosecutors, and about the case of the ―missing papers‖: he says we can talk 

only about other human‘s aspects like our love story and the life in tent. At the end TV broadcasts an 

appeal to aid us.  

 

.10 Phase X: The 2007 Battle 
In May 2007 another battle begins, like answer to appeal on TV. 

Also in this town we have an abusive attack on our good name, false accusation, and a malicious 

misrepresentation of our actions. The plot of enemy works hidden staying behind and invisible. In 

the same police headquarters where the policeman who help us is working, it happens that some 

agents hinder him and a dossier disappeared.  Police headquarters became a theatre of a terrible 

battle, which divided Police itself. In November 2007 Bruce is admitted urgently in hospital.  While 

we are separated a person waits Barbara in a dark road attempting life: it is a warning. Some days 

after, when Bruce comes back from hospital other people menaces us. It becomes clear that we 

cannot live here. 

―Police can do nothing‖, a police officer says and ―it‘s not possible that these offences are correlated 

to the previous Venetian situation‖; in truth we know that the Venetian network is just arrived in the 

town.   

In March 2008, we move away another time. 

 

.11 Phase XI: The Third Region 
 

In March we enter in a new Italian region: the third since we escaped from home. 
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On April 14 we try to obtain justice in the new town. We send a fax to the new Police Headquarters. 

At the end of April we go to police to have information about our fax. We  discover that the fax there 

isn‘t. A police officer searches it, he finds out that the fax was just arrived  and was just recorded 

into logbook, but incredibly the writing is missing, so we supply officer with a copy.  Another time, 

in another police office a report disappears again... 

 

.12 Phase XII: The Stalking Report 
During the 2008 Christmas festivities we received a letter that wished us good Christmas time, but it 

was not a pleasant situation because the letter has been sent by the man who had destroyed our 

software house and life, in short the businessman we call ―the stalker", in practice  the letter may be 

considered  rather a kind of threat.  

 

We met the ‗stalker‘ in 2000 when he became supplier of our software house, at that time no one 

would have thought that he was a so dangerous person. Later he operated in the way to block our 

business and in 2004, when he successfully carried out the task,  he began to menaces us in many 

ways. The stalker was an important person and carried out the task with astuteness calculating every 

implication and involving authorities. 

 

Even though  we were firmly persecuted by stalker, it was impossible to defense ourselves because 

of two reasons: one was we had too less money to fight against him, the other one was that  in Italy 

at that time a law protecting from stalker offense there wasn‘t.  As soon as the  stalking offense 

regulations came out in Italy in the early 2009,  we seized the opportunity to write a detailed legal 

document. We used the stalker‘s letter received on  the 2008 Christmas festivities as an 

‗introduction‘ and we went back to all events happened before.  The work at the legal document was 

so hard that it took some months, we took again all events happened since 2000 and related 

documents, mail and anything else that were useful to prove the criminal activity of  the stalker. The 

result was a 500 pages report divided into four part and about 1500 digital files containing letters, 

emails and evidences. The work became the most complex report that we have made for authorities, 

to us it was considered like a thesis.   Both the report and related documents recorded into CDROM  

were submitted in March 2009 to the Venetian‘s Court where we have official domicile. 

 

The document was very important because not only it demonstrated the stalker‘s criminal activities 

but also it explained clear what  happened about ourselves in 2004 and in part the reasons of our 

escape from Veneto: especially the chain reaction generated by stalker actions that involves 

authorities.  

 

.13 Phase XIII: Story Board creation 
Between November 2008 and March 2009 we worked hard into a ―storyboard‖ project. The result 

was a digital library containing all that we had ‗made and sent‘ to authorities, catalogued by 

authority, ordered by data and containing also receipts, notes, proofs, and related documents. The 

Storyboard was delivered to authority on April 2009 (about 2000 files, 160 MB, 8 palaces of justice, 

3 Questure…). 

 

.14 Phase XIV: Screening 
In October 2009 we began to write a document titled ―screening‖ which explained step by step the 

operations we had made since 2004. It explained the general situation took place in November 2004 

little before we decided to ask the intervention of authorities and reported in chronological manner 

all events. The result was a document about 70 pages that may be considered a ―screening‖ of our 

case. The document has been sent on November 2009  both to Venetian Police headquarters where 

we have official domicile and to ―Ufficio delle entrate‖: the hateful  department that managed taxes. 

 

We sent the document to the above offices in order to explain the reasons of our behavior. 
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.15 Phase XV: Report About The Role Of Universal Fascism Into 
Our Story 

Between November 2009 and February 2010 we wrote a closing document that explains the role of 

Mafia and Fascism into our personal story. The result was a 200 pages document that reported in 

bibliography some articles published by Executive Intelligence Review. 

Our  thinking was at that moment that this document closed the series. We believed we had done 

everything possible! 

 

No one lawyer would have been capable to understand and to  produce so much, Whether a lawyer 

had done all this his recompense would be too high. We also think our five-years-work is useful for 

justice and Italians. 

 

.16 Phase XVI: The Tornado also into the 6th region 
Between September 2009 and June 2010 we wrote some documents that explained, between the 

lines,  the war against local authorities managed by Venetians  in the 6
th
 region. Venetians operate 

like a invisible slight wind, but with the devastation of a tornado. 

The last enemy‘s operations try to charge us with false crimes. It does that, manipulating proofs 

thanks the aid of its friends inserted into strategical position of justice machine. 

See also ―Conclusion‖ at page 56. 

 

.17 Conclusion 
A lot of facts happened. This part wants to describe only the essential steps made into justice way, so 

we leave some event to be unwritten. 

 

Nowadays Civil Police and Carabinieri  have all our documents about, however  in Italy  a official 

law that protect citizen on our condition  is missing. There is only a law which protects ―pentiti di 

mafia‖—the Italian word pentito refers to a mafia‘s member who decides to collaborate with justice. 

In Italy it seems only  if you had been a criminal you will obtain protection by law! 

Our story teaches that our enemy is free to play with justice and democracy as it wants, when its 

personnel  is involved in intrigues and someone charges them with a crime, it happens that statement 

will disappear. Then it will happen inevitably that prosecutor will make mistakes again and again, 

and police prefers do nothing to discover the truth. So the responsible of criminal offences live free 

unpunished. In these circumstances the bureaucracy become an enemy and Mafia grows.  

 

Now, in 2013, the silence over our story is no longer finished and  we are still waiting for justice. 

We think only a new name and a new passport can give us a new life. But the enemy is working all 

around us to create the false appearance we are criminal… 

 

 

EXTERNAL SOURCES 

 

ADM* -“L’Arbre du Mal” : about mafia and its religion, 2012 
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Figura 3: The "Crazy Alchemist ".  It‟s an allegorical representation of the false truth prepared and served to 

Italian community to explain the facts happened to Barbara and Bruce.  The multi-component supper contains 

prosecutors, police forces, mayors,  and Vatican.  
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When we tried to make public our case, 
 the Ghost  tried to block every news into press, television  

and internet.  
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Chapter III. Ghost Covered Facts 
 

Today in Italy, newspapers and media in Italy are supervised by an invisible power like into a 

dictatorship. Freedom of press is just an illusion:  reporters are not free and they must stay on 

particular guidelines. It‘s difficult for Italians to understand the situation because they have the false 

appearance that all is clear, this is due to the reason that the action of covering facts is often invisible 

and  illegal and of course whether news are not published they can‘t reach citizens. We are sure the 

foreigners may realize this better because  they have a external point of view. 

 

In this chapter we talk about aspects we have experienced: crimes concealed  into the Court of 

Justice, historical aspects  rebuked, press manipulation and Information filtered on internet search 

engines. 

 

.1 Crimes concealed into the Court 
 

On mid-September 2005, ten months later the first  report mailed to the Court, and after it became 

clear that our report have been stolen into the Court, we took the decision to inform press about: on 

the occasion we sent about one hundred letters to newspapers and TV. We used both mails and 

electronic mails. At that time we hoped into reporters, in particular we thought that the event was so 

important that it deserved to be published by itself. By contrast newspapers censored news by 

themselves and considered not convenient the piece of news. In few, no one reporter has had the 

courage to put out the piece of news. Journalist refuses in publishing for some reasons: 

 

1. The fact scares reporters, since it concerns one of the most important Court, therefore 

reporters worry about their job. 

2. We sent information without any political support: we were neither Communists nor 

Fascists. 

3. We were not supported by police or by other authority. As we told in ―Essential Justice 

Steps‖ police forces left us unprotected. 

4. We haven‘t money to pay a lawyer or to pay a journalist to manage the case. 

 

So, for the above reasons, the facts concerning crimes happened at Court were not published.  

Even if the event was not a properly censor act, in practice it had the same effect. We call the 

phenomenon an invisible censorship because there isn‘t  a particular act or decree about, simply facts 

are filtered by the Italian‘s system leaving no traces about and citizens remain in the dark. 

 

 

.2 Historical aspects rebuked 
 

This story is more incredible. 

In the Veneto region, still in 2004, we realized that culture was supervised and under control by a 

clique. These people determined what citizens can know and what they cannot know. The story 

began in August 2004 when we discovered  some important historical aspects. On the occasion we 

discovered that a Padua‘s village was the birthplace, in Middle-Ages, of important saints and the 

citizens were in the dark of all this! Just we took the proofs we immediately spread our studies, 

instead to obtain gratitude we found hostility and some people ordered us to stop researches and any 

publication about! 

 

 

The events has evolved in this manner:  

1. In 2004, the Town Hall (village) of saints‘ birthplace concealed our discovery to citizens. 
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2. Someone spread the rumor that we invented nonexistent facts with subversive political 

purpose. 

3. The local newspapers didn‘t publish anything about our researches. 

4. A man said us ―there are some local families who dislike your studies‖, so you must stop. 

5. Vittorio Cini‘s birthplace municipality wrote us in short that they are the only one who can 

manage the saints and  they cannot publish researches made by others. 

6. Some foundations strictly related to banks let it be. 

7. Our researches published into internet pages were filtered and pages were eliminated from 

search engine results for two years. 

 

THE ―DISCOVERY‖ FACTOR WAS ONE THE MOST IMPORTANT IN THE OUR STORY: IT DETERMINED, IN 

CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER FACTORS, THE NECESSITY  TO ESCAPE FROM VENETO. AT BEGINNING WE 

DIDN‘T UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCOVERY, LATER THE DISCOVERY WILL OPEN THE 

WAY, THROUGH CINI AND EIR ARTICLES, TO UNDERSTAND FASCISM, GLADIO AND WHAT STAY 

BEHIND.  

 

The mainly reasons why our researches were stopped are: 

1. Into the territory where saints were born there are some quarries. The discover, and 

consequently tourist attraction, can interfere with quarries exploitation. The center of these 

affairs is in Venice. These places were used as strategical telecommunication headquarters 

for the past plotted coup attempts. 

2. Ancient places where saints lived in, are now used by important persons as personal and 

political purpose. 

3. Some of these saints are wrongly considered to be born into the town where Vittorio Cini 

was born too. Saints and tourism provide a lot of money to this town.  

4. The truth is on the hand of few people who can manage it as they want and this concedes 

them a lot of power (In particular the Nazism in depth is a religion and provide a cult of 

death. Nazi people are interested to saints. They considered saints as a blood line 

descendants of  Jesus Christ. It‘s difficult to explain here the case, we will do apart, but in 

few in these places there are a lot of satanic rites and they used this spiritual area for their 

rites). 

5. Other things you might understand seeing our videos. 

 

REMARK 

This  argument is developed into the essay, EC*- ―The Erinni Case‖:  Humanitarian heritage 

suppressed to public eyesight and exploited exclusively by few:  International Denounce for 

crimes against common humanitarian heritage, 2011 first edition (crypt), 2013 second edition 

(clear) See bibliography . 

 

 

 

 

.3 Press manipulation 
On March 2005, we have had an car accident. On the occasion the enemy used the event to  make an 

abusive attack on our good name, and a malicious misrepresentation of our actions. On purpose the 

enemy made a press manipulation and dictated to local reporter an article using on for the occasion 

our accident. The objective was to hide the real situation in advance, using the fact to create an 

article about us spreading the false appearance that we were unreliable people. So any speech a 

bout our case it would be truncated in advance and considered by people just an illusion.  

 

On the other hand the enemy when it was not able to hide evidences, it changed strategy beginning 

in spreading the idea that our crime reports were only a method to cover our subversive ways. The 

two methods implemented by enemy had have a lot of success, so we lived isolated and no one 

believed us in the local area.  
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.4 Press silence 
Since August 2010, as we tell into Add On: The fourth police headquarters  , we have been living 

homeless. Defamation was instilled all around us. In such condition, often, we have been victims of 

bullies and violence.  Even when, on full winter,  I had fever (38-degree temperature testify by 

official report) and  we begged press for an article about our condition hoping to find a solution., 

Reporters (and mayor)  omitted any replies!  I risked to die. It happened the same for Barbara. As 

proofs there are our written help request! 

 

.5 Information filtered on internet search engines 
In September 2005 we have tried to make public our story through press, but we haven‘t success so 

we changed strategy. Three months later, in December  we decided to create a  site in internet. The 

web site was created with the aim to tell our story and report on it some proofs about. We published 

pages hosted on Italian‘s free web space, which  included free search engines registration.  

We published  with a different account our studies about the 2004 discovery, too.  

Curious to see how our papers come out in the search engines we  tested Google, Altavista and so 

on. The maintainer declared pages will  be usually available only after ten days, so we waited. It 

elapsed ten days, two week, one month, two months,….. but no result came out in search engines 

results.  We began to ask why and how, so we study the case.  

Initially we tried to enter several keywords stressing the engine, but it happened that no result  

concerning our pages was found. Then we tried to inquire a lot of pages hosted free on the same 

server. We  found several valid results examining these pages of others. At the beginning of 2006, 

we began to suspect a filtering. Filtering covered both Self-Defense site and the Historical discovery.  

Trying solutions to the case, it happened that we published the main page into Yahoo servers, the 

main page contained the links to Italian pages. Even if Yahoo doesn‘t provide a free registration on 

search engine —and we doesn‘t pay money to do this—, soon after it happened that Italian pages 

came out into Google‘s results.  

Probably the web page uploaded into Yahoo‘s servers opened the door to the other pages hosted in 

the Italian server. The main page on Yahoo remained hidden (for the reason explained above). 

Immediately we thought  the problem was in Italy.  

Later it happened a new strange phenomenon. We observed  for a long period: pages came out, and 

didn‘t come out, alternatively: one day there were, and another day there weren‘t. This event 

happened several times. After we described the situation to a Italian court, suddenly pages 

disappeared completely from search engine results.  

On December 2006, we signaled the phenomenon to a military arm and directly to Google‘s 

headquarters. About two week later, our pages returned and since then filter was no longer activated. 

. 

Our studies about Google have seen: when filtering was active, also previous positive results found 

in the paste disappeared. This seems very strange, because Google maintained  on its  memory cache 

a lot of pages, and it‘s normal that search result contains the links also to erased-old  pages and 

unavailable servers. By contrast when the filtering wasn‘t  active, all previous positive results appear 

again all together. In the result set, there were normal and old-erased Web pages. These old pages 

can only come from the search engine's cache! 

 

We experimented that Google‘s result was filtered. We called the phenomenon ―the invisible 

filtering‖. Invisible because no one authority inform us about, and it was not easy to discover this 

mechanism. Who or What stay behind? We think the operation was activated by the same people 

who blocked our reports at Court and later prevented  information became public.  

 

 

We remind filtering is active also in newspaper, between May 2005 and February 2007 no one 

newspaper wanted to public news about, and on TV was the same. Only in March 2007, when a 

policeman sent us to a journalist the local newspaper public something. The piece of news calls TV 

reporter's attention. Reporter was so busy that he doesn‘t read carefully the article. Immediately he 

invites us to a famous nationwide program TV. When he understand in dept the story it was too late, 

our interview was already scheduled.  He prohibited  us to talk about prosecutors, the stolen reports 
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and so on and he permitted to talk only about the life in tent and other human aspects. The Proof of 

this filtering is the TV live interview itself. No one television program or news will talk again about 

the case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we asked for intervention of police forces, 
 the Ghost  pushed police against us.  
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Chapter IV. Ghost pushed Police 
against Justice 

 

Unfortunately, just till now, the police members under the control of enemy are  shrewder than ones 

who helped us. Often we had to have a lot of patience with police, since enemy uses all stratagems to 

push all police against us.  

 

POLICE FORCES ARE DOING NOTHING IN OUR FAVOR, THEIR OMISSIONS ARE PUTTING US INTO 

GRAVE. THE GRUESOMELY SITUATION IS HAPPENING NOW IN ITALY. [2013] 

 

This chapter is dedicated to Civil Police ―Polizia di Stato‖. 

.3 Introduction 
 

Once we began asking help to civil police, Enemy used their men operating inside police force to 

hind investigation, to conceal the truth, to put defamation and to close every proceedings about. So 

the police itself began an important battlefield in the entire fight and was involved too. The war 

involved civil police as well as military police and  guardia di finanza and Polizia Municipale.   

 

Civil police headquarters ―questure‖ and police stations ―commissariati‖ became strategical field of 

battle against injustice. Above all, the crucial point was that enemy put into police network a strong 

defamation in order to misrepresent the facts and to prevent the police intervention in favor of 

justice. Enemy used some of their  men installed inside and outside police force, but mainly it must 

consider  the major parts of  police officers were involved in good faith, that is, telling them we were 

criminals: our Enemy was very expert to do that! 

 

The Enemy tried to use police to block us in any direction and tried to use us as a  ―public‖ lesson 

for all people, in short the enemy public message spread were ―There is no hope for all Citizens who  
rebel against our power,   because authorities  are totally under our control‖ (in general, criminal 

organization usually pushed into people belief a lot of distrust). 

 

The Enemy carried out the task with astuteness calculating every implication, it stays behind the 

scenes and operated like a ghost.  

 

Notwithstanding, someone police member helped us and more than one time they saved our life. On 

this document we talk, especially about the negative circumstances and we avoid to mention 

policemen and policewomen who did their work correctly, we do that preventing our enemy could 

localize them and to stop further damage. 

 

The true first impact with civil police was on February 2006, when at that time we lived in the ―1
st
  

region‖, but the most crucial point where battle has taken place was into the ―2
nd

 region‖, there, into 

police headquarters, it happened the strange phenomenon that some policemen aided us and others 

hindered their colleagues, we refer to the last one as ‗the sharks’.  

 

 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE COMPLETED WITH  THOSE WRITTEN INTO  OTHER PARTS  

 

.4 The Court-One*’s judicial police. 
 

Indeed we haven‘t had direct contact with the judicial police on duty into the Court-One*, however 

such police received our crime reports sent  since November 2004, and later made first investigations 

about the loss or the theft of such reports. Their behaviors are strictly related to Court-One*‘s judges 

and their mistakes: what happened is already written into the ―Phase I: At Court-One.‖ 
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Such police inspectors  were too near the guilty party, that was certainly inside the court‘s offices: 

later in general this aspect was indirectly confirmed by the fact that  nothing came out from their 

investigations, as if someone had already decided  to close every investigation about. It was very 

strange that, for example, no one of policemen wanted to meet us in order to resolve the enigma: of 

course we had on our hands further proofs and elements, even if we warned about,  it seemed that no 

one wanted to analyze them! The peak of the entire story was when judges made a big mistake that 

created the false appearance that no crime was committed as we told into ―Phase V: Jump to the 

Court-One” at page 31. 

 

DOUBTLESS THE POLICE WORKING AT COURT-ONE* DID NOTHING IN ORDER TO SET THE RECORD 

STRAIGHT.  

 

 

 

.5 At the first police station 
 

In February 2006, during the period we lived into the ―1
st
 region‖, we entered for the first time into a 

police station ―commissariato‖ in order to obtain aid. We showed to police superintendent both the 

crime reports that we submitted to the Court-One* and the prosecutor‘s answer. Since the prosecutor 

had declared that he was in possess only of the last report crime, and not of the previously papers, 

that instead were totally missing,  the superintendent believed that such missing paper had to submit 

to authority again as soon as possible, so he said to us  to create immediately a new brief report with 

the list of the crimes contained into the previous missing papers, and put down  it  with  a copy of the 

original missing reports.  

We wrote the new report into few days. Having no money to reach the court as the superintendent 

recommended, we reached the provincial police headquarters. We tells it below. 

 

 

.6 The First Police Headquarters 
 

(i) Into 1st Police Headquarters 
With the new written report, as we told into the previous point,  we reached the provincial police 

headquarters on Friday. Here, a police officer looking the statement and the prosecutor‘s fax of 

November worried he informed immediately his head.  The head, after reading carefully the new 

report, said to us to return next Monday in order to talk with a super inspector. On Monday , the 

inspector met us and took our report.  

The inspector and the head didn‘t agree about the thing to do. We heard a strong discussion about: 

the former wanted the report on her hands, the latter didn‘t want to be involved and recommended  to  

send us in another office.  

 

What had happened?  

Reading the prosecutor‘s fax and seeing our originals reports and evidences the two police officers 

realized to be in front of a big problem interesting one of the Italian most important courthouse, the 

problem was so big that they didn‘t want to be involved too. 

 

Notwithstanding the contrast with her boss, the inspector took directly our report. 

Since the prosecutor in his fax declared that previously paper sent before May 2005 had been lost or 

stolen, therefore her opinion was to send a copy of such papers newly to such prosecutor through 

police means. 

 

ON FEBRUARY  2006 IT WAS  THE FIRST TIME WE PUT ON THE HAND OF POLICE THE PROOFS OF THE 

CRIMES COMMITTED INSIDE THE COURT-ONE*, SHOWING TO CIVIL POLICE THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE 

CONDITION AND WARNING THEM ABOUT A BITTER PROBLEM EXISTING INSIDE ITALIAN COURTHOUSE. 
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We asked help not only for the legal act, but above all we asked that police didn‘t leave us isolated 

seeing the big problem: we said to them that in the village of the 1
st
 region where we were living at 

that time we were  surrounded by general hostility. ―The village military police head agreed with 

Venetian military police and  all together they had already created a unbearable environment as it 

previously happened both into birthplace and into our residence village. Now,  the mayor of village 

and  the near ones had been instructed to prevent any aid in our favor‖ —we explained. The 

intervention we begged to civil police was, for example, in explaining to mayors and authorities that 

we were not lazy people or person who escaped from their families due to a simple quarrel, as enemy 

told in order to hide the truth! 

 

THE CIVIL POLICE HAD ON THEIR HANDS ALL THE ELEMENTS NEEDED TO ASSERT THAT THE CASE OF 

THE ―MISSING PAPERS‖ INVOLVED AUTHORITIES, MAYOR AND VENETIAN MILITARY POLICE FORCES. 

EVEN IF THE POLICE DIDN‘T WANT TO INVESTIGATE ABOUT OR  DIDN‘T WANT TO PROTECT US, AT 

LEAST THEY COULD BRING US INTO A STRUCTURE FOR POOR PEOPLE IN ORDER TO  RECEIVE 

ASSISTANCE, ESPECIALLY IN A NEW PLACE WHERE NOBODY KNEW US. AND FROM THERE, WE WOULD 

TRY TO GET A NEW LIFE. 

 

Talking police about the problems in the region with mayors and priests, one of the police officers 

minimized the problem, he believed the priest would have found some works and someone else 

would have aided us. Unfortunately all this did not happen. Instead, some days after we put down the 

new crime report, we had to escape, as we have told in the latest paragraphs of ―The 1st   region‖ at 

page 60. 

 

It came out two new problems: 

 Where would  we be gone to live? 

 How could police keep in contact with us for the new investigation? 

 

On March 13, we informed immediately police headquarters of the new situation by email. The 

police didn‘t intervene and left us unaided. The only thing they did was to reply with a mail message 

that wrote: ―the CDROM that we gave them on February was impossible to read‖. We posted them 

another  message containing a copy of the two files recorded onto CD. Between March and May we 

wrote other messages  in order to inform about new events and describing further facts happened in 

their land. They never answered again. 

 

After we escaped into the ―2
nd

 region‖ we had no longer information about. Police never contacted 

us in order to obtain further information and no one prosecutor kept in touch with us about the report 

crime submitted on February.  In the following months we realized that police didn‘t do what they 

should, simply for the reason that the report crime never reached the Court where it should have 

been sent
1
. 

 

The police of the ―1
st
 region‖ had to resolve not only the problem happened into the Court-One* but 

they also had to resolve some problems happened into its territory. In fact more than one institution 

of their province moved in illegal direction at the time we lived in tent in their territory, that it means 

they should make investigation about a lot of facts happened! In few they didn‘t  set the record 

straight of what happened in their province and they didn‘t proceed against their Venetian colleagues 

who were driven by enemy. 

 

(ii) Police Omissions 
 

Since Police officers had the proofs of crimes committed against us, they had to intervene in order to 

make clear the situation to other authorities and exactly had to explain the reason we were forced to 

leave our land quickly. Instead police did nothing and doing that the affaire became larger. 

 

                                                 
1
 It should be sent to Court-Two, that is, the court who controls the Court-One. 
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The first actions, or saying better, the first inactions  of Civil Police had a tremendous effect into the 

following years. The fault of the police officer who took our crime report on  February was just to 

omit what she had to do! This omission  was as heavy as a crime. 

 

In addiction: 

 She left us unprotected and put us on danger. 

 Taking no action, the time elapsed and this permitted to the culprits  to continue to play the 

crime and to conceal the evidences. The fact indirectly prevented the possibility of an  

appeal to the court. 

 She didn‘t stop the consequential legal acts against us that would be come into existence due 

to our force escape from home. Of course in the situation we lived we were not able to return 

or to do whatever operation: for example in order to close checking accounts, water service, 

electricity, phone account… The police didn‘t intervene and didn‘t explain situation to 

Venetian authorities:  this fact created the false appearance we were disappeared and  our 

enemy used the circumstances to widespread the gossip we had stolen money from our 

company and then we escaped with it! (in few the idea we were criminals). Police did 

nothing to halt such defamations. Defamation was pushed into our Venetian residence 

village and from there was broadcasted into every authorities which kept in contact in order 

to obtain information about us.  

 She didn‘t activate a serious investigation and this create the concept that our crime report 

was insignificant.  

 She pushed into police network information that influenced every further following 

investigation. 

 

 

(iii) How police could be intervened about at that time… 
 

On June 2005 we were forced to escape in order to save our life. We left all things into our home and 

at that time we hoped to come back soon: in particular we believed that police would be intervened 

soon, as we firmly asked, and after intervention we would be free to come back home. 

On February 2006 after we put down the report at police headquarters, we still had that a little hope.  

Police should  contact the town hall of our village and  one of the task was to explain the situation to 

mayor inducing her to aid us. Another possible task was to explain that there was a misunderstanding 

about our behavior: they should teach that  defamation spread into the village was an action carried 

out by our enemy on purpose. 

 

We also asked to police to check if decision of  authorities to leave us without assistance was another 

crime and we put on their hand all the communications between us and the municipalities. 

As rule, into the Italian state the municipality had to aid its citizens, but at that time the mayor was 

hindered by  the village  carabinieri‘s commandant, a man totally under the control of enemy.  

 

The police had to halt the carabinieri‘s marshal and had to open an investigation about him , indeed 

they preferred to do nothing leaving us to die. 

 

 

(iv) conclusion 
 

The first police officers encountered into police headquarters had the major possibilities to stop the 

crime and  to set the record straight about the theft of  crime reports, but they decided to do nothing 

in favor of justice, or better they decided to conceal facts and the mechanism. These actions or not-

actions prejudiced all following investigations: a part of police force itself in the following years, in 

order to conceal also its omissions, streamed false appearance and defamation too, into the 

successive course of justice. A part of police, not the entire police of course! 
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.7 The Southern-Court*’s police 
 

Time elapsed and in September 2006, given that police did nothing yet, we decided to go to another 

court trying to walk in a new way, a way already opened by other investigation concerning some 

aspects we told into the first crime report and involving a birthplace clique: the investigation was in 

one of the most powerful Italian court. 

 

In the morning when we arrived at court, immediately a police officer  realized the seriousness of the 

situation and he showed quickly our papers to a prosecutor. The officer told us to be conscious about 

similar crimes, ―we know that these situation happen in that court, you are not the only one in this 

bad situation‖ —he said. A  proceeding was opened immediately and a Anti-Mafia prosecutor was 

assigned to the case!  

 

Since it was not possible to obtain information by email, phone or other means, two weeks later  we 

came back at the southern court. Inside palace of justice  a unknown man closing to us  said : ―the 

lagoon‘s water is just come here‖. We didn‘t know such man and those were the only words he 

spoke. But immediately after,  when we discovered with displeasure that  the bureaucracy moved the 

legal proceedings into another external court, we understood clearly what  the unknown man said. 

Venetians had just arrived  into southern court, and they were able to move proceeding quickly  into 

a more controllable court.  The inquiry was moved and assigned to another prosecutor.  The new 

prosecutor slowed down every operation and  made various mistakes, in addition he left us without 

protection, and he firmly refused to  meet us. We hadn‘t the slightest hope into both  new prosecutor 

and new court, and the following facts showed we had totally reason! 

 

We also told about this experience into page 66 ―Flying to the South.‖ And  ―Phase VI:  At 
Southern Court‖ at page 32 

 

.8 The Court-Two*’s police 
 

As we told above, the proceedings opened into the Southern-Court* on September 8, were moved 

before any investigations took place into the ―Court-Two*‖. Notwithstanding, when we returned into 

the southern court on last September we told with two prosecutors of Anti-Mafia task force. One of 

them said to us to ask immediately a meeting with the new assigned prosecutor and recommended 

that every speeches would have been recorded. 

 

But if in the southern court we had the possibility to speak immediately with prosecutors, when 

proceeding was moved into new court, all went very slow. To know the name of the new prosecutor 

assigned to us it took at least two weeks, and when we ask him to meet us, he refused to grant us a 

meeting. It was incredible also the fact that it was impossible to enter into the new palace of justice.  

 

In the following period we insisted various times in order to have a conversation and on November a 

female court‘s officer, thinking that prosecutor didn‘t want to meet us for the only reason that he had 

already sent the entire our file to local judicial police, she thought to give him another copy. So she 

dictated the appropriate words and  we wrote another paper requesting another time a meeting 

putting down also a copy of the file. Despite the new operation, prosecutor continued to refuse any 

meeting. 

 

We tried to obtain information by phone from the prosecutor‘s officer, during a call we discovered 

thanks a female officer that some investigations had been assigned to Court-One*‘s judicial police, 

and the officer, on the occasion, said to us that they were waiting the results of investigation from 

such police. We stood astonished because police of Court-One* did nothing at the time we reported 

them the crime and they had done a lot of mistakes including the one to report wrong date and wrong 

data into official decree, but above all they could have been involved! 
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Of course the task to Court-One*‘s police was assigned by the Court-Two*‘s judicial police, and this 

aspect worried us a lot about the methods used by such police. On May 23, we discovered another 

mistake done by the same police: on November 2006 we had asked protection to prosecutor, it 

happened that our request was  firstly moved to Court-Two*‘s police, then they moved it to Venetian 

military police and exactly to the police station where we had official domicile. This operation 

carried out by Court-Two*‘s police was totally wrong because the commandant of Venetian police 

station was charged with crimes by us and he was a guilty party into legal proceeding. It seemed that 

Court-Two*‘s police hadn‘t read  carefully our file because those aspects are firmly emphasized, in 

addition it was very strange that they submitted our demand to military police instead of civil police 

as they should!  

  

The mistake  to send information about us to Venetian military police, that is to the guilty party, was 

made again and again, Court-Two*‘s police continued to send information not considering the 

commandant and other agents were charged with crimes and therefore  representing a guilty party. 

Formally it is considered by law a mistake in proceeding! 

 

The careless operations made us thinking police  had never read our crime reports in depth. We 

began thinking they based investigation on Venetians guidelines. Or simply they followed the old 

investigations driven by policemen under the control of our enemy. 

We didn‘t keep in touch with Court-Two*‘s police for some reasons. First we wanted to talk to 

prosecutor directly avoiding intermediaries.  Second, we  believed that the mistakes done by 

previous police officers prejudiced every talk and conversation. Third, we remained outdoor without 

a roof and we were forced to move away, then we kept in touch with other authorities.  

 

Above all, poverty forced us to leave town without we kept in touch with Court-Two*‘s police. 

 

We also told about this experience into ―Tea party‖ page 66 and ―Phase VII: At Court-Two‖ page 

33. 

 

 

.9 The 2nd  Police Headquarters 
During the time we lived in the 2

nd
 region between December 2006 and March 2008, we entered into 

a new  police headquarters, and we entered  a lot of time in order to obtain aid. Police headquarters 

became a very battle field: some policemen combated side by side with us and others combated 

against us and their colleagues. The division was determined by our case that was not a simple one 

but above all, it was  expression of  invisible civil war which we explain into ―The Ghost: Mafia 

and Fascism‖ part at page 6. 

 

This battle was larger than the previously ones, it grew involving also newspapers, television, 

Vatican, Court-Two* and the Court-Three*. 

What happened was very important and now we narrate  the details below. 

We entered into this 2
nd

 police headquarters ―questura” exactly one  year after  we entered into the 1
st
 

one. 

 

(A) Surroundings 
(i) Entering into the battlefield  
 

We arrived in the town just two days after Christmas 2006, and we were hosted into two structures 

for poor people, one for females and the other for males, owned by municipality but managed by 

Vatican. The  two structures were normal houses situated in outskirts about 5 km away the center,  

near a watercourse running along an opening valley.  

The male structure was managed by two men, one of them sleeps into the structure too. The female 

structure was under the control of Mr. and Mrs. Pea*. The responsible of both structure was an 

Albanian man: Mr. Beda*. The two structured ran under an association that carried out the service in 

favor of poor people, immigrated, political refugee. Municipality owned the both the two structures, 

however  they were managed by the association, which was under the total control of the Roman 
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Catholic Church. The chiefs were two persons, one was the president of the association and another 

was the curia‘s representative Mr. Scout. 

The female structure was managed by two Italian people who lived in the same place, they lived like 

a family. They were friends of director (Mr. Vinci*) and co-director of the first structure for the poor 

we entered into the past on   March 2006. In practice they were inserted into the network that had 

created us a lot of problems: the network under the control of enemy. 

 

 The entering into this town is narrated into at  “The 2nd Province of the 2nd region”  page 68. 
 

The town, that was also the principal one of the province, was situated about 100 km away from both 

the Court-Two*‘s and the Court-One*‘s, in other word we were situated in the middle of the railroad 

that joined the two courts! At that time there were two  legal proceedings  in progress in Court-

Two*: one coming from the Southern-Court and the other coming from military police submitted on 

such court on  December 2006. Charged parts into proceedings were also two commandants of 

military police and two judges of Court-One*. 

 

As we told into ―The war‖ at page 70, the all period we lived in the 2
nd

 town, between December 

2006 and March 2008, had been characterized by the invisible war against the ―Ghost‖, and in 

particular against Mr. And Mrs. Pea. In the early stages they put defamation about our name onto the 

head and co-head of the structures and later into authorities, civil police included!  

 

(ii) Immediately involved in a dangerous fact 
Immediately after our arrive we were involved into an event that lid every event happened later. A 

female hosted into the structure came back in the middle of the night, naked and black and blue. 

Even though the worrying situation, Mr. and Mrs. Peas went in vacation leaving us and the woman 

alone in the structure with another couple of Romanians. Getting drunk the woman told us she was a 

prostitute and told about her life and her husband who was a drug-trafficker. She told nothing of 

really important, but when she turn sober she believed to have told too much. In theory to her partner 

was not allowed to approach the building, but he tried to discover who there was hosted probably to 

know people who could be eye-witnesses.  

 

So, as we have narrated above, without meaning, we were involved into such dirty story about 

prostitution and traffic of drug. What we left astonished was that neither a doctor nor police were 

called by Mr. and Mrs. Pea: the fact was totally concealed. 

 

After such event, Mr. and Mrs. Pea tried to expel us from the structure, in order to cancel  any 

witnesses. In order to reach their goal and to expel us, the Peas operated inside Vatican structure as 

well as inside police headquarters through their links and numerous friends. We called Mrs. Pea ―the 

witch of police‖.  

 

(iii) Vatican knew too much  
At beginning of January, seeing the bad surroundings created by the Peas, we tried to have aid 

through the social services of external municipality. Unfortunately the municipality worked in team 

with Vatican
2
, so we had to meet  its personnel. On the occasion the Vatican‘s female officer 

considered us like criminals: she told us we wanted to leave outside Veneto as long as our crimes 

will have been erased, and that was the only reason we wanted an aid, not for really need! 

We replied her showing the crime report written by carabinieri two weeks before which explained 

exactly the seriousness of the entire story. She looked at report, and without reading it she said: ―It‘s 

nothing, it will be closed without investigation, like the previously ones!‖. 

 

It was clear that Vatican personnel knew too much!  

 

                                                 
2 Usually Vatican manages structures for pour people, of course Vatican takes money to do this. 
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(B) Entering into 2nd  police headquarters 
(i) Mr. Raiba*: the 1st Inspector 
At the end of February 2007 all the possible ways were closed, so we decided to try to walk the way 

of civil police. We entered into police headquarters telling our story. We met a curios inspector who 

analyzed the case. To him, we have done all everything possible in the way of justice. ―In Italy 

nothing moves by itself‖ he said and ―the only thing possible  is to move Italian authorities 

publishing your story into newspaper‖. We replied that we tried numerous times to do that in the 

past, without result: newspapers ignored us! But we didn‘t refuse to follow his idea, so he called at 

phone a reporter and sent us immediately to journal staff. The above situation is better narrated into 

―The Media Appeal broadcasted nationwide‖ at page 70. 

 

Later, we refer to this inspector as Mr. Raiba* or the ―1
st
 Inspector‖ or the ―Inspector-One‖. 

 

 

(ii) Mr Rocky*: the 2nd Inspector 
Mr. and Mrs.  Pea ignored every media interests and news about us published by newspaper and also 

our nation-wide live interview broadcasted by Italian TV RAI DUE. The Peas made a psychological 

war against us and put every kind of pressure, above all they attempted to involve us into the dirty 

affairs happened when we just arrived into structure as narrated into ―Immediately involved in a 
dangerous fact‖ at page 49. Do defense ourselves  we asked newly the civil police intervention. We 

didn‘t meet Mr. Raiba*, this time we tried another way. Initially we found only policemen that said 

to us to leave as soon as possible the Vatican structure, but they did nothing else. Finally we found 

another police inspector of anti-crime squad (―squadra anticrimine‖), who understood the problem. ―I 

know Mr. Pea because he  often comes into these office speaking about the people hosted into the 

Vatican structure.‖ The inspector Mr. Rocky* said, and ―he considers himself  a marshal, a boss, 

briefly he thinks to know all about people and he thinks to give order to us of what to do‖.  The 

inspector promised to phone to the  superiors of Mr. Pea in order to explain the situation. 

 

Details are on ―The March 23 attack‖ at page 72. 

 

 

(iii) The 3rd Inspector: the Calabrian 
On 23

rd
 May a male inspector  sent us a communication. He wanted us into police headquarters in 

order to deliver a notice coming from Court-Two*. We remember clearly such date because it‘s the 

anniversary of the Capaci‘s massacre, that is, the same day when Judge Anti-mafia Giovanni 

Falcone was assassinated. When we discovered later that inspector was a Calabrian man coming 

from Reggio Calabria
3
 we worried more and more. Reggio Calabria is the famous town from where 

international criminal organization Ndrangheta springs up.  We worried about because of the links 

between Calabrian Ndrangheta and the clique of our birthplace. 

 

When we asked information to the Calabrian inspector about the new papers coming from Court-

Two* , he said to us  he didn‘t understand exactly what means such papers: ―Probably papers are 

the notification of the proceedings closure‖ he replied, and also said nervously:  ―actually the fax has 

not all pages, two attachments are missing, really I have never seen a document written in such 

manner ‖. 

 

The only thing the Calabrian inspector wanted was we put our signature on such papers indicating 

also our precise domicile.  

 

We firmly felt that our signature on such papers would have been used to localize us and the precise 

domicile resulting in a damage for us. ―Why we had to sign an incomplete paper?‖ we said, and  ―We 

can’t put our signature if we don’t know exactly the paper contents ‖ we replied. We recommend 

                                                 
3
 The most important town of Calabria region. 
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another way, ―instead to signal into papers our domicile, you can send communication to our net 

fax‖ we said to inspector, and he just did it sending the notice at our fax number
4
. 

 

The Calabrian inspector was interested to know further aspects of our story, but we refused to tell 

details. In his opinion no one had done a serious investigation about our case because there were not 

questioning, no phone tapping, and so on. He said to us that such fax received from Court-Two* was 

one of the most horrible closure form that he had seen in his life.  

 

The Court-two* prosecutor had sent such fax on April to Court-Two* judicial police. Judicial police 

had sent it to Calabrian inspector three days after, and to various addresses contained in a embedded 

list. It arrived late to, more than a month later,   because of Calabrian inspector illness.  

 

On the occasion prosecutor or Court-Two*‘s judicial police  had spread  communication  into a large 

number of offices, instead to send us directly, as prosecutor  had done previously. We saw such list 

on the hand of inspector, we saw  the communication included also a photocopy of the newspaper 

article wrote thanks to Mr. Raiba inspector
5
.    

 

Broadcasting notice created the false appearance that we were impossible to find. Later this false 

appearance created into some police stations suspects and someone believed we were disappeared. 

The widespread message  went on the hand of wrong people  who did everything possible to stop 

anyone interesting in helping us.  

 

The document came into light some information, in particular we discovered that our request of 

protection, formulated on November 2006, has been sent to the wrong place resulting in a further 

damage for us.  We were stunning: the only thing we think was that they had not read our writings 

and he didn‘t understand the gravity of the problem. For these reasons we asked newly to the Court-

Three* to replace prosecutor with a clever person. 

 

Since prosecutor and police seemed idiots and have no possibilities into normal ways of justice, after 

few days, we signaled their mistakes to naval forces headquarters  (―Marina Militare‖).  Prosecutor 

immediately sent communication directly to us, not involving this time ―all the world‖  avoiding also 

both  Court-Two*‘s judicial police and 2
nd

 police headquarters. The fax arrived just in the morning
6
, 

immediately after the opening time of the court, and it was the signal that someone called the court 

as soon as our complaint reached naval forces. But unfortunately some damage had been already 

done. 

 

Who made the mistake? Court-Two*‘s police or prosecutor? 

We think both. Police made two big mistakes: one was he assigned the task to protect us to a 

incompatible part and the other mistake was in sending communication to a incredible list of people 

instead to send us directly. In both situations police showed that they didn‘t read dossier and paying 

no attention therefore they damaged us! 

 

(iv) Writing to 2nd police headquarters. 
 

Just before July 2007 we  communicated with local police by  voice: first we met Mr. Raiba* in 

February, second we met Mr. Rocky*,  on March. Third we met the Calabrian inspector on May.  

After we began to write some reports. We wrote on July, on September, on October, on November, 

on December, and finally on January. In all cases we wrote to police headquarters not specifying a 

particular target. Four reports sent by fax were assigned to  anti-crime squad policewoman , the fifth 

submit directly mysteriously disappeared inside police offices, the sixth  was assigned to a 

superintendent of ―squadra mobile‖.  

 

                                                 
4
 The fax number was a netfax, that is, a number linked to  electronic mailbox. 

5
 See ―Mr. Raiba*: the 1

st
 Inspector‖ page 49 

6
 Previously it took more than one month to reach the communication 
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Policewoman and her colleagues were totally hostiles, we called them ―the sharks‖. Even though our 

four-fax  had not positive results notwithstanding they were useful to reveal the police inside 

corruption and the gruesomely  web established by  Mr. and Mrs. Pea, police , Mr. Beda, birthplace 

clique… 

 

We decided to write first fax on July  after the Mr. Beda‘s attack. We tell it  into ―The July Beda’s 
attack‖ at page 73. 

 

(C) The chaos 
(i) Between November and December 2007 
After the first report submitted to police on July we sent another on September 27 and another on 

October. Police didn‘t answer. On November Bruce became serious ill, we didn‘t wait further time 

and we went directly to police station in order to talk about our submitted reports.  A policeman said 

us ―your  statements have been assigned to a policewoman, but at moment she isn‘t, she come back 

next week‖. The question was very important and we began to talk with another policeman, Mr. 

Beta* who asserted that he had read our fax. He said to one of his colleagues : ― these persons are 

those who are frightened  of carabinieri,” and laughing he continued to say “Frightened of 

carabinieri … oh oh oh‖. 

    

Mr. Beta was very angry and told us ―what also do you want by Vatican?‖ and ―Vatican has given 

you a house and a job and now we are not yet happy! What do you have against Vatican?‖. We 

replied ―Vatican has given neither house nor job‖, he became more nervous and  answered more 

angry ―no? who has given you the apartment where you live?‖. We explained that we haven‘t an 

apartment, we lived into the emergency structure for poor people, one into the male structure and the 

other into the female structure. He listened to, but it seemed he didn‘t believe us. 

 

 We tried to explain the seriousness of Bruce health showing Bruce‘s body infection. He ignored our 

words and the case and said: ―you are lazy, you don’t want to work. Why  are you here instead at a 

work place? All days, you do nothing!‖. We asked him how he was so sure of his words, given that 

he was closed into his office all day long.  

 

REMARK: 

It was clear that such information asserted by Mr. Beta came from Vatican structures, he and his 

colleagues had told about our fax with Vatican personnel (Mr. and Mrs. Peas and friends) then they 

considered only Vatican’s words  true and ignored any other thing ( fax and illness  included). They 

decided  without a civil debate not permitting us to demonstrate the abomination asserted by the 

Peas .  In short Mr. Beta and colleagues didn’t really considered  the information written onto our 

fax and therefore denied whatever intervention. Vatican personnel told defamation that  “Bruce says 

to be ill because he doesn’t want to work” 

 

Barbara showing her hands she told ―these are hands of a worker, not of a lazy
7
‖, he looked at her 

hands but immediately after he ignored also these evidences. We understood by his declaration, that 

the source of his information is the Vatican, so we determined that he told with Vatican about our 

fax and he decided without a debate to consider only such information and therefore our statements 

are insignificants. The behavior of the inspector was direct to provoke a quarrel, he didn‘t stop him 

neither in face of evidence.   

 

We moved out quickly from Mr. Beta‘s office and while we were talking with another inspector we 

encountered Mr. Beda. When he recognized our faces, he became darker. 

 

I was admitted urgently into hospital in the evenings. Doctors were very worried about my health.  

While Barbara was coming back alone, a person ambushed Barbara in a solitaire dark road 

attempting life, but at the moment she thought to die, the act was stopped: it became clear it  was a 

                                                 
7
 Barbara cleaned rooms into a hotel, and her hands were ruined by acids used during cleaning... 
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warning. At that moment Barbara told nothing to me, I was in hospital ill and she didn‘t want to 

create further disturbing. Some days after, when I come back from hospital other people, hosted into 

male structure, menaces us; some of those were ex-prisoners and were inserted in a large quantities 

into structures by police. It becomes clear that we cannot stay longer in the male structure. 

 

Some weeks before I was admitted in hospital,  in the female structure there was a scuffle and 

preventing any scandals the heads decided to close the house and only Barbara remained there. We 

took the opportunity to hide both in the female structure, so  I left the other structure and I took 

refuge into the female house. The people who menaces us tried to enter unsuccessfully into the 

rooms. 

 

When I was dismissed from hospital we wrote another fax to police, showing the evidence of illness. 

We came back to police station in order to talk about, but the policewoman who managed our 

dossier was always busy. Police prevented us to enter into station and the Calabrian inspector was 

sent to speak us at door. He firstly said that we don‘t claim police give you a house and he said 

―boys, why do you want to continue to fight against a  wall made by cement? That wall  will never 

break down!‖ 

 

At that time one of the apartments managed by Vatican structure and assigned to poor people 

became empty. The African family hosted  two year long  had gone away. So seeing our health 

condition  we hoped the apartment would have been assigned to us, instead  it happened another 

foreign family entered and police ignored all. Another time the Peas had success. 

 

On December we put down at entrance a new document of 60 pages. It will be lost! We kept in a 

safe place a copy of such document and we never put on the hand of somebody else a identical copy 

preventing police could print another copy saying the document was never stolen. 

 

(ii) The superintendent 
The menaces against us didn‘t stop so we sent on 18

th
 January 2008  a new statement to police. 

Preventing the new fax would have gone on the hand of Mr. Beta and friends or would go lost,  we 

wrote the new one without indicating on it the previous papers. The new strategy had success and 

this time the fax was assigned to another department.  The superintendent who received the 

statement decided to meet us. We report the meeting: 

 

«It‟s the first time the police reply to a statement. As soon we enter in the 
officer, the superintendent approached us in a friendly manner like young people 
does. We introduce ourselves, we tell something about our story. At that point he 
tries to break down the formal conversation in a most versatile and verbal dialog 
and offer us a cigarettes. He begins to introduces some concepts like  “nowadays 
people should enjoy, even if someone smokes a cigarettes or drugs, where‟s the 
harm in it?”. We look at him saying  “we never used drugs”, then he changes 
words and he talks about the Lega, which is the political party born into North-
Italy led by Umberto Bossi: likely he is trying to find an arguments to 
accommodate us before to enter in the core of the problem. We explain about 
other situation and we talk about  other facts narrated into the statement he had 
reached. We realize the superintendent  has not a clear idea about us and he 
difficulty believes to our words but he is curious.  

 
“Why do you call us for the latest statement and not for the previously 

ones8?” we ask.  “Everyone into police does that seems better” he says, and  “my 
colleagues think your statements containing  things unfounded, briefly it‟s 
nothing! So they didn‟t call you”. 

 

                                                 
8
 We are referring to fax managed by Mr. Beta and policewoman. 
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Looking ahead we see on his desk there are our fax sent since July, we 
count them and we discover that one is missing. It is missing just the most 
important dossier, made up by about 70 pages put down directly on December. 
The previous documents were only few pages, therefore we realize that he has an 
incomplete documentation. “Where is the dossier put down on December?” we ask 
him. He becomes nervous, “which dossier?” he replies. We show him the copy 
released  to us by the police officer who received it, the copy has the printed stamp 
on it. The superintendent becomes both more nervous and curios and he explains: 
likely that dossier ran another way, of course he is not sure and becomes more 
curios on what could be written into it9.  

 
In order to let him know some aspect of our story, we extracting a paper 

calling his attention on what written by a prosecutor, the paper declared on it that 
some legal statement have been stolen. 

Seeing the paper the police-man enters into a  mental state characterized 
by a lack of clear and he loses his certainty. We realizes his previously information 

about us comes into conflict with the new one springing up during the debate. 
That is,  the facts and evidences we are showing are far by the informal data 
retrieved from his colleagues. Now, reading the paper of prosecutor he might think 
that also the dossier maybe lost or stolen, but the mainly thing he thinks is just 
another: he has felling that he is engaged into a not clear action against us.» 
 

We explained better what happened during the meeting: 

Some gossipmongers spread the words we are persons badly in debt who escaped from Veneto  

hiding ourselves from authorities and prosecutors who are unsuccessfully looking for. The rumor 

reached —or better was spread on purpose— police station and the superintendent, so in the meeting 

he is trying to carry out the task to make us visible to such authorities. Of course when he sees that 

prosecutors had written us he immediately realizes the truth is long far what his colleagues said. 

Other information we tell him convinced him that he is involved in something that he doesn‘t 

understand all implications. Of course behind the gossipmongers there are the Venetians but also 

some of his colleague are involved too! 

 

The superintendent didn‘t permit to be involved too. It was a positive result. 

 

.10 The Court-Three*’s judicial police 
 

On March 2007 we reported to the Court-Three*, a court controlling  the Court-Two*, the case that 

Court-Two* prosecutor refuses to meet us, specifying his behavior prevent to defense ourselves. We 

emphasized on the occasion that a meeting was extremely important, explaining in the writings 

reasons. Prosecutor of Court-Three* opened immediately a proceeding. Of course entered into field 

beside prosecutor the judicial police of such Court. Probably such police kept in contact with the 2
nd

 

Police Headquarters. 

 

 

.11 The third police headquarters 
On March 2008, after two year of our entrance,  we were forced to leave the region. Moving in 

another region we asked justice again. We submitted newly the case tracking a new way. At that 

moment we lived in a structure for needy: the contacts with police stopped because the structure 

interrupted assistance and we were forced to move out again. 

 

                                                 
9
 The document put down on December is missing from the file. Since all other documents are included it‘s easy to 

believe in a loss or theft. 
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.12 More  
On May 2008 we came back into the place we lived on 2006. On the occasion we went into police 

station in order to resolve the phenomenon of defamation which had its origins there. We had no 

results, we only ascertained that police have totally wrong ideas about us, ideas coming from their 

contacts with the local Vatican organization. When we showed them a piece of news concerning our 

story published one year before, they believed it was just about our disappeared! When we showed a 

fax coming from a prosecutor, they don‘t believe it was real. Their information prejudiced every 

debate about. We leave police station astonished!  

 

See “Maggio Francese”.at page 80. 

 

On November 2009 we submitted to Venetian police headquarters where we had official domicile a 

dossier containing our case and all events happened in the last five years. 

.13 Add On: The fourth police headquarters 
On July 2010, Venetians organize  a squad of beast-men and send them on  4

th
 August to us in the 

middle of the night. Three police-beast-men irrupt into our room  where we are living. My wife there 

isn‘t in there. I‘m extracted from my room, my door key is subtracted,  and I‘m brought into prison 

for one night. In the morning a chief  police officer,  put down a document. The document 

commands  that  in the reason I‘m a criminal, for safety measures, I have to come back immediately 

to my official domicile in Veneto! In Italian language this document is called ―Foglio di Via con 

Rimpatrio obbligatorio‖. Police refused any discussion about!  

 

Seeing the operation is strictly illegal, a lawyer appeals  and  obtains the suspension of the 

emergency measure.  

But beast-men are dangerous and they know very little law! They are bullies. 

My wife is frightened by police and she hides herself. We are so poor that even we have no cellular 

phone. For ten years we have no information about one another. We meet ourselves ten days after. 

Since then we have no longer a home or a room. Still now, April 2014, we have been living outdoor. 

 

Since August 2010 we have been living outdoor into makeshift shelters risking to die by cold and 

famine. 

What happened to us is very incredible! 

 

On October 2010 we ask help to local Ombudsman, social services  and mayor of local district. No 

one wants to resolve the problem! 

So we pass winter begging money and food, living into makeshift shelters. 

 

On January 2012 we submit a report to local Carabinieri  asking for aid again, and describing one 

more time that police blitz of  August, 2010 was illegal! No one wants to resolve the problem! 

 

Time passes… 

 

 Only on February 2013 , a national organization  tries to resolve our situation. This association 

makes us an interview.  

 

On April and May 2013 organization writes some letter to local mayor  asking him for intervention. 

The mayor not only does nothing but also he doesn‘t reply to!  Organization  prepares a report 

charging mayor of crime 328 (according Italian penal code). Report is submitted to Court 0n summer 

2013.  Prosecutor did nothing! 

Perhaps, could  be the report disappeared, again? Like previous ones? 

 

No one keeps in touch about. 
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.14 Conclusion 
 

Those members of police forces, who were involved into the interception of our report at 

Court, had all the reason to destroy us and every evidence proving our case. They became a first 

enemy and  persons who operated against us,  in order to destroy our public image and preventing 

any attempt to get a new life. They concealed the truth and they deliberately put defamation into the 

machine of justice and tampered with our documents.  

The enemy‘s  plan to create into police forces the sensation that our assertions were an attack 

to police had success! Police made war against us instead against the true culprits! Defamation 

covered the true culprits.  

 

Unfortunately, just till now, the police members under the control of enemy are  shrewder than ones 

who helped us.  

 

THOSE WHO CONCEALED OUR REPORTS ARE GOING FOR END-GAME, THE FINAL DESTRUCTION OF US.  

THE ENEMY PLAN IS TO USE POLICE FORCES AGAINST US PROVIDING FALSE PROOFS AND PREVENTING 

TO US ANY DEFENSE, AS IT JUST HAPPENED IN 2005.   

 

We trust police have success in stopping enemy‘s activities and have success in finding real culprits, 

before our departure but…  

 

Police forces have not the courage to save us because they don‘t want to confess their faults and they 

don‘t want to reveal the police members involved. They are cowardly and they do nothing waiting 

our departure. Most of them are traitors, a part of hell is well-earned.   

 

Not only policemen do nothing, in 2010 they became direct consequence of  our living outdoor. 

After three years of this hard condition my opening can be considered like justice in Italy. See justice 

in the photo below (This is a 2013 real  opening photo with visage contours erased). 
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Figura 4 Some members of police were moved against us. On August 2010 an illegal police action caused us to 

lose home, and since then we are surviving living on makeshift shelters exposed to danger, criminals, famine, 

warm and cold. No one aided us.  Even if there are some laws in order to aid citizen in such condition, mayors 

refused to apply them! Charities organizations made nothing, the Vatican as well!  Police, mayors, and a lot of 

citizens, all together,   were the architects of the infamous operation. The plot was to create the false appearance 

we are criminal,  and to make believe we are lazy and crazy. 
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How Ghost forced us into poverty:  
what’s happened us after we left our parents in order to built 

our live, improve our jobs…. A stalker started this dirty action; 
then social services activities, structure for poorness, and also 

normal people continued. 
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Chapter  V. Ghost Pushed Us Into 
Poverty 

 

Ghost pushed us into poverty and did everything possible in keeping us into such condition. 

 

We suffered lack of food in Italy and it was because someone wanted to destroy us preventing 

whatever aid in our direction. First the enemy destroy our job and later, when we remained without 

money,  hindered those who were able to help us. This part teaches how in Italy our enemy can 

isolate inopportune citizens using on purpose police forces, authorities and  friends inserted in 

whatever organism. That is, using the same means utilized to maintain order and law.  

 

Into Italian people there is the idea that no one suffers from lack of food in the their nation: people 

think the problem is only in Africa and in the ―third‖ underdeveloped world. Most of Italians believe  

poor people are only the foreigners and the immigrants, they also think Italians have assistance by 

the social services established by nation‘s law and by the Roman Catholic Church. Thinking of 

Italians must be considered carefully because they are not only  wrong, but they especially hide a 

particular idea spread by press and media. This idea is supported also by political parties and is 

publicized by humanitarian  organization. Our experience shows the truth is long far this. Often poor 

people, drug addicts and some other categories of people are exploited like economic sectors are, and 

are not managed in the name of love,  charity or pity. 

 

The common opinion and false appearance created by the system exacerbate the problem and  a 

serious division grows between who can help and who would be helped.  Reasons why the truth is 

misrepresented are a lot. In this chapter we want describe our personal experience both as poor 

people and as an observer of poor people. Reader will see that poverty and injustice are strictly 

correlated. Considerations are written apart. 

 

Remark: 

We report in Addendum  several material talking about how in Italy poor people are managed and a 

lot of correlated aspects. We recommend to look at that material  before or after the reading of this 

chapter. 

 

 

.1 Before the Flight 
We lived where we were born until 2001, then we moved away in another province. In 2004 we 

were living a typical life away from relatives and birthplace environment and all intrigues. We were 

working both in our software house and we had a lot of plans ahead. Since 2000, we became victims 

of stalking offence carried out by an important businessman, the situation became clear only some 

years later when the ―stalker‖ went for end-game: the total destruction of our  life. In 2004, due to 

stalker's actions and a lack of law we lost work and we became little later indigent people. Because 

of the abominable Italian‘s law that assign indigent people to the closest relative in order to obtain 

assistance, the new poor condition came out the probably return to birthplace. We tried to defend 

ourselves saying strong that we could not return there and all purpose we explained in dept to police 

and prosecutors the situation. Instead to obtain a positive result, our reports created a pandemonium 

that involved authorities, mayors and all closed into the territory. 

On March 2005 it became clear that it was better for us to leave Veneto region. Initially we thought 

that we should stay away for some months as long as the chaos would be finished. We left home and 

all that we owned in Veneto, hoping a return but indeed we never came back. The war against the 

enemy and local authorities, all involved, went forward: we tried to create the surrounding 

conditions of the home return, continuing the fight from outside.  

Some  police members involved into affairs tried to block us spreading defamation and creating false 

accusation into the machine of justice, they operated also manipulating reports,  concealing papers 
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preventing them would be reached by prosecutors. They also used old laws promulgated into fascist 

period (1930) to limit our freedom…  

 

.2 Phases 
Italian territory is divided into smaller parts called regions. Most known are Sicily, Tuscany, Lazio, 

Sardinia and Umbria… A region is like a small state and can have special legislation. Each region 

has a principal town. Rome, for example, is both the principal town of the Lazio region and  the 

capital of Italy. Region itself is divided into smaller territories called provinces that have the same 

name of the principal town. We were born in Veneto region whose principal town is the famous 

Venice; other town are Verona, Padova (also known as Padua or Patavium), Vicenza, Treviso, 

Rovigo, Belluno.  Even if it‘s not properly exact, often we say the birthplace area is into the 

―Venetian area‖; the reason is that birthplace is totally under the control of Venice since 15
th
 century, 

when Venice was a republic famously called ―La Serenissima‖ and the birthplace was a colony of its 

patrician families (precisely Veneto area correspond to all region territory, instead the Venetian area 

correspond to the territory of Venice and its province). Often we use the term Venetians to indicate 

not citizen of Venice but the enemy‘s  circle made up Venetians.  

 

In 2005 we went away from Veneto and we never came back .  

Between 2005 and 2010 we moved away into six different Italians regions. We tell you below. 

 

(A) Summer 2005 
During the 2005 summer we purchased a little tent paid 33 euros  and we rolled from town to town 

looking for people and politicians who could or should resolve the situation. We continued to ask for 

justice and to send further reports as we told in the previous parts… At that time we hoped in an 

authority action that would have permitted us to come back home soon. We hadn‘t the slightest idea 

what to do, police forces had left us without protection and totally isolated. In September, seeing all 

ways of justice were systematically closed, we tried to interest press. In October we finished money 

without any politicians or reporters helped us,  therefore we were obliged to stop. It had start the 

suffering period: the darkest period of our life. The discouragement was immense. 

 

 

(B) The 1st   region 
 

«It‟s late October, our pockets hide few euros, we have for no longer food. 
We are living in the tent. We must take a decision what to do about. We have 
money enough to catch the train looking for a priest who helped us in the past, on 
spiritual purpose. We think it is a possible way. Even if we have no money to 
return, notwithstanding  we decide to go. We reach the place in the evenings with 
all baggage and obviously with our tent. On place a person informs us the priest 
has been moved, “-Now he should be at Rome”,  he says. We beg food or money 
and we have the grace to obtain 20 euros. Famished, we go to a food market and 
we purchase some bread and something else to eat. We haven‟t the slightest idea 
what to do, it‟s late and there will be trains until tomorrow.  

We looking for a place to install the tent. We wake up early in the morning, 
and before anyone can see us, we close the tent and put in the bag. We decide to 
go in a camping where we have been in the summer,  yet. So we catch the train. 

We arrived in the evenings. In our own pockets only few coins. The owners are an 
Italian family that stays in, they don‟t know our situation, in their mind we are 
sportive persons with the mania of tent adventure. We tell nothing. 

The camping is situated on the shore of a lovely lake bounded by 
mountains. We put our small tent just nearby water. The situation is unspeakable 
but the surrounding nature provides us with the necessary calm. “Today we have 
done enough, tomorrow is another day” we think.»  
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Those above have been the first steps into the 1
st
 region that started this period. In this region we 

tried to get a new life and indeed it was the first attempt to do this outside Veneto region  (before this 

time we moved from town to town with the aim to find who could resolve the situation, in order to 

return home soon). At that moment we were featured by a tent, two sleeping bag, two suitcases, a 

little camp cooking stove, a phone powered by digital camera able to store video, a folder containing  

all reports sent to the courts, and some folders containing a mixture of photo and documents which 

represented our past story.   

 

The days after our arrive, we moved  into the villages around searching food, money and work. We 

found something here and there, but always insufficient for real needs. On the day after we met for 

the first time a priest in order to ask him food, this is what happened: 

 

«we are going quickly on a hill where someone might give us a food, we are about 
five km away the camping when we hear a car that is approaching in the back. We 
turn the head and we see a police car. Two militaries get down and block us. “who 
are you? Where are you going? how  aren‟t  you  working?” are three demands that 

they speak loudly  immediately.  
We have fear and become more agitated reminding what happened in Veneto, in 
addition we are famished and the stop could cause us the impossibility to reach 
the food place. We give passport to police officers and while they make a control 
over our identities; we tell something about the situation. On the occasion we ask 
aid, but they do nothing: —“I wish you a good future” ironically one of them  
speaks us. After they let us to go we restart walking quickly reaching the food 
place as soon as possible. During walking we think that police officers have been 
sent by priest who had meet the day before».  
 

Priest and local police officers mentioned above became very hostile persons, they were people 

totally under the control of the Enemy and they operated in the territory against us. Only an old 

priest understood our situations. 

We did everything possible to come out the awful condition: we tried interesting public opinion, 

mayors of the area, and other police forces, despite we continued staying in tent lacking from food 

and suffering cold until the end of December. We saw death face to face. We had a serious weight 

loss.   

 

The situation stunned us and later anything was as before: we began thinking different about Italy, 

Italians and law. Police forces, social operators, mayors all these showed indifference. Those who 

picked up money for African‘s poor have given us neither a soup nor a coin. Priests who had helped 

a lot of foreigners when they came into Italy, took no actions on the our case. Prosecutors left us in 

those conditions. All together believed they were not appropriate to resolve the situation because law 

doesn‘t provide for the our case and consequently they did nothing. 

To remain calm in such conditions was a  heroic act, we think the most people would go crazy or 

would move ourselves to suicide.  

 «In the evenings the cold becomes intolerable, before sleeping we fill about 
six plastic bottles with hot water and we keep them into the sleeping bag; during 
the night we awake in order to empty bottles and fill with hot water again. We 
repeat this operation two or three times per night. On the morning all goes slow, 
we wait the sun warms up and melts the ice over the tent . In lucky days we have 
milk or long coffee. Staying above the wall‟s stones nearby water we admired the 
lake and the seagulls that spend the winter here waiting a new season».  
 

Living in this area we understood for the first time how operated the  network among police forces, 

social assistance, operators provided by law and Roman Catholic Church. Normally this network 

works to maintain the public order, social security and so on, but in our case the same structure 

operated creating disorder, chaos and injustice. The problem was not at all police officers themselves 

or other operators, but the fact that our enemy used its people infiltrated into network to destroy our 

life and to prevent someone helped us. One of the method used was defamation and it  was spread to 
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the Town Halls of the area as well as into local police and local Church. The objective was to 

prevent us to get a new life and consequently to rise the necessity to return into Venetian‘s  families, 

preventing every possible flight of information about the case.  

 

Running on such conditions, the ―first region‖ became like Veneto: the our own region. This 

phenomenon, as we will see later, it will happen in all regions where we tried to get a new life and 

this will confirm the enormous enemy power. If we expired our death would have been an example 

for all those who would want rebels against Venetian circle, that it means in few: ―Those who ask for 

justice are dead men‖. 

 

Venetians commanded to lake‘s authorities to refuse us any aid, so we were forced to return into 

birthplace. Of course Venetians operated illegally and behind the scene. To do this, Venetians moved 

people indirectly and in astute manner: they created the false appearance that we have had only a 

simply discussion with our families concealing the real facts. Venetians told that we were young, we 

were lazy, hiding at all our experience and our previous works. They blind people and the result was 

that the most treated us like young-carefree-people.  

 

The authorities must supply to citizens the basic necessities when they ask for this, however local 

people and officers didn‘t respect our human and civil rights. Even if our needs were so obvious and 

we begged again aid again and again,  they took no action. Even they don‘t worry about they  would 

have been involved in a crime whether for their actions or whether for their no actions! If we died 

the event would have been merely declared as a misfortune and the Enemy operated just in this way: 

our elimination without a guilty party.  

 

We continued to stay in tent despite some people attempted to send us into birthplace, but since 

Venetians destroyed all that they came in contact, later we were forced to move outside tent place, 

going  into more distant villages where there weren‘t defamation yet.   

 

«On Thursday 27th October,  hungry, we are going to social services of the 
local village addressing to a young male officer. It seem he doesn‟t understand the 
situation, so he decide to photocopy some our writing thinking to study in dept 
later. “We are famished, we need food!” we spoke him, our words irritate him but 
he has no positive reaction, the situation leaves him completely cold. We turn 
again his attention on our need of food asking him 5 euros. He looks at me like I 
was a addict who is begging few money for drugs, but after some minutes he 
thinks to do something about. With calm and behind the desk he tells us: “I will 
search for food, I‟ll phone you when I have information about”. We realize that we 
have done all possible in this office and we go. Time passes and he doesn‟t call us, 
so we manage the situation by ourselves. A week after he has not phoned us, yet. 
So we come back to his office, and this time there is in place also a female co-
worker. When he sees our faces through the door he remained stupefied, we 
discover that he did not worry about us and  it seems he totally forget the 
problem.This time we tell again some aspects, his colleague searching for a 
solution phones all around and finally she gives us a list of some houses where 
addicts are aided. We realize she doesn‟t understand the problem, we don‟t use 
drugs, and we understand that they are very incompetent persons. » 
 

REMARK 

Let us write: the difference between a drug addict and who doesn’t use drugs, as we are, is strong 

evident!   

 

We will have nothing from the persons mentioned above: when it came into light our true condition 

also on the camp site, the owners talked to their parish priest: priest‘s words fail to meet the hopes or 

expectations of them. It become clear the priest doesn‘t want aid us. This priest of the local parish 

never aid us and blocked everyone who wants do something. Another priest, who came in the parish 
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in the week-end, was astonished when his colleague refused us not only few coins but also any food. 

We rolled around the villages with our rucksack on shoulders frightened, so someone spread the idea 

that we were  radical terrorists with bombs…. also the parish spread the same idea.  

Notwithstanding, the owners of the camp tried to find out a work, unfortunately they hadn‘t success. 

 

The gossip around us grew and it creates the necessity to search for food outside the village. We 

began to walk a lot. 

 

Two days before Christmas and little before a snowstorm, a person outside of village, for his own 

decision arranged a cupboard with two beds. We began to live in the new place. We came back to 

the tent only some days after in order to get our suitcases, and we found the tent was collapsed under 

the snow. The fact impressed us.  

 

We kept going, but we remained always in the same conditions, first of all the food problem. 

 

On mid-February police officers, social services and the Church were going to end game. They put 

pressure on the person who accommodate us in the cupboard. We heard a churchman to tell  ―The 

two person are deceiving you. You must send them outside the house! We will send us to the 

principal town dormitory and there someone will punish us  ‖. Some day after the person sent us in 

the road and closed the cupboard, on the occasion he referred us that the order came from police 

officers. 

 

We had fear and we knew if we went to the dormitory about 40 km away, authorities applying a law 

could send us to birthplace, so we took refuge elsewhere, waiting for another idea about what to do. 

We remained in the new place only few days because the people who had put pressure work again 

with the persons who were aiding. In that days, we met a mayor who gave us some money.  

 

On March 13, 2006 we left  the baggage and the tent there and we escaped outside the region with 

only our rucksacks, we never came back.  

 

The flight became necessary because the ―first‖ region became like the Veneto region. The 

Venetians operated like a tornado, where they moved they created destruction and desolation also 

inside authorities and the only way possible to survive was the escape.  

 

 

Bureaucracy  

When we lived in tent, on November 9  unexpectedly we received a communication FAX coming 

from the Court-One*, as we told in  ―Chapter II‖-―Phase III: The first-proceeding‖. It was absolutely 

the first time that we kept in touch with a prosecutor! We thought that  the prosecutor could be our 

rescuer.  Imagine you are a survivor of shipwreck at the mercy of waves and unexpectedly you see a 

ship on a distance:  this was our feeling at the arrival of prosecutor‘s fax. 

  

On the occasion the prosecutor wrote us:  ―the statement mailed on 5
th
 May 2005 reached the Court‖, 

a good information, but little later he wrote:  ―the previously statements haven‘t reached the Court 

and it seems they have been stolen or lost, so I have recorded into logbook the crime.‖. The worst 

thing was the prosecutor not understanding what happened, wanted to close the proceeding.  

Notwithstanding the prosecutor‘s intentions, the new fax connection gave us a direct contact: the fax 

number of the prosecutor and his name. ―He could take a copy of the paper lost or stolen directly 

from us preventing further losses‖ we thought. We prepared quickly with the best hopes  a new 

dispatch composed by:  a presentation page, a copy of all previous missing papers, further evidences, 

in addition  we enclosed  a detailed description of the human situation —including our needs of 

food— .  The pack was sent by registered letter. Preventing further loss, we warned prosecutor by 

fax about the new incoming dispatch. Fortunately someone gave us the necessary money to complete 

the operation. 

Plus we made opposition to the closure of proceeding by fax and registered letter, including the 

circumstantial evidences, indicating thefts took place inside the Court. Into the communications we 
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explained clearly the reasons of opposition.  After we waited for a reply. Prosecutor didn‘t reply us 

and hopeless we continued to stay in tent. We emphasize that money and resources  which we used 

to write and send letters became miraculously from outside the village, after we unsuccessfully asked 

for local aid.   

 

Conclusion 

During the time we stayed at lake we have had a weight-loss, in the area there weren‘t  dining-room 

for poor, some parishes gave once or twice a month a shopping bag with food like cans of beans and  

tuna, spaghetti or pasta, cheese, milk. Usually the food pack was so small that it finished within two 

or three days. The climate was very cold, living  in the tent  we needed to eat meat, bread  and other 

good food. So in the most time we spent in the area we were famished. Some solutions came out 

only by our own legs, walking a lot of kilometers searching for every food solutions. There was no 

one who took food for us, we moved in any atmospheric condition, going on foot, even into illness.  

Sometimes we found someone outside the area who gave us money and so we purchased food, but it 

was a pure chance that happened only three or four times. On such conditions it was impossible to us 

to find a job, not only for the problem of Venetians who obstructed all ways, but also for our own 

bad conditions, for example we spent the most day time looking for food. We had only a  torch not 

rechargeable, when the batteries ran down we remained in the dark so when the sun go down we 

began sleeping until sun come up again. The camp site had the toilet on open air, during the summer 

this is beautiful, but in winter it is hard, notwithstanding we took  hot shower and we did the 

washing. The toilet had hot water, and this aspect saved us because we used the hot water to warm 

ourselves during sleeping, filling plastic bottles which we kept into the light sleeping bag. 

 

We could get a new life in the region only if someone helped us, but this event didn‘t happen. 

There will be a lot of aspect to tell about, but we stop now. During that period we had got a mobile 

phone powered by digital camera. We recorded a lot of pictures about… 

 

 

(C) The First Intermezzo 
 

Between March 13 and March 22, before to arrive in the 2
nd

 region where we lived two year, we 

rolled around the Italian territory looking for aid and later we successfully made an expedition to the 

Court-One*. 

 

The first day we slept in a hotel paying only 25 euros. The day after we were hosted free by some 

friars, one of them gave us 20 euro, so in the morning we caught the train looking for a solution 

away. In the new town where we got off we found aid two days: we were so tired that we slept the 

most time. Later we found no solutions and thank to a priest we caught the train with destination 

Court-One* about 400 km away. The train was totally full, we traveled on the night and we arrived 

at morning. We spent the whole day asking for aid and a looking a place where to sleep, the day 

wasn‘t so fortunate as the previous ones, we remained outdoor all the night. The new day we begged 

money and food and thank to collected money we successfully entered into a low-priced hostel near 

the Court-One* offices. 

 

«On 22nd March we finally decide to go to the Court-One* offices, but when 
we are in front of the palace of justice we feel that is not the appropriate action. 
“Perhaps, must we go first to Military Court*, and later to this?” we asked 
ourselves. We never reached the military Court in order to know what‟s happened 
about our report mailed in June 2005. “Perhaps it‟s better to do that before” we 
agree. The military Court is near here. At the Court we met an kind officer that 
says us our crime reports has been sent to the Court-One*: “the military Court 
can handle only the crimes involving military parts, so we have sent all papers to 
the normal Court” he says. We inform the officer that our previous paper have 
been lost or stolen into the normal Court, “our delivery method is assured” he 
answer showing us a delivery note, and saying hello to us he encourages to  go as 
soon as possible to the Court-One* offices.  
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Then we reached on few minutes the Court-One* and we ask information 
about the report received from Military Court*. The officer inform us the 
proceeding had been closed on January, about three months ago. “It has been 
closed without inform us about, without a trial?” we reply. “It happens” he 
answers. So we ask for the previous proceeding, the one that has been opened by 
the prosecutor who had sent the fax on 9th November 2005. The officer inquires 
the database and discovers that also that proceeding had been closed on January.  

Quickly we go to the prosecutor‟s office: here there isn‟t the prosecutor 
because he is in vacation all week, but we find a kind officer that invite us to go to 
another office. It‟s late and offices are closing, so we go quickly to the preliminary 
judge in order to obtain further information. The judge cannot meet us— or not 
wants—, despite we obtain successfully the decree of the proceeding closure.»  
 

Did that, we thought that we had everything possible in this town. We had no money to remain other 

days, so we caught the train to flight away.  

 

 

(D) The 2nd region 
 

On 23
rd

 March 2006, we entered into the 2
nd

 region, with our own rucksack without. In the pockets 

15 euro and something else. Two years later, on March 17 we left the region in the same condition 

we entered: by train, two rucksacks, without a precise destination, frightened . 

What happened during that period we tell below. 

 

(i) Entering 

 
«We are thinking to go to Ancona, a town situated in the Center-Italy, but 

we discover that there aren‟t train until tomorrow. We don‟t want to stay here 
longer and we catch another train in the same line arriving in another town. 
During the night we stay awake in the railway station. In the early morning a 
person asks me an information; thank to this situation,  seeing the trains table, I 
realize that we are near a particular spiritual place we never visited, so we think to 
cut our previous project and go there to ask a divine aid. We catch the train and 
in 15 minutes we arrive. After the arriving someone offers us a breakfast and 
encourages to go to a near place where people will help us surely.  

We are admitted into a house for the poor under the jurisdiction of the 
Roman Catholic Church. In the structure we have a bed and we have breakfast, 
lunch and dinner free. The first days we are so exhaust that we only sleep and eat. 
We pray to the Lord and we express gratitude that we are still alive. The tent at 
lake seems so far now.» 
 

Initially the head of the structure grants us one week, but later the period will became larger. The 

new town was very nice and it was the first time we took a break from the infernal period lived in the 

1
st
 region. On our own pocket we had only 15 euro, but we were still alive.  

Now we were about 350 km away birthplace in the center-Italy. The life into the structure always in 

contact with poor people and people with all kind of disturb was very hard. It was the first time we 

entered into a structure like that, but it was much better solution than a dormitory.  Even if the North-

Italy is  known as the most developed part of Italy, our personal experience teaches that the Center-

Italy is more organized to aid people and people themselves are less stressed. 

 

On the Easter festivity Barbara started a work in a restaurant like a dishwasher. The job doesn‘t 

resolve our problems because the money earned was too few to get a new life outside the structure, 

but the incoming money permitted us more freedom: we began to move in bus, to write curricula in 

order to find a job, to connect internet  checking mailboxes and we had sufficient means to meet our 

simple needs, for instance to purchase toothpaste, shampoo and to take a coffee….     
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(ii) The Venetians 
It seems a new existence sprang up in a village into one of the best regions of the world. 

Our hopes vanished soon. It happened the Venetians came out again also in this region. 

 

The head of the structure, Mr. Vinci*
10

,  kept in touch with birthplace with the aim to obtain 

information about us and money either by our relatives or by Venetian‘s Town Hall. Doing this he 

brought into the structure defamation and opened the way to Venetians. The Venetians localized us 

and they began to spread defamation  and false accusation. The objective was to prevent us to get a 

new life. In short it happened the same facts that had happened in the ―first‖ region when we lived in 

tent nearby lake. 

 

VENETIANS COMMANDED TO HEAD OF THE STRUCTURE, MR. VINCI* TO STOP US ANY AID AND TO 

SEND US IN VENETO INTO OUR FAMILIES, THEY TOLD WE BELONGED TO FAMILY THAT HAVE HOUSE 

AND OTHER GOODS NOT FROM POOR FAMILIES, THEREFORE WE HADN‘T THE NECESSITY TO STAY IN 

THE STRUCTURE.  THEN VENETIANS MOVED IN PLACE AGAINST US THEIR PEOPLE, AMONG WHOM A 

PERSON COMING FROM THE BIRTHPLACE AREA AND CONSIDERED A MAN OF CONFIDENCE. THIS MAN 

SPREAD THE IDEA WE WERE LAZY AND WE WERE SPENDING OUR VACATIONS IN THE REGION USING 

THE MONEY OF THE CHURCH ASSIGNED TO POOR PEOPLE.  

 

Initially we were in the dark about the operation made by Mr. Vinci*,  we remained into the center  

further time because the head had gone abroad and his subordinate kept us in the structure. When he 

returned in Italy the subordinate put out on the road. Talking about the situation with the owner of 

the restaurant  it came into light  she have had the directive to dismiss us in favor of another black 

woman, hosted in the structure. The reason was that black woman had more needs than us because 

our families had house and other possessions in Veneto. Later the owner of the restaurant understood 

the problem and not dismiss us. So the meeting with the owner of the restaurant  came into light the 

fact that someone in the structure has been in contact with Venetians, further details we will know 

later. 

 

After we were put out ―on the road‖ the only way possible was to accommodate in hotel, so in few 

days we burned our money. On 1
st
 September we found a room  where we inhabited for three 

months.  

 

(iii) Flying to the South. 
In September while we are living in the 2

nd
 region  we realized that Police force was doing nothing 

and no one tried to stop the Venetians. We tried another way of justice, so we prepared a new report 

for a new Court. 

 

«On  September 7, in the evening we are catching a train, we get off  in 
Tuscany‟s railway station and from there we wait for the first train to Rome thence 
we get on a train directed to south-Italy. We arrive in the morning at the Court. 
Immediately the police officer working at Court  realizes the seriousness of the 
situation and he talks about to a prosecutor. Anti-mafia proceeding is opened 
immediately and a new prosecutor assigned! In the afternoon we are catching 
another train to come back. Two weeks later, we catch the train again in order to 
know something about the proceeding. When we arrive at Court, in the elevator a 

man speaks: “the water of the lagoon is just arrived here”, we don‟t understand 
what he means; little later we meet the prosecutor and he inform us the 
proceeding has been moved into another Court. The water of the lagoon is just 
arrived here, we think. The new Court is into the 2nd region where we are living 
now, but the news is very unhappy because we have no faith on the new court.» 
 

(iv) Tea party 
 

                                                 
10

 Vinci is a pseudonym  
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We had the Venetians on the back, so immediately after we came back from the Southern-Court we 

reached the Court-Two*. The Court-Two* was about 15 km away from the village where we were 

living at that time.  

 

«We enter the Court and we see into offices some ladies, it seems they are 
participating a tea party,  we ask information about the proceeding. “It must 
submit a form in order to obtain the name of the prosecutor and it takes about 15 
days to obtain the answer” the officer says us. We were surprised, in the 
Southern-Court the situation was evaluated so critical that it was assigned a 
prosecutor immediately, and here now it takes 15 days to know the name. “If you 
want, we can mail the answer to your domicile” the official says us.  Astonished, 
we leave the court doing nothing. We cannot wait for so long time, connecting to 
internet at the court‟s web page we are looking for an idea. We find some name of 
prosecutors working on it, “we can send them directly a letter” we think, then  we 
prepare a communication and we send three fax to the Court addressed to three 
different prosecutor extracted at random among the entire list. In the letter we 
explain the reasons of the urgency. We have the luck that the prosecutor assigned 
to us is just included into the three persons extracted. Unfortunately the 
prosecutor replies us that he refuses any meeting. We are astonished because the 
prosecutors of the Southern-Court told to meet the new prosecutor as soon as 
possible, however now he doesn‟t want talk us.» 
 

On November the restaurant works a little, we began to have few money. A person kept in touch 

with us in order to offer a new job: in the meeting  we discovered that such person want only know 

some aspect of our life and it came out that he was born near our birthplace. After this fact, the 

owners of the room where we were living, decided that the room would not be available yet. 

Some days before we pushed again the prosecutor to meet us. On last November the head of the 

secretary ship said us ―probably the prosecutor doesn‘t meet you because he has sent all papers to 

police and consequently he can‘t answer your questions about. You can put down another copy of 

the report‖. So the officer photocopied the originals and brought prosecutor the report again. After 

this operation the prosecutor had all documents: however he continued to refuse any meeting. 

 

 

 

(v) On open air 
Some days after, on 1

st
 December  we were newly al fresco and we started again to roll around the 

region begging food and money. At that time a close friend friar died, he helped us a lot in the past, 

we didn‘t take part in the funeral. 

 

We moved from town to town. 

«On the evenings we arrive in a new town, we take a phone book and we 
begin to call parish and priest begging a sleeping place. Mostly takes it as wrong. 
We have fear  and we are exhaust. At 10.30 PM we reach the central Church and 
we ring at doorbell. A priest comes out, “you are lucky, St. Anthony have done a 
miracle” he says and “here, in this town the services for the poor operate well, you 
must keep in contact with our personnel the next week, now I can give you some 

money and I send you to a friendly hotel”. We express gratitude and we go 
immediately to the hotel. Money are not sufficient to stay in hotel until the next 
week, so on Saturday we search other solutions. A citizen say us the priest who 
told us the day before was the bishop. The citizen says  there is in place a priest 
who help all people even Albanians  and he immediately phones him. The priest 
refuses to help us because he says to know us, he refers to us as: “the two young 
people that are spending holidays on the region with the money of the Church”. 
After the unsuccessfully operation the man accompany us to a monastery. Here 
the friars hosted us in a little room for two days. It‟s cold, the heating system isn‟t  
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working and there is a hole in a window, however the friars bring us food and 
wine. On Monday we return to bishop‟s personnel, but we don‟t find the 
responsible. We return to friars but it‟s not possible to stay there another day. In 
the evenings another priest introduce us into another monastery but only for a 
night. The situation seems irresolvable and out door we could freeze to death »   
 

We kept going, we moved into another near village, here we found two Communists who send us to 

the Town Hall. We submitted the case to the woman responsible. She opened a folder and filled a 

form with our data. ―It‘s possible to help you even if you are not resident in this territory, now we 

start the proceeding and later if it has success, we could help to restart a new life paying a room and 

food. We do all this in synergy with Church, we pay and Church put at your disposal a room or a 

house‖.  The officer was very kind but she had no solution in the short-time, hoping in a imminent 

solution in the meantime we tried to survive. 

 

The story  demonstrates in the months later that the proceeding opened will be blocked. Probably the 

problem was the defamation spread into the Church by the Venetians that stopped the synergy 

written above.  

 

On mid-December we entered into another structure for poor people, it was the second time. We 

experimented immediately a problem. We discovered the structures were all connected within them 

and they established a network. The network had stored information about us, so when we entered 

into the new structure they had data on their database yet. The fact became a problem for us, because 

the head of the first structure keeping in touch with the Venetians had collected defamation about us 

and a lot of wrong facts as we told above in   ―The Venetians‖, so the problem spread into the entire 

network, so the data collected  prejudiced every dialog: we continued to be considered as lazy 

persons and criminals as we already referred. A man heading the new structure said us: ―there are 

some information about you that are not clear‖, notwithstanding  someone helped us because they 

had an aversion to the head of the 1
st
 structure. We remained in this house until December 27 when it 

closed. The climate was extremely cold, we were forced to stay outdoor all day long because the 

house was opened between 6 PM and 7 AM. 

 

(vi) Military Police 
Our hopes brought down when we saw the Court-Two* did nothing about our case,  and we began 

thinking on the flame-out of the good work started on September  by Southern-Court* . During the 

time while we were hosted in the structure we turn into a new way of justice. Despite we have fear of 

military police we went to the local station in order to debate about our situation. 

Previously the military police both of Veneto‘s domicile and second region, treated us badly 

following the Venetians guidelines preventing any debate, but that time was not the same. 

The new officers  worked about the case, in particular they decided to write all the story again. The 

operation took about 10 hours. During the time police-men obtained our originals and a lot of 

evidences.    

 

We experimented  away Veneto things could be different. We told deeper on ―Phase VII: At Court-
Two” 
 

 

 

(vii) The 2nd Province of the 2nd region 
 

x1-  The arrival 

On  December 27 the structure closed and we were forced  to move away. On the occasion a co-head 

helped us keeping in touch with the structure of another town, she had a friend working there and she 

successfully sent in the new structure situated about 100 km away. Her friend was a chief —who 

was replaced by a person coming from Veneto a month later— and we had no problem to enter . She 

gave us the money necessary to catch the train and to purchase some sandwiches.  
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«It‟s late, the structure closes and till the end we haven‟t the slightest idea 
where to go. The co-head of the structure has an idea and calls a friend working 
as director in another structure about 100 km away. Her friend controls and he 
finds two places, but we must have an interview before. She gives us the money to 
catch the train and to purchase two sandwiches. We leave in a hurry the 
structure. On the train we think about the destination: we never reached such 
town, who knows where are we going now? We deserve a better fate, but can we do 
better when our life is on the hands of the others? It‟s not the first time we are 
going into a unknown place, a unknown situation. Do people understand my 
actual sensations? Those above are only some thoughts that enter on my mind 
looking through the train window» 
 

Just arrived and after the interview we were hosted in two structures, one for the men and another for 

the women. Structures were about 1 km one another. The male structure was opened into working 

day from 4 PM to 8 AM and during festivities and Sunday all day long, instead the female structure 

provided women with the door key so they have more freedom, however they must come back 

before the 10 PM.  The male structure was managed by two men, one of them sleeps into the 

structure too. The female structure was under the control of Mr. and Mrs. Pea*. The responsible of 

both structure was an Albanian man: Mr. Beda*. The two structured ran under an association that 

carried out the service in favor of poor people, immigrated, political refugee. Municipality owned the 

both the two structures, however  they were managed by the association, which was under the total 

control of the Roman Catholic Church. The chiefs were two persons, one was the president of the 

association and another was the curia‘s representative we call into this document as Mr. Scout*. 

 

The  two structures were normal houses situated in outskirts about 5 km away the center,  near a 

watercourse running along an opening valley. The place was beautiful, unfortunately the inhabitants 

were not exactly the same. Near there were other apartments and houses in service, generally held by 

poor families. We had no money. 

 

«In my room into the male structure there are five beds. My bed is just near 
the door, on the right the bed of Rumanian who come from Transylvania, in front 
of me two bunk beds, in the upper bed there is another Rumanian and in the 
bottom an African. All are searching for a job or they are already working. The 
house is provided with two bathrooms but only one is available to us. Honestly, 
the bathroom is not properly clean, so I use two plastic bags: one per foot to take 
safety a shower. Other rooms hosted other people among whom Arabians, 
Africans, Albanians  and other Northeast European peoples. Downstairs there is a 
large room provided by a table and television set, in another room there are  
cooking gas with only two places and a fridge. All this means that the house is 
more than a simple dormitory, people can cook but there‟s no food except old-but-
good bread, salt and sometimes there are milk and marmalade and spaghetti. 
Some inhabitants of the structure are under the control of the police and they 
must go every day to police station, others are ex-prisoner » 
 

«The female structure is smaller than the male, among the inhabitants 

there are “badanti11” that come from the Europeans‟ ex-communist states, 

prostitutes under protection and citizen with psychological problems. The place is 
very small, there is only a bathroom and two rooms where women sleep all 
together,  no one has a personal place to put its own things: clothes and other 
things remained closed on the suitcases. The life is very hard. Nearby there were 
other houses held by some African and Albanian families, but in the case they 
have a single apartment per family ». 
 

                                                 
11

 see About Badante at page 112 
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In the town a lot of male foreigners were employed as bricklayer, hod carriers and day laborer. 

Instead nice females were employed as waitress  and the others as ―badante‖ that is a custodian of  

senior citizens often sick. Someone in the town told that a lot of male citizen had lovers among 

foreigners. 

During the international crisis also Italians looked for the works listed above, unfortunately they 

were in our position the only works possible, but it was very difficult to be taken in service because 

foreigners monopolized the sector of the lowest works, in addition  in most cases workers were 

handled by rackets  made up by a foreigners and  mafia mixture. 

 

In the structures we hadn‘t a safe place to keep things, some times something has been stolen, so we 

were forced continuously  to bring the most important things on our own shoulders inside a 

rucksacks: we moved also in bathroom with the rucksacks! The town was provided by a free dining 

room for poor people, in the early stages in the evenings we ate there, to reach the room we moved 

on foot because we had no money in order to catch bus: it took two or three hours to go and as much 

to come back. The dining room  was accessible only at 6.00 PM. The dining room environment 

became dangerous and later we never went again. At that time to satisfy our stomach  we 

remembered  we ate a lot of cakes made by candied fruit, which were left after Christmas time. 

 

 

 

x2-  The war 

 

To understand what happened in dept it needs to introduce some information: 

the female structure was managed by two Italian people officially a man and a woman  who lived in 

the same place, they lived like a family, even if they were not properly that; we refer to them as Mr. 

And Mrs. Pea.  On the day we arrived into the structure, the Peas offered us a dinner in their house, 

which was itself a part of the edifice, on the occasion we discovered they were friends of director 

(Mr. Vinci*) and co-director of the first structure for the poor we entered on  March 2006. In 

practice they were inserted into the network that had created us a lot of problems, the network 

handled by Venetians (see (ii) "The Venetians”). 

 

The all period we lived in the 2
nd

 town, between 27 December 2006 and March 2008, has been 

characterized by the invisible war against the Venetians, and in particular against Mr. And Mrs. Pea. 

In the early stages they put defamation about our name onto the head and co-head of the structures 

and later into authorities, civil police included (sometime we refer to Mrs. Pea as ‗The police‘s 

witch‘)! However in the latest period the co-head, who has been in the past a military officer, 

understood the role of The Peas and helped us leaving them outside. 

 

 

 

x3-  The Media Appeal broadcasted nationwide 

 

In February 2007, the new director of structures for poor, a Venetian, was driving out us, so  we 

entered into the police headquarters in order to obtain aid and to inform about. 

 

«We are talking with a police-man about our story, we understand that we 
have no chance, the policeman doesn‟t feel the problem. “In the past you have 
charged important person without thinking the consequences” he says and “you 
had to think before your move would have created problems. Now we can do 
nothing, you must manage troubles by yourselves”. Suddenly while we decide to 
go, a superior officer who is moving around the room tells to the colleague that he 
would like to speak us. He is interested but he has not sufficient time now, he 
asks us if we can come back next week. We agree. On the meeting the police-man 
discovers that we already have done all steps in justice, “You must know that in 
Italy to move someone or something you must put some pepper” he says and “we 
could make public your story in order to obtain aid, have you ever gone to 
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newspapers?”. We answer we had tried in the past without success. The police-
man insists and calls directly a journalist and books immediately an appointment 
for the afternoon. He says it‟s difficult that prosecutors will be moved by news but 
we should obtain aid by the social services of district. On the afternoon we arrive 
at the newspaper offices, we have an interview and journalist promises the articles 
will be published soon. We are agitated and we wait for the event with impatience. 
No one reporters until then wanted to published something about our story » 
  

The article appeared in the local newspaper at the beginning of March on Sunday. The newspaper 

had a regional circulation and it was placed on the first  page of the town‘s section. The journalist 

was the intermediary between us and any possible reader or authorities. It made no the predicted 

effects. Town hall and mayor  remained in silence and the heads of the structures became furious for 

their citation into the piece of news despite no one kept in touch with us. However it happened that 

the article called another nationwide reporter attention. Reading the article the new reporter wanted 

us in her program. It happened as written below: 

 

«Unexpectedly newspaper journalist call me at phone: “A television 
program‟s  reporter kept in contact with newspaper, she wants to talk you directly, 
can I give her your telephone number?”. I‟m surprised and I agree. Soon after the 
TV‟s reporter calls me directly, she is a woman. “I want you on my program” she 
says. At the moment I‟m alone and I don‟t take any decision so we agree to keep in 
contact again tomorrow. I‟m stunning and happy. The day after she calls me again 
and I refer the positive answer. She has few time, our participation is already fixed 
some days after on Tuesday morning, into a live nationwide television program. 
The program is broadcasted by one of the most important channel in Italy: RAI 
DUE ”»  
 

On mid-March the live interview were broadcasted. However now some information are due: the 

reporter was astonished by our article not for the justice story, but she focused on the fact we were 

entrepreneurs: she said us that similar things happened in U.S. rather than in Italy, she thought the 

life in tent was a good story for television viewers. When reporter read better the article she 

understood the facts were deeper than she thought initially, therefore she wanted to block the event 

but it was too late, so on the occasion reporter forbade us to talk about justice, prosecutors, courts 

and so on. It just happened during the interview we talked only about the life in tent, our job, our 

hopes and about the workless situation at that moment. At the end the presenter launched an appeal 

to save us to viewers. 

 

Now, we went back on the day before the RAI channel interview: 

«In the afternoon we are catching the train to Rome, the train trip had been 
reserved by RAI. At arrival in Rome a RAI‟s car bring us to the hotel near the 
studios, we dine in a near delicious  restaurant. In the morning we enter into the 
famous studios of via Teulada in Rome, and before noon we are just in video. We 
talk with a well-known presenter, I think the presenter is better live than on 
screen. After, someone tells us the interview has been a success. Soon after we 
catch a train to come back. On trip we think finally we will come out from the 
nightmare we entered since 2005 and now someone will help us. We have the best 

hopes and dreams ». 
 

 

x4-  After the media appeal 

 

On the day we had the live interview we didn‘t know that newspaper had published a piece of news 

indicating our participation. When we arrived in the female structure in the evenings some foreigners 

congratulates with us and it happened the same in the male structure. By contrast  Mr. and Mrs. Peas 

gave the false appearance to know nothing about the event and continued to conduct themselves like 
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as always. They never told about, neither at that time nor in the future. We trusted we will come out 

the structure and that we will never see the Pies‘ faces.  

 

After the media appeal the Peas have been instructed to inform us that the chiefs of the structures 

wanted to meet the next Monday, however  the Peas didn‘t carried out the task, notwithstanding we 

obtained the information through another person.  

At the moment we came in the offices, Mr.  Beda*  —the Albanian man who was the responsible of 

the structures— blocked us the access and became furious: of course he was a Peas‘ man and he 

hadn‘t the pleasure we met with chiefs, the order was to prevent any meeting. Normally a man reacts 

into such conditions, but we remained calm. Another man intervened to halt Mr. Beda* ,  and one 

hour later we entered into head offices. 

 

«Entering we see a desk and behind two person: one is the head and the 
other is the vice-head, the former. Mr. Scout, represented the official facade and 
the latter is the real man on power. The media appeal convinced them to permit us 
to stay further time in the structure. We tell them we have received some proposal 

after the interview but we must inquire about. “I confide you that I was furious 
when I have seen the article on the newspaper about our structure” Mr. Scout 
tells and “but later reading it better I realized article was not defamatory”. We let 
them know it was an idea of reporter to write in such manner. The two chiefs 
promised to help us to find an apartment and credits». 
 

On the occasion we discovered the head Mr. Scout came from Veneto and he was a closely friend of 

a man of confidence, a Veneto‘s man too,  who referred to us, on December 2006, as ―the two young 

people that are spending holidays on the region with the money of the Church‖
12

. The head entered 

into his office just few weeks after our arrival, before there was another person. Mr. Scout  was a 

puppet in totally hand of Venetians.  

 

During the Easter festivity the female structure became empty and  they think to make happy 

planning to put us on the same structure. Mr. and Mrs. Pea refused to tell us the decision but an 

unexpected event came into light the situation and the Peas made a ulterior bad  impression. 

 

In the meantime, we inquired all persons who phoned at television‘s studios in order to help us. 

There have been  about four or five calls after the interview. First two calls referred to advertisement 

published on ―Famiglia Cristiana‖, a weekly paper,  the work as caretakers —―casieri‖ in Tuscanian 

language—  should have been  in the Tuscany but unfortunately  works were already expired.   

Second, a Calabrian woman was available to give us a room but she inhabited in open country and 

there were no jobs in the area. Third a disabled  person called from Apulia  but also this solution was 

not applicable. We checked all founding no solutions.  

 

The worst thing was no one called from the region or from the town we inhabited. You must 

consider in the town all people knew our situation by newspaper and later by television program, 

notwithstanding no one of such town kept in touch with us! Even the mayor and social services  

stayed on silence. We observed during the time we lived in the 2
nd

 town that other people were 

helped. 

 

What really happened that time we could only suppose: Probably  the Venetians and their people, 

among this The Peas, blocked anyone who wanted to help us, also the reporter who published the 

news first, was blocked and later we kept away from him.  

 

 

x5-  The March 23 attack 

 

                                                 
12

 See (v) ―On open air‖ 
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A week later our live interview it came out the revenge of Mr. And Mrs. Peas. They made pressure 

into us with the intention to make us nervous and to lose the self-control. We were exhaust and we 

went to police headquarters to tell about. A police officer said us to know Mr. Peas because he often 

came in police offices to tell about the people hosted in the structure. Police-man refers to Mr. Peas 

as ―il maresciallo‖ (the marshal)  or as ―il capetto‖ (the little boss), two words that means a person 

who think to be over all person and a selfish man who has a higher vision of the truth. The police-

man promised us to intervene and to call Mr. Peas‘ superiors.  Probably police-man kept the promise 

because some days later Mr. Pea had a dark face and he frightened us and  we were waiting a new 

revenge. Some days later he accompanied some foreigners to military police in order to do some 

document. We suspected a new action of Mr. Pea. To defense ourselves we decided to go to military 

police in order to tell what happened on 23
rd

 March, on the occasion we discovered that Mr. Pea had 

told to the officer we were lazy, we didn‘t want to work, we had never worked, we didn‘t accept the 

works he proposed us  and we wanted living with the money of the Church: in few he put 

defamation.  We informed the officer about the true situation, about our old job and about the other 

works done on the restaurants. The officer understood Mr. Pea treated us badly, so bringing the 

phone he rang immediately Mr. Pea‘s chief to inform about. 

 

Even if some actions of the Peas came into light no one of their superiors stopped them. They were 

like vampires, it would be necessary a silver projectile to stop them! 

 

 

x6-  The work 

 

On the same day of the Easter festivity Barbara found a job in a hotel. The work was hard and the 

pay low, the owners of the hotel usually took on service foreigners workers like Romanians or 

Africans. They  often changed personnel because workers escaped as soon as they can. We 

concealed the work because a year before a friend of the Peas  interfered with our job and we 

frightened that it would be happened again — on the occasion the operation was made by the Pea‘s 

friend Mr. Vinci* and company in June 2006: this person said to restaurant where we worked to 

dismiss us in favor of another black woman hosted in the structure. Mr. Vinci* colleague said the 

black woman had more needs than us because our families had house and other possessions in 

Veneto —.  Some days we saw Mr. Pea pursuing us in order to see where we were going 

whereabouts, he did that several times. It was hard to hide the work place, sometimes we changed 

means of transport getting off before or after the place. Sometimes catching the train and other times 

catching the bus or walking a lot. Sometimes there have been ridiculous situation like the one 

happened on bus when I put along the floor of the bus in order to prevent to be seen.  Fortunately he 

didn‘t find the place. 

 

 

 

x7-  The July Beda‟s attack 

 

At the beginning of March, the head and vice-head of the structure where we stayed  would have 

sent us outside the structures with pleasure, but after our live interview on RAI television  they 

changed idea, and during a meeting they proposed us to help in finding a apartment or a room to live 

independently. On June they forgot completely their promise and prepared a letter in order to expel 

us from structure. The letter was mailed as registered letter. When the letter carrier arrived we 

weren‘t in place,  therefore he left on the mailbox only the notice: a small yellow paper indicating 

the existence of a incoming registered letter. Even though Mr. Pea knew the contents of the 

communication he gave the yellow notice without describing what it was — sender was not 

written—. When we saw the notice we have had fear, we thought immediately that someone wanted 

to localize us.  

Indeed we didn‘t think the letter had been sent by the head of the structure, but we thought letter had 

been sent by Venetians: when the article about our story was published on March, it contained our 

location, soon after police recommended us to create the appearance that we never stayed yet on the 
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structure.  Taking the letter indirectly we would give inevitably information about our localization,  

hence we  left letter into the post office creating the appearance we lived no longer there. 

 

The chiefs of structure supposed Mr. Pea had told us about and they were sure we have taken the 

letter. They thought  we ignored cheeky the contents, and we didn‘t want to keep in contact with 

them, so they became very nervous. At the beginning of July, while we were going to the center,   

Mr. Beda arrived at the structure. He stopped brutally the car and he ran in order to block us. He 

began to talk aggressively:  ―tomorrow you take our baggage and go out the house, if you will not  

do this, I call the police and police will send outside!‖. The contact was so hard that there was a risk 

of a scuffle, but we remained astonished and calm. Few minutes later it became clear that we haven‘t 

received the letter and we knew nothing about its contents plus Mr. Pea told nothing about.  

 

On the occasion we wrote a letter to the police station describing the event. It was the first time we 

wrote a communication to police of this town, previously we have gone directly talking them. After 

the communication we remained into the structure further time. 

 

Unfortunately chiefs of structures didn‘t aid us to find a job —at moment only Barbara had a work 

and chiefs didn‘t know this — and they didn‘t aid us to find a apartment or a room and some credits 

to do this step as they had promised on March. The problem was the most part of our money was 

spent in medical treatment which became urgently  after the 2005 life in tent. We discover with 

displeasure that they helped a lot of person in poor condition, so we considered their comportment 

merely a  Venetian‘s guideline. 

 

x8-  E.I.R. 

 

On the summer 2007 we realized that there are no possibilities to have justice in Italy, so we tried to  

interest foreigners people, in particular Americans. I began to study the English language in order to 

create an appeal. Even if I have studied English during the school, and I have read many manuals 

written in such language later, my English remained simple. With my language knowledge was 

difficult to explain the situation in the foreign language, so I had the idea to create slides containing a 

mixture of  figures and text, in order to be later included into videos. In the past I was a oil painter 

and I liked drawing by pencil so it was no difficult  for me to do that.  

 

Later searching data on internet both to improve English and to obtain information about some fact, I 

found some articles that opened the door to our studies about fascism and nazism. The keyword to 

open such doors was Vittorio Cini, a Venetian oligarch that we had found several times on our ways 

since 2004. I asked myself, who is really Cini? 

 

In autumn I found an article published by Executive Intelligence Review (EIR)  which wrote about 

Vittorio Cini in completely different  manner than I knew before. Immediately after I found other 

two important articles published by EIR too. With the new information we finally understand the 

importance of our personal story and the importance of international intrigues, which we saw on 

birthplace. We discovered the reason because our papers disappeared inside the palaces of justice 

and who covered the crime and how a Gladio personnel is involved. Before the articles we 

understood the problem but we didn‘t give a name and an explanation to the phenomenon.   

We began to study nazism, fascism, the cold war and all that  was useful to understand the role of 

some birthplace people. 

 

We began to think different and to elaborate our story in a more complex mode. 

 

 

x9-  Begging  Civil „PolicePolizia di Stato‟ 

 

In September we were seeing things went worst, we sent by fax additional  documents both to local 

police station and to the ―Court-Three*‖. Police and prosecutor remained cold. No one kept in 

contact, so we went to police station in order to debate about but the officer who was managing our 
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case was so busy that another person was sent to the entrance. We didn‘t enter into police station, 

insisting  we discover at door the name of the officer  whose case had been assigned to and we went 

away. 

 

x10-  Hospital 

 

During the summer the life was hard. Barbara worked but I was exhaust and often ill. The male 

structure didn‘t permit to stay all day long in the rooms even if I was sick, so I stayed a lot of time on 

open air, with fever. In  November 2007 the situation went from bad to worse, we went at police 

headquarters asking desperately aid. We wanted urgently a debate with the police-woman who was 

managing  our dossier, but the person at moment there was not and she would be came in service the 

week after. We were in a hurry and cannot wait yet, so we tried to talk with her colleague but it was 

a totally wrong idea because the  coworker was a very intolerable person, he thought the worst things 

about us. First he asked us why we didn‘t accept the apartment gave at our disposal by the heads of 

the structure. We replied ―no one has given us an apartment, we are living in two structures among 

the foreigners!‖.  Second he said us that we should had put the official domicile in the town so the 

social service would be forced to help us in the reason of an Italian law. We replied  ―It is not 

possible for the law to do that as long as we are living in the structures‖. Third he said: ―You  are 

war-mongers, you want  create confusion  making war against the Church: when you will go 

working?‖. We replied: ―Barbara is working and the problem is that Bruce is ill‖; he didn‘t believe 

Barbara was working —probably he was informed about by Mr. And Mrs. Pea who told around 

authorities  we were lazy—, so Barbara saw him her hands, the hands of a working woman. He 

stayed on silence on the matter, but continued in other ways to criticize our comportment. It became 

clear he wanted a brawl, so from his position he could put in prison. I had  fever and not more 

patience, I reply him at high volume, and he promised to me that I will have been imprisoned.  

 

We left the room and we went quickly to the police-man who aided us sending to reporter on March. 

While we were talking with the police-man, Mr. Beda* walked along the corridor and entered with 

some policemen in the opposite door. He saw us and his face began dark before to disappear behind 

the door. I showed to policeman my infectious disease. Later, on the afternoon we went in first aid 

post, then  I was admitted urgently in hospital. The doctors were serious worried and they administer 

immediately a cure and I remained into the hospital. It took a long time to recuperate. 

 

A consideration is due: 

before my  hospital admission  I wrote several times to prosecutors and police about my worrying 

health condition, but the most ones believed my words were only pretexts  in order to obtain money 

or not working. Indeed I didn’t obtain money and no one helped me to find a job.  

Those false words were widespread into authorities deliberately.  That time doctors entered into 

action immediately and sure the doctor who took care of me  didn’t hear gossip. The prosecutor, 

who is justice’s doctor, didn’t do the same, he turned his  back on me! 

 

Even if both prosecutors and police normally take no actions for  health care problems, in the 

specified case they should be, because my life condition, the lack of food,  the lack of work and 

ultimately the impossibility to cure myself,  were all strictly caused by the consequences of crimes 

committed against me and my family!.   

 

 

x11-  Menaces 

 

While we were separated, Bruce at hospital and Barbara in the structure, a person ambushed Barbara 

in a solitaire dark road attempting life, but at the moment she thought to die, the act was stopped: it 

became clear it  was a warning. At that moment Barbara told nothing to me, I was in hospital ill and 

she didn‘t want to create further disturbing. Some days after, when I come back from hospital other 

Arabian people, hosted into male structure, menaces us; some of those were ex-prisoners . It 

becomes clear that we cannot stay longer in the male structure. 
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Some weeks before I was admitted in hospital,  in the female structure there was a scuffle and 

preventing any scandals the heads decided to close the house and only Barbara remained there. We 

took the opportunity to hide both in the female structure, so  I left the other structure and I took 

refuge into the female house. The people who menaces us tried to enter unsuccessfully into the 

rooms. 

 

At that time one of the apartments managed by association and assigned to poor people became 

empty. The African family hosted  two year long  had gone away. So seeing our health condition  we 

hoped the apartment would have been assigned to us, instead  it happened another foreign family 

entered. 

 

At beginning of the year  Barbara was dismissed. The job was like a moonlight work and didn‘t 

allow a special notice:  the boss, seeing  less work, decided to cut the employers, from one day to 

another Barbara returned to be a non-working woman.  

 

Due to menaces written above we began to stay always one next to the other. The attempts didn‘t 

stop so we sent on 18
th
 January 2008  a statement to police-station. This time the communication had 

been reached by another department than the previously. The superintendent decided to meet us. 

 

«It‟s the first time the police reply to a statement. As soon we enter in the 
officer, the superintendent approached us in a friendly manner like young people 
does. We introduce ourselves, we tell something about our story. At that point he 
tries to break down the formal conversation in a most versatile and verbal dialog 
and offer us a cigarette. He begins to introduces some concepts like  “nowadays 
people should enjoy, even if someone smokes cigarettes or uses drugs, where‟s the 
harm in it?”. We look at him saying  “we never used drugs”, then he changes 
words and he talks about the „Lega‟, which is the political party born into North-
Italy led by Umberto Bossi: likely he is trying to find an arguments to 
accommodate us before to enter in the core of the problem. We explain about 
other situation and we talk about  other facts narrated into the statement he had 
reached. We realize the superintendent has not a clear idea about us and he 
difficulty believes to our words but he is curious.  

 
“Why do you call us for the latest statement and not for the previously 

ones?” we ask.   
“Everyone into police does that seems better” he says, and  “my colleagues 

think your statements containing  things unfounded, briefly it‟s nothing! So they 
didn‟t call you”. 

 
Looking ahead we see on his desk there are our fax sent since July, we 

count them and we discover that one is missing. It is missing just the most 
important dossier, made up by about 70 pages put down directly on December. 
The previous documents were only few pages, therefore we realize that he has an 
incomplete documentation.  

“Where is the dossier put down on December?” we ask him.  
He becomes nervous, “which dossier?” he replies. 
We show him the copy released  to us by the police officer who received it, 

the copy has the printed stamp on it. The superintendent becomes both more 
nervous and curios and he explains: likely that dossier ran another way, of course 
he is not sure and becomes more curios on what could be written into it.  

 
In order to let him know some aspect of our story, we extracting a paper 

calling his attention on what written by a prosecutor, the paper declared on it that 
some legal statement have been stolen. 
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Seeing the paper the police-man enters into a  mental state characterized 
by a lack of clear and he loses his certainty. We realizes his previously information 
about us comes into conflict with the new one springing up during the debate. 
That is, the facts and evidences we are showing are far by the informal data 
retrieved from his colleagues. Now, reading the paper of prosecutor he might think 
that also the dossier maybe lost or stolen, but the mainly thing he thinks is just 
another: he realizes that he is engaged into a not clear action against us.» 
 

We explained better what happened during the meeting: 

Some gossipmongers spread the words we are persons badly in debt who escaped from Veneto  

hiding ourselves from authorities and prosecutors who are unsuccessfully looking for. The rumor 

reached —or better was spread on purpose— police station and the superintendent, so in the meeting 

he is trying to carry out the task to make us visible to such authorities. Of course when he sees that 

prosecutors had written us he immediately realizes the truth is long far what his colleagues says. 

Other information we tell him convinced him that he is involved in something that he doesn‘t 

understand all implications. Of course behind the gossipmongers there are the Venetians. 

 

 

 

x12-  The departure 

 

Since November 2005 the things went from bad to worse. First on mid-November I was admitted in 

hospital. Second, in the same days,  a person ambushed Barbara in a solitaire dark road attempting 

life. Third other persons menaced us to kill. Fourth, on January, Barbara was dismisses from work. 

Fifth, the medical treatments burned a lot of money, in few time we became poor like when we 

arrived in the region. We began to be famished again.  

 

On February 2008, the female structure was closing and we should find as soon as possible another 

place. In the region we had done everything possible and  there was no other way to go in. The 

president of the association who managed the structure tried to find us another place in the region: it 

was a failure, he found a place neither in region nor outside. Preventing other problems that could be 

caused to us by the Peas, he met us in private and agreed to give a small amount of money, so on 

March 2008 we caught the train in secret  and we left the region without a precise destination, 

looking for a better life. 

 

 

(viii) Conclusion 
We entered into the 2

nd
 region on 23

rd
 March 2006 and we left it on 17

th
 March 2008. 

During that time we lived in two provinces. The period can be subdivided  into three intervals: ―the 

1
st
 province time‖, ―the intermezzo‖ and ―the 2

nd
 province time‖. 

It was the first time we entered into any structures for poor people and obtained assistance. The head 

of the first structure in order to obtain money to pay the assistance contacted  our families and 

Venetian‘s authorities, after that, defamation entered into the first structure, thence  spread into all 

the others through the network in which they were inserted. Venetians also activated in the region 

some their men. Such factors determined the structures and their employees worked not as they 

could: they either limited or stopped support and try all the ways to send us in birthplace. 

During the first-province-time only Barbara found a job, but her moonlight dishwashers work didn‘t 

provide sufficient means to became independent quickly,  in the moment we were preparing for the 

jump into autonomy, structure‘s head turned us his back and expelled us on the road therefore we 

burned on hotels all the saved money into few days. Later we took refuge in a cheaper room and we 

persevered living there until December 2006. 

During the ―intermezzo time‖ we roamed begging a solution, we moved from town to town. On 27
th
 

December 2006 it began the ―2
nd

 province time‖ during which we lived into another structure for 

poor people. Also in the last structure it came out the same problems of the first one, we tried to stop 

the enemy‘s activity talking police about. The police force was involved into the case too, some tried 

to help and some tried to hinder us. Since November 2005 the things went from bad to worse: on 
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mid-November I was admitted in hospital,  in the same days,  a person ambushed Barbara in a 

solitaire dark road attempting life and  other persons menaced us to kill, in January 2008, Barbara 

was dismisses from work. 

 

On 17
th
 March 2008, all ways were closed by Venetians so we moved away. 

 

 

(E) The 3rd region 
 

x1-  The arrival at the first city 

 

On 17
th
 March 2008 we caught the train in secret  and we left the 2

nd
 region without a precise 

destination, looking for a better life. 

 

We got off from the train in a new region in its principal town. We just arrived during the Easter 

week on the afternoon. We immediately began to look for someone that could aid us, we were tired 

and we walked not for long time, so the first day we had no success. The second day a parish priest 

paid us three nights on hotel. We ate in two lunching-room for poor people. On Thursday we were 

newly outdoor,  it was an intensely and extremely bad situation, a trace of those days is remained 

―freeze‖ under a foot of one of us. When we returned into the parish center, it was closed and all 

people were occupied in sight of the Easter festivity, we roamed around the city all day long begging 

aid. We persevered until the next week, on Wednesday the parish center was reopened. The priest 

found us a place in a dormitory in another town within the same region.   

 

x2-  The arrival at the second city: “the lager” 

We entered into the second city on 27
th
 March at 8 A.M. The first step was an interview with the 

responsible of the structure in order to obtain a place into the dormitory. The dormitory was owned 

by the municipality but it was managed by the Church. It was opened only at night from 8 P.M. to 8 

A.M.. Since the dormitory seemed a concentration camp: we named it ―the lager‖. The population 

counted about 30 person, among whom there were  tramps, gypsies and any kind of person. The first 

custodian of the camp was himself a old ex-client of the structure lifted from poverty . The time limit 

to stay was fixed on 30 days. The structure counted some wooden houses and some plastic box used 

as house too. Each house had two or three rooms, people slept into room which hosted about five 

person. A bathroom  was included. Each person had a little cupboard without the possibility to close 

it by key. 

 

During the first week we were confined just in a small box, not in the wooden houses. Usually the 

boxes are used for people affected with madness. The box was just wide to host a person, a bed and 

toilet. The door was always opened and in the early morning, the custodian opened it in order to 

waken up the persons: there were  no difference between men and women. It needed to pay attention 

to stay not on the toilet at that time! The bed sheets were make up not by cotton but by plastic or 

something similar that made an allergic reaction.  The next week we have been moved into the 

wooden houses and it was better. 

 

The structure was the worst structure we have seen, not for the place or the rooms, but for the system  

management and the cruelty of workers: joking aside, they might have been recruited into SS World 

War squadrons. 

 

x3-  The blond woman 

 

During the time we lived in the lager, from structure headquarters a blond woman managed our case. 

Preventing she kept in contact with both Venetians relatives and authorities, we warned  her about 

the existent problem telling also the name of a policeman who knew well our story. Instead of 

collecting  data by the police, it happened she kept in contact with other Church‘s structures and 

unfortunately she entered into the network of the 2
nd

 region keeping in contact with  Mr. Vinci* and 
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his personnel
13

. The nasty contact brought  defamation also in this city. The result was immediate, 

the blond woman, nicknamed by us ‗the white shark‘, and her personnel didn‘t activate them in order 

to help us as they should do. 

 

The truth about the actions took by the  blond woman came out only at the end of period. ―I have 

collected information about you ― she said  and  ―there are worrying data about you, therefore we 

want to drive out the dormitory‖. Plus she told us: ―in the case you will return in city the center  

would not host you again‖ —the specification was due because the dormitory rule permitted to enter 

again when two months elapsed since the exit—. The defamation put on the center created other 

problems, in the reason that we would not be helped furthermore,  for instance any possible 

assistance about working was cut. 

 

On April 28 we should go away from the dormitory, we had no solution and we worried about our 

return al fresco again. Just until the end, we hoped in a work which could resolve the problem. Our 

hopes were placed into a woman who was searching two custodians. We kept in contact with her by 

the friars;  while she was considering to hire us, at latest moment she decided to engage a foreign 

family.  Some days later we discovered she was in contact also with the blond woman and was just 

the blond woman that pushed the foreign family into work, leaving us not working. One of the 

reasons was the foreign family was hosted into a hotel since various weeks, so the institutions set up 

to provide help to the needy,  with this operation, both found a work and saved their money. 

On 28
th
 April we returned outdoor one more time. 

 

Into the city we met a priest, Mr. Ombrellaro, who tried to resolve the problem, but he found too 

obstacles. It was a rare case of  priests who moved in helping us.  

We remained still into the city some days waiting a priest‘s solution but finding no ways he sent us 

to Rome.    

 

In the latest days we told also with the social service of the district and we gave on the hand of  the 

mayor a letter containing an aid request, but we had no success.  Something unusual:  some month 

later  the mayor was charged with bribery and resigned from his office!  

 

x4-  Further aspects 

On April 14 we tried to obtain justice also in this region: we send a fax to police. At the end of April 

we went into police headquarters to have information about our fax. We discovered that the fax there 

wasn‘t. A police officer searched for it, he found out that the fax was just arrived  and was recorded 

into logbook, but the writing later disappeared. We supplied police with a copy, during the time we 

drove out the dormitory, we try to obtain aid from police but we had no concrete results. We thought 

that they could do more about! 

 

 

(F) Between the 3rd and the 4th region 
 

Into the 3
rd

 region  we met a priest who tried to resolve the problem, but he found too obstacles,  so  

he sent us to Rome to another priest. In May 2008 we moved from the 3
rd

 region to Rome with a 

precise destination: the new priest. We caught the train on the morning and we arrived on the 

evenings.    

 

«We get off in Rome rail station, we remind that a year ago we got off in 
other conditions: at that time we had great hopes, we were going into a nationwide 
RAI‟s television program to tell our story and a car waited us for bringing to 
Teulada‟s studios. Now all is changed14. 

 

                                                 
13

 See ―The Venetians‖ page 65 
14

 See  ―The Media Appeal broadcasted nationwide‖ page 69 
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When we arrive at destination the sun is disappearing beyond the horizon, 
the priest says us that he can‟t help us. We become nervous.  “How come? The 
other priest had said you can and consequently he has sent here!” we reply. We 
persist but he is irremovable, the only thing we obtain is some money which we 
used to reserve a hotel for the night. On the morning we realize we are near the 
television studios so we reached the place, but it‟s not possible to enter. We leave 
Rome just one day after  arrival.» 
 

REMARK 

We emphasize: the situation at that time is unspeakable. 

 

We hadn‘t  the slightest idea of what to do, wherever we went we found into structures for poor 

people problems and every manager treated us badly. It happened in the 2
nd

 and in the 3
rd

 region, 

defamation has been spread everywhere with no possibilities for us to defend ourselves. 

Unfortunately there weren‘t other solutions because all structured were managed by the same 

network, like into a monopoly position. Even if some structures were owned by local district or 

town, always they were managed by the Church and its network. So we had no ways to walk along! 

 

AT THE SAME TIMA, MR. VINCI* WROTE US AN EMAIL:-―COME BACK TO YOURS FAMILY. IF NON 

PLACE HELP YOU, THE BIRTH PLACE IS THE ONLY ONE WICH CAN IT‖. WE DECISED TO TALK WITH 

HIM, ABOUT HIS DECISIONS AND DEFAMATION. 

 

(i) “Maggio Francese”. 
 

The Venetians charged falsely with malicious intent our good name and reputation. Since June 2006, 

the defamation entered into the Vatican‘s organization which took care of poor people: exactly  

when the head of the structure, Mr. Vinci*, kept in touch with our birthplace with the aim to obtain 

information and money. Doing that, instead to obtain money, he brought into the structure 

defamation and opened the way to Venetians.  

 

The revolting action of Venetians was not only to slander us preventing any support,  but also  to 

induce Vatican‘s organization  to think we were crusading against the Roman Catholic Church. In 

few,  personnel  had been raised to think we were a serious enemy that was carrying out a political 

campaign against them.  

 

At this point it was just impossible for us to obtain aid through Vatican: the organization became 

hostile and stopped every support. On such conditions we thought to come back where the problem 

was originated in order to resolve the question just into its roots: on Mr. Vinci*‘s structure.  

 

We entered into the Mr. Vinci*‘s structure in order to talk him, Mr. Vinci* there wasn‘t, therefore 

we told with the vice —a woman that we knew well— who tried unsuccessfully to track down him. 

The vice told us astonished:  ―I believed you had come back into Veneto two years ago, just  when 

you were expelled from this structure‖. 

 

The day after instead to come back,  we went into local police station to debate the question. 

Submitting a three pages report, into police offices we met a man and a woman both admirer‘s of 

Mr. Vinci*. During the debate Mr.  Vinci* was contacted by police at  phone.  Mr. Vinci* declared 

himself to be very attentive to us, in fact after he learnt that we visited his offices yesterday,  he 

immediately activated himself  to find a solution, therefore he thought to send us in Veneto 

birthplace structure. Before to do this he had just contacted Venetian‘s police headquarters asking 

whether it was possible to send us there; seeing police answered there was no problem for us to 

come back into birthplace, then he immediately contacted Vatican‘s structure on place and 

consequently he was waiting now in his offices to give us the train tickets for free to move into 

birthplace.  
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Two year before, as we told in  ―The Venetians‖ page 66, Mr. Vinci* expelled us from his structure 

and  sent us into birthplace, on May 2008 nothing changed on his mind: another time he operated in 

the same manner, simply he was carrying out the guidelines of Venetians. He activated himself on 

such direction  before we told him. It was just impossible to defend ourselves from the persons like 

Mr. Vinci* because they act similar to androids.  

 

Mr. Vinci*‘s action seemed to local police a very nice thing: in police officers‘ mind he had taken 

care of us showing a complete and prompt work dedication. On the other hand we appeared  to 

police mind very ungrateful persons.  Indeed Mr. Vinci* is a friend of police-officers and this aspect 

complicated the debate: they often work in symbiosis. 

 

However, the experience was important: talking with police officers it came into light  some 

important questions. 

One was the police officers didn‘t believe in the past we had taken legal action or we submitted 

reports to prosecutors: in opposite direction they were absolutely sure that we roamed among police 

stations with a three-pages-report telling inexistent facts in order to find someone into police forces 

who believed us. So they explicitly said loudly ―if it‘s true you have did all that you say, you must 

show us all the reports and put down a copy on this office!‖.  We could not give them all papers —

reports have been submitted into various courts and some papers told also about his friend Mr. 

Vinci*—. We told some prosecutors wrote us. At this point they became furious and to tranquil the 

situation,  we took out a paper written by a prosecutor of their province. When police-officers saw 

prosecutor‘s paper they remained so incredulous that they wanted to phone immediately at the 

court‘s offices in order to check if the document was really authentic. 

 

Even if the document was authentic, police officers were so sure of their opinion that it was 

impossible to debate about. They became more rabid. The previously information collected by Mr. 

Vinci* precluded every discussion. We understood we will be never aid from the local police station 

and we went away. 

 

During the meeting, an important thing came out: policeman said to us Mr. Vinci* followed his 

superior officers. But who are his superiors ? Maybe the same of Mr.Scout* colleague? Police 

officers mentioned  both the terms bishop and cardinal not saying their names! 

 

Conclusion 

The expedition on the premised of Mr. Vinci* in order to set the record straight, failed. Since then 

we realized that no one structure managed by Vatican‘s organization would have supported yet. We 

were exposed lacking in food and money ―al fresco‖. We were not properly scared to die, rather than 

we were scared  more to come back into birthplace alive. There was also the risk whether authorities  

found us around Italy in famished condition or running out of control by the fatigue, probably they 

would sent to birthplace or into the enemy‘s hand, without we could defense ourselves. The only two 

ways possible were either persevering or suicide. The latter was not considered by us a cowardly 

action, indeed also soldiers in the Holy scripture or in war, rather than to fall into enemy‘s hands 

preferred to end their life. The above words might let readers know something about our thinking. 

 

We titled this paragraph ―maggio francese‖, using a De Andrè‘s tile song, free interpretation from 

French May, about  1968‘s ―revolution‖. Also the expedition to Mr. Vinci* happened on May: it was 

our French May, and we tell to every Mr. Vinci*‘s accomplices, using Fabrizio De Andrè‘s verses: 

 

Original text Free translation 

«Anche se il nostro maggio  

ha fatto a meno del vostro coraggio  

se la paura di guardare  

vi ha fatto chinare il mento ….. 

anche se voi vi credete assolti  

siete lo stesso coinvolti.  

E se credete ora che tutto sia come prima  

Even if our May  

doesn‘t know your courage 

if watching scares you and made you bend the 

chin… 

even if you stand acquitted by yourself 

  you are involved for ever. 

And if you believe now everything is just like 
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verremo ancora alle vostre porte  

e grideremo ancora più forte  

per quanto voi vi crediate assolti  

siete per sempre coinvolti, …» 

 

before, 

We will come again at your doors and we shout 

more loudly: even if you stand acquitted by 

yourself  you are involved for ever… 

 

 

 

 

(G) The 4th region 
 

We entered in the fourth region the day after the expedition on premised of Mr. Vinci*. 

Fortunately we found a rare structure for poor —not directly linked to Vatican‘s structures—  that 

hosted us three days. We ate at noon and in the evening. In such days we restored our body and our 

mind. Another day we slept over cardboards, then we found an association managed by a ex-

military-police-officer who helped us hosting in a dormitory about 20 days. During that time we told 

him about our problems also with Vatican‘s structures.  Into the association we found a  ―boy‖ 

belonging to rich family who helped us directly. 

 

The last association was not direct linked to Vatican‘s structure, however the in place Vatican‘s 

structure managed meals served for poor at noon and collected information about. Vatican‘s 

personnel put pressure the association and the ex-military-police-officer, in order to manage us 

directly.  The risk to enter our personal data into the Vatican‘s network again was very high: initially 

association didn‘t send us to collect data,  and when the pressure became intolerable  the independent 

association, before sending us, provided a special protection recommending a special treatment 

without particular investigation on our own personal data. On the occasion we told nothing and 

fortunately the Vatican‘s personnel transcribed our data wrongly. 

 

In the meantime a man belong to one of the most important family of the town aid us, with the new 

family‘s support Vatican‘s workers stayed more quite. 

At the end of June we leaved the structure and we entered into a private apartment owned by the 

family.  Some days later Barbara was hired as waitress in a Hotel and started working in the area 

immediately. The first days was very hard, even if the apartment was totally furnished, we haven‘t 

money into our pockets in order to purchase food, notwithstanding we had the luck that Barbara ate 

at work, and above all she gained  tips for her service. It was by those tips that we kept going the 

first month until she received the first work pay.  

 

The economic crisis there was also in these area and became more strong in that period, some 

factories closed. I found no one  work, and  Barbara worked only few months during the seasonal 

mass tourism. Notwithstanding the earned money lasted for several months.  

 

It was the first time that we were supported by a rich family and it seemed  we would be exited soon 

from poverty and we would get a new life. The town at the seaside and the nice place surrounded by 

hills promised a better life, however the things went differently. 

The son of the rich family who helped  considered us like a game: first through us he became to 

publicize himself among friends and women using the money of his parents, second he had a lot of 

troubles and he had a narcissistic personality, so we became not only a game but also his 

psychologists. He aided us as long as the situation was useful to him and unfortunately he blocked 

our contact with his father and mother, the real benefactors.  

 

[At this point the reader might think we were very unlucky, but it‟s not the 
case! Actually the men and the women who have not assistance and support from 
official authority like police or social services, are exposed to lowest work and 
lowest people. In the society it happens that people exposed attract the “sharks”, 
like the wounded animal attract predators. Our own experience narrates that in a 
lot of cases we have been aided by people who had ulterior hidden motive. One 
reason is a person in difficulty cannot refuse some proposal because there aren‟t 
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other choices available, so the proposing part know that will have success. The  
sharks appear as very normal people and only later they reveals their real nature.] 
 

The ―boy‖ betrayed us…  

On March 2009 the enemy discovered where we inhabited, so we were forced to leave the place 

again.  

 

 

(H) The 5th region 
 

We lived in the 5
th
 region between April 2 and July 27, 2009. Here we lived into a isolated region in 

a family, we ate all together and we slept in a dedicated  room. The period lasted four months. When 

we exited we had only 100 euro. 

 

(I) The 6th region 
 

(i) Unaided into principal town. 
We left the 5

th
 region at the end of July 2009 and we entered into the sixth region the same day, in 

our pocket about 90 euro. The first day we reserved a room into a hotel, the day after we moved into 

another town, here we find enough money to reserve another room. The day after we moved again 

into a city with in theory more possibilities. On the occasion we asked help to structures managed by 

Vatican in order to obtain a place to sleep. We obtained only the possibility to enter into lunch rooms 

at noon, unfortunately we didn‘t get a bed and personnel, to tell the truth, said us to sleep in lighted  

places rather than at beach. In the most time of the following eight days, we rolled the city looking 

for a place to sleep.  

 

On August 3 our phone expired and this fact created more problems. The life was very hard, some 

day we found a room thank to pity and reserved by few money begged around the city, some days 

we were unlucky and remained outdoor. Day after day we became more and more tired and 

unhappy, my feet became so inflamed that I walked very slow. People, authorities and priest were 

cold about.  

 

(i) Moving into province: the first small town 
After we tried all ways possible we moved outside in a smaller town and we found two days for free 

on hotel. The day after we found an accommodation on the floor of a parish and we remained in 

there a week. The turning point came out the 15
th
 August when the parish priest gave us a little room 

not used provided with a toilet —or better a room that is used as cupboard to store empty crates. The 

terms were that we were free to use it on condition that we must be  self-sufficient  providing food 

by our own means. He handed us a copy of door key. 

 

The room have and independent access and was totally without furniture except three chairs, a 

broom, a metal shelves and toilet. There was no warm water, no stove, no fridge, no shower, no 

phone, no bath… A woman, that we nicknamed Mrs. Monica, gave us two mattresses that we put on 

the floor. On August there wasn‘t  the necessity of blankets and we slept covered by clothes. The 

room was housed into a condominium among other similar buildings. Nearby room there was 

another larger room used by Monica and other parish‘s  people used for reunion and business.   

 

We hoped to find a work as soon as possible, so the first thing we asked people was an inexpensive 

phone that replaced the other broken: a new phone would have permitted us to be contacted. But we 

don‘t find a solution and people remained cold about.  

 

Above all, in the new ―house‖, the mainly  problem was to find food, given that there wasn‘t a 

cooking stove in the room, we searched for something that could be eaten without to be cooked! So 

it had started a new period of our life: the ―meal hunting‖ period. At the beginning we thought to 

find a work soon but this didn‘t  happen and the meal-hunting period went ahead for several months 

filling our most time. 
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Gossip 

In addition to the hunger and telephone problem, quickly, it came out another sad problem: 

some parish‘s people who wished the room for their own purpose, and other condominium  people 

that didn‘t want us as neighbors. They allied all together in order to drive out us. So instead of 

obtaining aid and pity in the new place we encountered hostility and we started to live isolated.  

In the village, the above people created a unbearable climate that inevitably would have made us go 

away. The thing was not difficult to take place  because of local people prejudices: for example Mrs. 

Monica the first time she saw us, said ―My husband says that all people who are aided by the priest 

are  criminal people.‖ We realized that the Monica‘s belief was not different than the one of her 

husband, of course it was not a good impact, and we thought that who talked in this way of other 

people might make the same thing with others. Mainly we had the necessity of privacy and given 

that Monica was a gossipmonger we avoided her later. Seeing we avoided her, the fact increased her 

idea that we were criminal and we were hiding ourselves. In addition since our room was accessible 

by various parish‘s people and it  was inappropriate to leave our legal documents inside, therefore 

we walked always with backpack keeping on it the most important things and of course legal 

documents. But walking with backpack became a further suspicious about us. Monica spread her 

ideas into the village and a lot of inhabitants begin to imagine all the possible in negative manner 

about us. Some inhabitants put pressure into priest in order to drive out. 

 

Preventing the worst 

In September foresaw  problems with the priest caused by gossipmongers we described the all 

situation to military police. On Saturday 28
th
 November  Mrs. Monica seeing we kept away from her, 

she came in the early morning at seven o‘clock when she was sure we were in the room: she waited 

us furious at the gate. We didn‘t speak her and while we were going away, she told that she would 

have called the police; besides she said ―now I understand what kind of person you are!‖  and  ―who 

knows the people that we leave to enter in the room!‖, of course her haughtily words were insults 

and doing that she showed an arrogant superiority. To telling the truth we never put up people in the 

room. She considered us like prostitute or drug traffickers. Soon after the priest arrived and we came 

back in order to talk him. 

 

Initially he said us we should drive out within few days, but during the conversation he gave another 

possible way. He said that the neighbors lamented that we were unknown people and for the 

condominium safety he should collect data about us, therefore if we would want to stay further time  

we should go with him to local police officer the next Monday. We replied  him that police already 

knew our situation because we had already written to a higher police officer (than the local one), and 

we also explained the reasons avoiding Monica: we said ―Monica thinks we are criminal and she 

spreads her opinion around the village, we keep away from her‖. The priest didn‘t investigate about 

our assertion: probably he knew the Monica‘s character.  Anyway he firmly wanted that we should 

go to local police officer.  

 

The 5
th

 December  Fax 

On Monday morning  we waited for the priest, but he just didn‘t arrive and we didn‘t meet him all 

the week. However, we were not calm and we foresaw the situation took a turn for the worse, so on 

Saturday 5
th
 December, we sent a fax to military police in order to inform about. On the fax we 

wrote: 

 

«With reference to our fax dated 09/14/2009 we inform you that we have been 
receiving support since some months by parish’s priest who has given a small room… Suddenly 
on 29th   November the priest has told us: “since some people of my parish lament that I don’t 
collected information about you, you must leave the room, if you still want to remain, you must 
to give me all your personal data and come with me to the local police officer”. 

 
Our experience teaches we cannot talk to priests about our delicate situation, in 

particular  we believe the priest no later he has our personal data on his hands he will begin to 
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phone to our birthplace in order to obtain information. Doing that he will open a way to 
Venetians… 

 
We firmly believe that the priest must keep away from our story and that our data 

must not be recorded on parish registers…» 
 

The fax has been sent on the evenings and we kept it on a safe place. We made this operation not 

only to inform police but also to have on our hands a fax receipt that certify our words: if it was 

necessary we could show it to the priest as a confirmation of our words. 

 

Some light about Monica‟s thinking 

As we already told above, it became clear that Monica and  neighbors wanted to expelled out from 

condominium. In truth since the beginning Monica didn‘t want to give us the room, after we entered 

she made everything possible in order to chase away. However because our behaviors were good  

they created deliberately the false appearance that we were criminal. Some light was shed on 

Monica, her friends and  neighbors thinking some weeks later, on Thursday 17
th
 , when by chance 

while we were entering in the room we had heard through the wall that someone wanted to use our 

room as  headquarters of a new company. On the occasion no one had perceived we have come back, 

so we remained hidden and no one noticed us.  

 

Personal relationship became more and more cold and we avoided Monica and  neighbors more than 

ever. Even if Monica and other people had the door keys, they used them only to put letters into the 

rooms or in order to control. Someone came into without to knock at door. No one of those who had 

the keys thought to give food or anything else that could be useful. Some of those entered into our 

room at anytime, as they liked.  

 

 

The only people supported us, were the nearby village‘s people where defamation about us wasn‘t 

arrived yet!  The fact  that we continued to stay alive into the room without money and without the 

support of local people was so improbable that their haughtily opinions  became more strong into 

their minds. They increased in their own mind the belief we were criminal. Thinking of them at that 

time might be: ―since we don‘t give Bruce and Barbara neither food nor money therefore they obtain 

such things by criminal activities. ‖. Their opinion increased their own haughty just until the point of 

explosion, when they called a police patrol. 

 

The players of a war game 

A day, while we were inside room we heard a man to come near the door. The man, who didn‘t  

knock at door, tried to insert the key, he unsuccessfully tried several times because our key is 

inserted too, then he went away. He didn‘t knock and said nothing on the occasion. By the door spy  

we saw he was one of the men who usually came in the near room in order to play a war game. 

Another time, in September 2009 the same man was entered without knocking when we were in 

there. I thought that such behavior was not normal, a person would have knocked and seeing the lock 

closed would say something. In addition it seemed he was not mentally ill to do it. 

 

Such man often came into the near room in order to play a war game with his male friends. He was a 

Monica‘s friend. He was an adult and the game, played among other adult males, lasted between 

three and five hours. They hadn‘t regular meeting, it happened they played weekly  but not the same 

week day. Since our room was divided by the other only by a thin wall, we didn‘t remain in the room 

hearing all their speeches, thus every time they came to play we moved away. However we heard 

some words, in particular the above man, who is the boss, told loudly and it‘s not difficult to hear 

him, plus he spoke continuously. We heard that he had made a self-defense training and he claimed 

himself he was an expert to calm down brawls. To invite some new players to add to the game he 

said that also military of high ranks played that war game. To us, it seemed strange that a war game 

was played into a parish room and we disliked it, so we kept away from it and from the circle.   
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Often they started to play at 9 P.M. in the moment that we were not in there,  when we came back 

seeing the light on their room we waited for the end of the game before to enter. One of those nights  

it happened what we describe below:  

 

«On February 2010, At 0:30 AM  while we are coming back into the room we 
notice in a distance the rolling shutter is opened and a light is streaming through 
the window of the sided room. Someone is watching out and perhaps he see us. 
Probably they are the wars players, we think. We walk fast turning under the 
flyover, waiting they finish the game. We move repeatedly to see whether they have 
finished. While we are waiting, little later a police patrol intervene and block us 
like they usual do with criminals. Policemen don‟t know us, we are under 
suspicious and they want immediately our documents. They are nervous as much 
as we are too. We have fear because of our bad previous experience made one year 
before.  We explain the reason of which we were walking in the area  and other 
many things. We invite the policeman to keep contact with their colleague in order 
to collect data about us. We extract from backpack a folder containing the fax sent 
on December 5th , in order to show who he must contact. While one keeps contact, 
the other wants to know other aspects. Their questions make us to understand 
that gossip has reached them, notwithstanding it seems they haven‟t prejudices 
and they are evaluating the case and this sounds a good think for us. “We keep 
our most important things into backpack” we say  telling the reason because we 
have always  backpacks on our shoulders, and  “Parish‟s people have the key to 
enter freely into our room so we must go always with our things”. Policeman  
becomes surprised, and addressing to his colleague he says  “have you heard? 
Parish‟s people have the key to enter and they entered as they like”. 

 
In the meantime the policeman successfully enters in contact with the 

colleagues of the other police station written in the fax. They talk at phone. His 
colleague says to know us and explain the situation, so the police patrol becomes 
calm. Now they are kind. His colleague recommend us to stay in the room and he 
declared himself available if would have been necessary. They declared that 
unfortunately in small village, like this, often there are gossipmongers. 

Quickly they get into the car and driving they return into service.» 
 

After the police car returned into service, the war game players stayed on the square until 2:00 AM 

trying to see if we would be come back. We waited little later they went out! 

 

REMARK 

The contact with the police patrol made us think some important aspects: 

First, the patrol intervened immediately after a phone call. Policemen themselves declared this, but 

they didn’t say us who phoned them. Perhaps the war game players might have called by themselves. 

Second, the policemen had various information about us. They knew that we were hosted by the 

priest. Someone described us like a criminal and this explained  the reason the policemen were so 

agitated and nervous Third, parish’s people made to believe to police that they hadn’t the key to 

enter in the room so they could not check our activities and this aspect created more suspect! 

 

After the police patrol intervention 

After the police patrol intervention we hoped the things would have gone different in the village, in 

particular we thought that Monica and his friends would have changed their opinion about us, but 

indeed we continued to live isolated and their became worse. 

 

Going for end-game: the tornado  

After some months of silence, Monica and her friends began a new battle in order to drive us out. On 

Saturday  22
nd

 May, a letter was affixed to our toilet door, and the next Saturday another letter was 

affixed. Saturday was the weekly day that Monica came into the near room in order to sell 
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vegetables (chicory, onion, Savoy cabbage…), of course she had the key of our room and she 

entered without good manners and she affixed letters with adhesive tape in the center of the toilet 

door.  

 

On 30
th
 May 2010, neighbors were doing everything possible in order to expel us. They knocked at 

door, they came near windows in order to hear conversations, they banged carpets near our window 

and over the washing. If we opened window they immediately came and  look through, or banged 

carpets next to window. Monica and neighbors didn‘t want in their territory and now they wanted to 

drive out as soon as possible.   

 

On May 31 we saw the priest while we were walking on the road, we thought that he stopped him in 

order to talk about letters, but he didn‘t do that. In our opinion this was a signal that letters  were 

totally written by Monica initiative in order to drive out us as well as the neighbors behavior. 

 

On June 1 it happened: 

«At 2:30 A.M. while we are sleeping, someone rings at doorbell. We remains 
in silence. Soon after someone knocks at door  with violence and then does the 
same at shutter. It seems they want to crush door. We think about Albanian‟s 
neighbors because they had already done that the previously days. We have fear 
and no phone in order to call police. Looking through the door spy we see a 
carabinieri‟s15 car, so our fear increases and we become more agitated. “Why are 
Carabinieri doing that?” we ask ourselves. We think that another time parish 
people have call them in order to expel us, but Carabinieri are too rabid, this it 
means that Monica and his friend must have tell them some lies about us! The 
Carabinieri violence is without sense as well as the action to present themselves 
into the middle of the night. They take advantage of  their position to scare us. We 
already know that in small town as we are the symbiosis among local economic 
power, Vatican  and police forces is often high and plus serving local power, 
perhaps not legal. So we proceed with caution and before to open the door we tries 
to calm the situation speaking at window. “What do you want?” we speak. “You 
must leave the room” they speak and “the priest doesn‟t  know who you are and 
now you must give us your documents, if you don‟t give us your surnames you 
will charged with a crime”. We say that we have already given our documents to 
their colleagues of the near town, on February 6th and on the occasion we already 
explain our situation and the colleagues haven‟t found problem about us, they 
already knew we were hosted by priest and they said us to remain in the room! 
And asking about your police station they said there are no problems because you 
are under their jurisdiction . Carabinieri seem not believe us, they want we open 
the door, but we have fear and before to do that we show them a fax sent by us to 
another Carabinieri‟s station which confirm we have signaled our position and our 
names. We want to calm them and the fax proves we are not criminal or unknown 
people as priest or they  asserted! We explain that parish people put defamation 
about our person into the entire town and also into priest thinking. So when 
carabinieri become calmer we open the door, they say “we though there would be 
other people in the room” —their opinion  is based on another gossip spread by 
neighbors— , but they see with your own eyes that we are alone and the room is 
so little that there isn‟t place to enter and to hold anyone else , so they remain at 
door.  
“Have you at least documents?” they says showing the prejudices we have not 
papers. We show passports. They are astonished, “are they true?” they said. They 
are so convinced that we are criminals that they have prejudices on every thing! 
Before to leave us they say that we must go at 9:00 AM to Carabinieri station in 
order to meet their commandant.»          

                                                 
15

 Carabinieri are the name of Italian military police, they have black cars with a red line. 
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After the event above narrated we didn‘t sleep again. In the morning when we were going to police 

station we were feeling that the meeting was not the right thing to do. We were still more agitated 

and not in condition to face commandant: whether  police patrol was  rabid , the commander, who 

had sent it, was probably worse. We believed that it was better above all to inform the near police 

station and the policemen who entered in contact with us on February 6, and plus it was necessary to 

know their post actions (in February they had told us that the local police station and commandant 

were under their authority). So we moved in the near town to inform about. They recommend 

however to talk in any case with the local commandant, they suggested to talk loudly that we were 

just controlled and no problems were found.  However we had the sensation they didn‘t want to be 

involved in the question, notwithstanding they declared that whether the question was not solved 

they would have been available in a further debate.  

 

Since the local carabinieri during the last night said us loudly that on the case we didn‘t go to their 

commandant then they will be come again to crush the door, preventing another free violence we 

come back at 4:00 A.M., if we encountered them on the road we would have given them the letter 

for their commandant.  

 

Of course we were running the risk to go on the road with the consequent possibility that anyone else 

would have helped, without money and the possibility to defense ourselves. Police and military 

police are very cold in this situation, they are never appropriate to resolve these problems and the 

citizen is often leaves alone.  

 

REMARK 

One year before another carabinieri station was involved into not clear affairs, on the occasion the 

only thing to do was to leave the village, this happen because authorities can make your life very 

impossible without the possibility to defense. It was also the reason for what we were forced to leave 

our region in 2005 Of course to understand such situations it needs understand Gladio aspects. On 

2005 our lawyer said us “I have kids, if I charge police with crimes I also run the risk to lose my 

work. To me, It’s better you go away in another town”. 

 

Before to go to  the commandant we thought it was better to write a letter to him that described in 

detail the situation.  A letter was better than an oral communication because it remains and can be 

used as proof. Into the letter we wrote the facts happened since we arrived into the village. We wrote 

that our situation was already signaled to other Carabinieri and we recommend to refer to them for 

whatever else information. We were brief in the letter because we thought that was not opportune to 

inform about our entire story but only about the facts happened into his village. We wrote also that 

we were not criminal to obtain such senseless violence and we asked to explain to the priest the real 

situation to resolve the distort idea he received from Monica and company.  

 

 

REMARK 

Our consideration are that there were other military police that were investigating about the crimes 

we had signaled and any further information to local police could be inopportune and dangerous! In 

fact our experience tells that not every authority is able to manage our case because of wide 

collusion existents into police and military police, and a lot of things must be secret and not spread 

into anyone authorities.  On the contrary most police and military police thinks —for the only reason 

they represent authority— people must say them all, and sometimes unfortunately used their 

authority to scare people instead of to keep order. Managing personal data not properly they can put 

person into the risk. The EIR’s articles reported on bibliography show well the historical collusions 

about  Police, Military Police, terrorism, mafia, so it’s better to proceed with caution into whatever 

way. Of course we knew that behind the entire situation there were one more time  Venetians (the 

tornado) and Venetians are able to move persons and authorities in invisible manner.. 

. 
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Into the festivity of Italian Republic  (2
nd

 June ) we remained in our room and we decided to go to 

the commandant only on June 3. Foreseeing commandant would have been not calm we decided that 

only Barbara went into police station.  

 

«Barbara enters with the letter, a policewoman accompanies her to 
Commandant. Just He sees Barbara he begins to scream “Your letter doesn‟t 
interest me: on it maybe written the most despaired story of the world, but it‟s just 
not relevant, I must only inform you that you had to leave  the parish room”. He 
says: “the priest has just come here asking our intervention in order to expel you”. 
He adds that he is suggesting to do that, and says  “if you will not leave the room 
by yourselves it will be called a lawyer, and it will be made a legal notice to quit, 
therefore it will be called  a blacksmith16 in order to change the door lock, and 
thence your things will be put outside, then if there are damages , we will take a 
legal action against you and all facts will be sent to prosecutor”.  Barbara becomes 
aware about the priest action and about some information he gave to the 
commandant, in particular the priest said that he gave us an apartment and left 
us to use free water, electricity and gas methane. In truth he gave as a room 
previous used as cupboard, and even though gas methane was available he closed 
it: in few the priest gave the false appearance that we had all the necessary and 
that we were very ingrates persons —indeed priest gave apartment to Albanian 
family and not to us—.  

“The priest has been too good: what do you have against him?” the 
commandant says probably thinking we are crusading against him . Barbara 
knowing that enemy worked a lot around village‟s authorities to push them 
against us and  remains calm therefore she replies  “we are grateful to priest, but 
he is  under pressure by parish people and it‟s the real reason about discontent, 
therefore  we ask you to set the record straight”. The commandant replies “This is 
a Carabinieri station and it is used to make criminal statement…”. Barbara replies 
“Our  objective is to make clear the situation, not to charge someone with a crime,  
if it is necessary we can also do that, but mainly we want to explain what is really 
happened in your area.”   » 
 

Barbara came out, the commandant had screamed just until that moment. All people looked at 

Barbara with their eyes open wide. We hoped commandant read the letter understanding we were not 

the bad persons delineated by gossip: above all we were just in contact with his colleagues of other 

commandos and we hoped that it became clear that chaos have been done by Monica and neighbors 

and later involved priest and mayor.  

 

The sad situation was we have had against us an entire village. The situation was similar to the one 

which we suffered in Veneto during the 2005. On such occasion we were forced to leave home to 

survive.  

 

During the next days, the neighbors didn‘t remain calm, they continued to have a bad behavior in 

order to  irritate us and to have a quarrel, for example on June 14, they came to knock at door, they 

came to clean with broom in front of our door knocking with violence. When Bruce sent them into 

their home, they beat Bruce‘s arm  with the broom handle. Of course they firmly wanted a reaction 

in order to go to police, therefore since probably no one would believe us, they would have had a 

reason to expel us. Barbara replied to neighbors that not only the question would be gone into local 

police offices but also into court! So they changed opinion. We had a discussion, fortunately  at end 

neighbors understand that people wanted to drive out us and they realized that someone was using 

them on purpose. When they  understood  the plot against us they told  that they were into our same 

conditions and stopped bothering us. They also told that the family who inhabited into the apartment 

above was the real responsible… 

                                                 
16

 Priest has the keys of the room.  
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Tornado loves anniversary… 

We have observed into these last five years that on the dates of anniversary on which particular  

events occurred, or the days immediately before, it happens major problems. Some of those days are 

related to our birthday, other to festivity of Saints as St. Valentine (14
th
 February), St. Francis (4

th
 

October), St. Rita (22
nd

 May), St. Pio of Pietralcina (23
rd

 September)…  other are related to 

massacres and assassinations, as 23
rd

 May (killing of judge Giovanni Falcone), 19 July (killing of 

judge Paolo Borsellino) and so on. Of course it is not by random, a new homicide or a massacre into 

such anniversaries is a precise message. we don‘t talk about here, but reading newly ―Going for end-

game: the tornado‖ on the above pages, we emphasize the text ―Monica and her friends began a new 

battle in order to drive us out on Saturday  22
nd

 May‖, that is the festivity of St. Rita of Cascia and  

the day before the anniversary of Falcone assassination. 

Going to 19
th
 July, on the days before the homicide of Borsellino, we were worried about a new 

action carried out buy Monica and friends, and in fact it happened. On the occasion a second letter in 

order to expel us was affixed and Monica and friends called police to do the bad task. Probably since 

Monica and friends didn‘t succeed to involved carabinieri into a illegal act they now tried to do the 

same with civil police, and of course they did that on the Borsellino killing days. 

For also such reason we think that behind Monica and friends actions there are mafia and Venetians. 

Probably Monica and friends spread into police defamation as they did in the case of carabinieri.  

 

x1-  More 

 

When we entered into the room in August 2009 notwithstanding the room was totally unfurnished 

we noticed that the door had assigned the same civic number of our nice Veneto‘s  home and it 

sounded like a positive thing. At that time we were so tired that we spent  two day sleeping the most 

time. We thought to find a job as soon as possible, but our cellular phone broken complicated the 

thing. Above all the mainly problem became eating something, and both lacking money and lacking 

a structure serving meal for the poorest, the only way possible was to beg food around the territory. 

In the early stages we believed this activity would have been transitory but later it lasted until the 

time being (May 2010). 

 

Since in the parish‘s village was spread defamation about us we were forced to move far  into the 

nearest tourist villages. Lacking in money the only way to move was to use our feet and we began to 

do a lot of kilometers. The strategy was to demand food into bars, restaurants and hotels after the 

lunch or dinner. Given that some food could be not used the day after we went before the closing 

time into rooms asking if they would have something for a poor family. Sometimes the bars or hotels 

were so far that we came back late after a walking of two or three hours. We just arrived at ‗home‘ 

after midnight. During the summer was warm and many tourists populated the roads. Despite the 

numerous hotels and bars it was not easy to find food and not every day we ate. One of the problem 

we had found was that we hadn‘t a freeze to put food, and another was we hadn‘t a stove to cook 

food. In the summer the food can be maintained little time, so every day we left the room hunting the 

meal around territory. The situation was sad and unspeakable, no one brought us food and if we 

didn‘t move ourselves on foot we remained inevitably famished. The famine was a good reason to 

move!  If it rained it was the same, we were forced to walk for kilometers and the situation was not 

pleasant. We hoped in good health but not always we were fulfilled of good health, most time we 

were tired and sometimes we had  fever, notwithstanding we moved in any case.   

 

When the winter came, our room became like a freeze. The room was equipped by radiators but the 

boiler remained switched off all time long. We hadn‘t neither a electric fire nor a gas fire. Washing 

oneself by cold water was an heroic performance: the cold water when touched skin produced a light 

steam and it had the same effect when one is smoking. The mattresses were frozen and we hadn‘t 

sufficient blankets so we used a lot of clothes and sweaters  one on top of the other to cover 

ourselves during sleeping. Outside blankets was so cold that the most time we stayed  in the room we 

remained into the bed. The windproof jacket was used as jacket by day and as blanket by night: it 

was necessary avoiding it to get wet. 
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On the other hand the room becoming a fridge had the convenience that the food was preserved more 

time. All the time we spent in the region we ate cold food except rare case. Since we conserved food 

into room and room itself in winter  was like a fridge, therefore we ate food like in a normal life it 

was extracted from fridge. In winter this was not a good thing. In addition we hadn‘t warm coffee or 

milk to drink and neither wine. Sometimes someone gave us a coffee gratis but very rarely. During 

the all period we ate what we found and not what we had need. In the long period this may be very 

dangerous for health. 

 

Monica, her friends, war game‘s players, neighbors, village parish‘s people and priest: no one of 

those gave us money or food. However the parish paid both the electricity and water bill —the water 

bill was not high because the water was cold, and the light bulbs consumed a few, we haven‘t 

washing-machine or other electrical equipment.  During the entire period we lived here we obtained 

only few money, a total amount of 35 euros collected into 9 months including 10 euro found on the 

road by chance.  The lack of money prevented us to purchase a cellular phone and was enough only 

to purchase some essential medicine and to take few cup of coffee, and mainly it was used to send 

fax and letters to authorities, and in order to pay connection into internet point. Of course most needs 

remained unanswered as well as important health treatments. Many other things could be told, but 

we reported only the most important. 

 

(B) Latest period: from bad to worse. 
On August Monica and his friends had complete success in expelling us. It began a new ―era‖ and 

we started to live outdoor. Not only they chased away from ―their‖ parish‘s room, but they also 

spread into province the order that no one had to aid us. We moved in another place leaving outdoor. 

On October we asked help to municipal social services without any result: the municipal employee 

said to us ―you have not your official domicile in this municipality, thence, as rule, we are not forced 

to intervene in your favor‖. We are suffering a lot due to low temperature, on winter also below  zero 

degree centigrade! 

 

Who moved so too energy in expelling us, didn‘t stop. They put pressure into the authorities of the 

new village to chase away again also from there. 

 

See also Add On: The fourth police headquarters  

 

(C) Unwritten 
 

 

Last actions against us are involving some mayors, and an entire village. We described this situation 

to police  as ―Social Mobbing‖. The phenomenon is also determined by Mafia and Masonry which 

pushes  some people against us.  
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Figura 5: Between 2009 and 2014  two Italian mayors  left unaided  into their own districts our protagonists.  

Homeless and without food,  attacked by criminals Barbara and Bruce risked to die.  When an important  

national organization  asked information about to one of the two majors, on 2013, even he  gave no reply! The 

association said he was guilty and he had to be charged with crime 328!   
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.15 Torture 
 

The facts told  —as well as hunger, cold, solitude and fear—  are happened not because we are 

unlucky or miserable or stupid, but because they have been originated by the enemy. The enemy 

tried in all manners to prevent that we would get a new life.  

Of course the situation is not only a expression of enemy‘s crime, but above all it sounds as a general 

status that involves all Italian‘s authorities, in particular an environment created by those who are in 

power that didn‘t firmly want  to set the record straight, and on the other hand they didn‘t want to 

halt enemy crimes. For instance the police forces didn‘t investigate about the illegal actions done by 

birthplace and domicile‘s police, in reality police preferred to do nothing:  ―live and forget it!‖ was 

their motto that applied to us sounds like ―live and let Bruce and Barbara to die‖. 

 

To the persons guilty we dedicated the Fabrizio De André  song‘s verse, ―Maggio francese: ―anche 

se vi siete assolti siete per sempre coinvolti‖ that it means ―even if you stand acquitted by yourself  

you are involved for ever‖. In Veneto dialect it sounds as ―schei e amicissia orba la giustissia‖ that is 

―money and friendship blind the justice‖. 

 

The behavior of officials might be understandable: they thought that if they would have helped us 

they also would have had a lot of problem. Someone might have had fear of losing  work, but we 

believe above all, the most part of them were lazy, cold and indifferent. Their thinking could have 

been: ―Why should I working hard when I can do the essential work earning the same pay?‖. This 

thinking seemed an authorities‘ plague. Later, when the things became more clear, the police officers 

instead to remedy they concealed also their wrong procedures and mistakes. 

 

In the meantime we were forced to live a hard life around Italy, a lot of events happened: it‘s 

fundamental  read between the lines all those:  the disappearing of our statements, the impossibility 

to talk with prosecutor, the law‘s procedures that were not activated, the legal proceedings that 

should have been opened but really never opened, the behavior of  police forces that left us 

unprotected. All the events  happened were driven with the objective that anything should go out, 

whether we died it would have been better for all, and the truth concealed.  

 

Obviously the life we were forced to leave prevented us to assert our rights, in fact in the most time 

we have had only the least means to survive and because of such condition we didn‘t take care of 

bureaucracy, expeditions into the courts, quibbles of law, and of course we haven‘t the possibility to 

pay a lawyer
17

.     

 

What we have suffered can be considered a injury against civil and human‘s rights and verges on 

torture, a torture carried out by the part who wants destroy us  using the same means utilized to 

maintain the nation‘s public order, the justice, the control of the state. Because of this we call it a 

torture made by the regime. A torture that matches the other ones existent into third underdeveloped 

world, into dictatorships. A torture that afflicts reporters, politicians and scientists that are not regime 

followers, a torture that we would be not expected. 

 

We have been deprived first about our  right of defense — because it was impossible to us for a long 

period to submit documents to prosecutors and to obtain a consequent defense action, and later no 

one opened the previous ―cold cases‖ leaving the entire situation unresolved  — and second we have 

been deprived of freedom, then we have received any kind of violence and menaces. 

 

The facts happened are a clear warning for all people, and show how Italy has become in a invisible 

manner a totalitarian state. People can think  the military regime that should have been implemented 

through the coups attempt plotted in 1964, 1970 and 1973 achieved nowadays the goal, without 

                                                 
17

 You must consider in Italy a lawyer is provided by law in any condition: even when you haven‘t the possibility  to 

pay; however this happens when a citizen is charged by a crime and not when a citizen charges others.  
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military intervention in a new improved form: through the invisible control of justice, press and so 

on. We will explain deeper into the latest chapters. 

 

The poverty, the life in tent, the menaces, the statements loss, the bureaucracy, defamation, the lack 

of intervention of district where we had official domicile, e all other things described in these pages, 

have been plotted by the enemy. The enemy want we knelt down before its power. 

 

This is the key to understand the situation and the real reason because in all regions where we moved  

no one town or mayor  has wanted to help us in order to find work and home, and no one association 

or organization of Vatican has really wanted to do the same. Instead we have seen to give work to 

foreign people and even to criminals. Someone not only refused to help us, they also carried out the 

task in breaking what we had done. 

A lot of times we hear the words: ― here all people must be equal!‖. But the question is: equal to or 

what? What do we match? We are not refugee, for example like those who went in 2007 into an 

apartment paid by Town Hall, during the period we lived into the 2
nd

 region. The apartment for us 

remained a dream! We are not immigrants came into Italy, they have friends and not all are poor 

people, someone entered into Italy driven by profit and someone have a house in their country. What 

do we match? A answer can be found into the next point ―The Backpack Emblem‖. 

In such conditions we have no future, we cannot have dreams, we don‘t make projects. Works, 

home, car are all things impossible to reach by us. We are forced to live hidden, like criminals, 

always ready to escape away. We cannot explain people, we cannot talk. The responsible is mainly 

the Italian state, a state that conceal its real nature, a state that haven‘t a regulation that protect those 

in our condition. A state that it could give us a new name and new passport where there is printed a 

new birthplace, a new birth date.  A new identity is the only thing that could resolve definitely the 

problem . Unfortunately, as rule, new identity is assigned only to Mafia members turned into 

informant, not to citizen persecuted by Mafia! It seems that only criminals have the right to gain a 

new life. 

  

.3 The Backpack Emblem 
 

Since 2005 we moved around Italy, as described into this part, with the new our own backpack, 

moving among the immigrant‘s backpacks of any race. We inhabited side by side with immigrants 

into structures for poor people for a long time, our backpack was a new model different from the one 

of the immigrants. The our one was made by prosecutors that is ―prosecutor-made‖, the ours is full 

of statements and legal papers. A heavy backpack made up by injustice and a new lifestyle that we 

must suffer because of important names signaled into the first statements. 

The ever present rucksack became the emblem of our condition: a new figure among the others that 

roamed into the poor structures. The burden that we carried was totally on our own shoulders: we 

could not leave it or trust in leaving documents into courts because in that place they were easy to be 

lost. The prosecutor-made backpack was full of fear and solitude. A backpack that drew a lot of 

attention among people. We always had backpack with us. We had it on Christmas, on new year‘s 

day, on the train, in the hospital, at the court, at police headquarters and even at beach.  

When we escaped from the first region, we escaped only with our backpack leaving the baggage 

over there. When we escaped from the second region we moved with two backpacks full of papers. 

In 2009 police forces stopped us on the road for a check, on the occasion we extracted some legal act 

from the backpack in order to explain our condition. In February 2010 another time police forces 

became suspicious of our backpacks — police became more suspicious after the 2005 London‘s 

subways attempt, on the occasion terrorist used rucksacks — and another time we extracted from 

backpack other papers in order to explain. 

 

WE ARE STILL GOING WITH BACKPACKS THAT ARE NOT MADE BY DOLCE & GABBANA OR GUCCI OR 

VALENTINO, THE OURS ARE AN EXCLUSIVE MODEL MADE BY  PROSECUTORS  

 

 

 

. 
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«The Ghost» 
 

Part III: 
Now 

 

 

 

Who is destroying  our life is the same enemy who stay behind 
the international debacle that started with the 2007 U.S. 

Mortgage crisis, and vice versa: the enemy of human beings…  
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A. Now Ghost is attacking  the 
international economic system 

 

Into the historical overture, placed into the  part I, we described the Catilina‘s coup attempt. One of  

principal Catilina‘s goal, in its plot against Roman Republic, was to seize money, farms and 

territories, from the  richest people and owners, simply killing them.  Into the Chapter II-part I, we 

describe the coup attempts planned into 1970s using armed force and strategy of tension. 

 

The part III talks how Ghost was able to remove our reports from courts during the 2004-2005 

period and  how it had success in concealing in the following period every news about, plus how it 

moved police against us in order to cover culprits,  and finally how it was capable to drive social 

services and structured dedicated in assisting poor people to persecute us. 

 

This part talks how Ghost is moving into  the international scenario.  

Nowadays the situation is changed, and ,it is easier to attempt  to a Nation not with coup attempt but   

managing and  moving money through international banks and factories. 

 

So in this part we analyze  how the ghost is not only a our personal  enemy, but above all how it is a 

enemy of the entire world community, it was the cause of  international debacle that started with the 

U.S. mortgage crisis. 

 

(i) Scenario 
On the first decade of the new millennium, The privately run international monetary system  is 

collapsing. The desperate financial oligarchy is trying to consolidate a new, worldwide fascism, 

driven by new waves of terror and attacks. The day of the Madrid train bombings, March 11, Lyndon 

LaRouche commented that the modality of the Madrid atrocity reminded him of the 1980 Bologna, 

Italy train station bombing and, in general, of the terrorist "strategy of tension" in Italy in the 1970s. 

In the following days, several experts interviewed by EIR, as well as some newspaper commentators, 

independently pointed to the same analogy. 

 

In addition, 

new ways of terror are now based by attacks to international economic system. Actors of this new 

war are banks. Parmalat's bankruptcy has been shot like a movie  by these actors. Of course banks 

and bankers are only an instrument, totally on hand of an hidden power.  

To understand, you must go deeper  into the aspects we have told in this part and helpful is also our 

personal story. Authors of Parmalat's Bankruptcy and authors of ―Strategy of Tension‖ and other 

attacks here described,  are the same. 

 

 

(ii) Phase I: The 2003 attack to Italy 
In 2003, there is the third large insolvency hitting Italian investors in one year. First, the Argentinean 

insolvency, wiped out  12 billion euro in bonds owned by 450000 Italians. Second, the bankruptcy of 

Italian Cirio,  meant a default on 1.2 billion euro in bonds owned by 40000 families. Third, The 

bankruptcy of the Italian giant food company Parmalat. 

 

Parmalat is the largest Italian food company and the fourth largest in Europe. Parmalat controlling 

50% of the Italian market in milk and milk-derivative products. Suddenly, it was discovered that 

Parmalat's liquidity of 4 billion euro did not exist, and that  8 million euro in bonds of investors' 

money had evaporated! The bankruptcy  runs the risk of "general corporate insolvency" in Italy. 

Parmalat's bankruptcy  becomes the largest  in European history. In Europe, financial operators are 

nervous about the  fraudulent financial paper that went up in smoke. 
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Behind Parmalat's facade ,the company hides a giant financial speculative scheme, to lure investors' 

money and move it off through a network of 260 international offshore speculative entities. Over the 

years, Parmalat became a banks tool. Banks  had invented, built up, and managed the speculative 

scheme. Some of Banks involved were: Bank of America, Citicorp, J.P. Morgan, Deutsche Bank, 

Banco Santander, ABN,  Capitalia , San Paolo-IMI, Intesa-BCI , Unicredito , Monte dei Paschi , etc. 

The largest bond placers have been Bank of America, Citicorp, and J.P. Morgan. 

While Bank of America has participated as a partner in some of Parmalat's acquisitions, Citicorp is 

alleged to have built up the fraudulent accounting system.  Also the arrogance of authors is strong! 

Consider that, one of the offshore mail-box firms used to channel the liquidity coming from the bond 

sales was called ―Buconero‖.  Literal, the Italian word Buconero means  black hole  (a region of 

space  with extremely high gravitational field that swallows surrounding matter and also the light!)  

It's really happened that Parmalat's money disappeared into the ―buconero‖  company. This money is 

often used to finance political, illegal, or high-risk speculative efforts.  

 

It came out that,  Gladio personnel  is involved. 

  

(iii) Phase II: The 2007 Attack to U.S. 
On August 2007  there is the Mortgage crisis 

A few  understand that there is an international plot against the American economy. On September 

29, after the Mortgage crisis, the American statesman, economist, and Democratic Party leader 

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. organized an international webcast, where he  elaborated the plan to save 

the American Republic from destruction  

 

 He said: "We are now at a particularly crucial moment, because the British are going for end-game, 

the final destruction of the United States. They are banking on the help of traitors within, led by 

people like Dick Cheney. Key to the British plan is to push the United States to stay on a 

confrontational, permanent-war track in Southwest Asia and globally. Equally crucial to the British 

gameplan, is to let the United States destroy itself by failing to take sovereign action to prevent the 

devastating financial-economic breakdown in process under the name of the «mortgage crisis»." 

―Unless Americans return to their identity as republicans fighting the British Empire - as did 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt -the United States is well on its way to being destroyed‖ 

 

 The mortal enemy referred by LaRouche is the British Empire. The enemy referred by LaRouche  is 

also our enemy 

 

(iv) Phase III: 2008-2010, War in the U.S. 
 

On July 2008, U.S. rescues  ―Fannie Mae‖ and ―Freddy Mac‖. On September 2008, there is the 

failure of Lehman Brothers. There is panic on the entire world. On November 2008,  Barack Obama  

became the new President of United States. Obama takes action to prevent the devastating financial-

economic breakdown in process in the United States. 

Obama leads a war against the power that is responsible of the crisis. In the post World War II era, 

there was a similar war! At that time,  President Roosevelt led a invisible war against the banks  and 

who stay behind. In particular against The banker and CIA's chief Allen Dulles  and Synarchists. On 

2010-11, one more time, there is a war like that   

The War continues, with the attack to economic system of Greece, Portugal and so on ... 
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B. Conclusion 
 

We use the  ‗Elite‘ term to refer to  those people who were inserted during the cold war into special 

nucleus of defense of state. Those people who enjoy of extra rights, of extra procedures, of special 

treatment inside public offices,  police forces, courts and all apparatus of the state. In few the people 

of  the Masonic lodge P2, Gladio personnel and friends.  Those who have more credit into the banks, 

more possibilities to play business. As a final point those who can easily stole papers also inside a 

palace of justice  and can block every investigation or proceeding… 

In few, elite are the Ghost‘s men. 

 

Stay Behind and  Gladio, in the early stages were employed as defense and  preventive action, in fact 

until 1950 paramilitary activities  were limited to plans and preparations for stay-behind nets in the 

event of future war.  Later the things changed and in 1952 it was set up the operation ‗Demagnetize‘ 

in which the CIA and the military secret services were instructed to reduce the "magnetic attraction" 

of the large Communist Parties of Italy through all means, including political, paramilitary and 

psychological operations. Officially the apparatus was created to fight  Communism but in reality it 

was transformed into an instrument in total hand of the Elite , so the battle was not only against 

Communists but against all those who try to block such power (Barbara and Bruce included) and 

they use in order to do this all means like mafia, politics as well as their police and their justice that 

become of course injustice.  

 

«The carnage carried out by this "parallel" apparatus was stunning. In Italy there were 14591 "acts of 

violence with a political motivation," these `acts' have left behind 491 dead and 1181 injured and 

maimed, figures of a war, with no parallel in any other European country
18

."» 

 

Reader must consider that all Elite‘s actions can be easily identified  by the effect that they produce:  

injustice, death, terror, massacres, destruction and  desolation. Those effects  are the results, like a 

signature that reveals from where they come.   

 

During the strategy of tension  the parallel apparatus sent into graves men, women and kids without 

any difference. They signed the end of J.F. Kennedy, Aldo Moro, Enrico Mattei, etc.  

They established a terror regime against the nation-state, against culture, against democracy and 

justice and against anyone who don‘t bow before them.  

 

We consider for example the Paduan Franco Freda,  he is a deep admirer of Himmler and German‘s 

race. He was one of the Black Terrorists, recruited by the Elite in order to carry out massacres.  To 

understand  we see some aspect of  his hero Himmler:  

 

«Himmler was attracted by medieval legends, by Teutonic Knights history, and ancient 

German‘s traditions like Runes.  Himmler, expert in obscure  religions,  thinks to be 

himself the reincarnation of Enrich I of Saxons, who was proclaimed first king of 

Germany. A castle in Westphalia was the temple of this religion. The medieval castle, 

situated inside deep forest, has the shape of Longino‘s lance that is ―the instrument of total 

supremacy‖. Here, Himmler created an esoteric university and a center of training and 

initiation for the cream of young people. SS became soldiers, monk and priests of a new 

elite cast. Himmler  created, in the castle underground, a circular room as the Sancta 

Sanctorum of this religion. Room was provided with 12 stones, like the apostolic number, 

like seasons, like knights of King Arthur.... Every year, at winter solstice, an important 

ritual takes place. Twelve  SS officer burn a bloodstained flag. It was the symbol 

consecrate by Hitler.   The fire evokes the spirit of ancient masters. The ceremonial 

                                                 
18

 According to Italian Sen. Giovanni Pellegrino, head of the Parliamentary Committee on the Failed Identification of 

the Authors of Terrorist Massacres ("Terrorism Committee," in operation 1994-2001, which looked into both Gladio 

and the P2 lodge) 
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belongs to an antique Tibetans ritual. The smoke instills all the room, pass trough a 

swastika and come at top room, here others SS officials have   omens and premonitions of 

the future.   Near the castle, in the forest core, Himmler has another place for macabre 

rituals. Every year, at summer solstice, the elected sons of the Reign celebrate Odin, the 

old divinity of North European people.  Rite takes place all night long in an exaltation of 

death. SS soldiers simulate death in tomb excavate in the rock…» 

 

 

Freda like Himmler, admirer of German race also like James Jesus Angleton, Junio Valerio 

Borghese and Ledeen… All person involved in assassination, wars and massacres. All people 

coming out from the nazis credo from the school that prepared the Jewish people killing into SS 

lagers. 

 

The signature of Elite is always the same and has the same roots. This is not a pure criminal 

phenomenon, but a real religion. A religion often hidden behind a fight against communism. People 

famished of power, money and blood and often mentally ill. Unfortunately, after the Dulles 

operation we can find these fascist into power. 

 

Corruption is inadequate to explain what happened to us. The only way to understand the 

phenomenon of the paper stolen inside the court and the persecution we have had, is to consider the 

UNORTHODOX Civil War implanted by NATO in Italy after the World War II throughout Gladio.  

The Elite people are the responsible of the ―missing paper case‖ as well as  Italian injustice. These 

Masonic networks were populated by veterans of the wartime Fascist and Nazi apparatus. 

 

Our personal story teaches that they control political parties, police, military police, palaces of 

justice, newspapers, media, culture and so on. They decide who can live and who can die, who can 

work and who can stay poor, the trial to open and the trial to close and the political parties, which 

rise to power. 

 

Concerning our case these people first stolen our statements between November 2004 and May 

2005. Second, then they blocked every investigation about. Third, they censured the facts. Fourth, 

with an illegal act, they created the false appearance that the crime concerning the ―missing papers‖ 

was not committed. Fifth, they worked hard with the aim to isolate us from anyone who could help 

us; they prejudiced   Police officers as well as Mayors, Priests, journalists. Sixth, they attacked our 

good name with false accusation, and a malicious misrepresentation of our actions. Seventh, they 

spread the rumor that we are mentally ill. Eighth, they played with our life forcing us to live in poor 

condition, often deprived of food and without health care, creating the false appearance that we are 

too lazy to work preferring  to stay in such conditions.  

 

The actions that our enemy managed with success are incredible. All this means that Italy loses its 

democracy, citizen have lost sovereign and it has become an oligarchy operationally directed by 

Gladio personnel and P-2 members. The British and Americans (driven by British) are responsible 

for all this. The Italian and American enemy of democracy is the same.  

 

The enemy is  a horrific beast rather than an angel as it try to show itself. 

The main problem is that who created Ghost, now has lost the control over it. So the Ghost and its 

men are totally out of control. Who have the responsibility to inform about do nothing. The chaos 

will damage all people, even those who believe to be protected. Injustice protects no one. Injustice 

creates only injustice, disorder, despair, death, massacres, fear, illness, poverty, … 

 

 

So, to all people,  

who moved war against us or  did nothing to protect us, or omitted to do what they should do,… 

we warn  they are going into the way of hell. Also to such people we dedicated this work, with the 

aim they understand the real face who they are serving. 
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This word is not speak only to Ghost, who knew deep its way, but above all to mayors, politicians, 

policemen… who did nothing in favor of justice. 

 

One more time, we dedicated to such people the song verse of Fabrizio de André: 

―Anche se vi siete assolti siete per sempre coinvolti‖  that it means: 

 ―even if you stand acquitted by yourself you are involved for ever‖. 
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«The Ghost» 

 

 
 

 

 

Part IV: 
Addendum 
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B. How Ghost manages criminals and 
needy on purpose 

 

Into ―Rome 63 B.C.‖ of this work, we narrate how Catilina‘s conspiracy members came from any 

rank:  people belong to rich families who squandered their fortunes and got into debt, criminals 

escaped from jail, fugitives , common criminals, tramp and homeless… Catilina employed  on 

purpose all kind of people, homeless included, to achieve his goal! This fact is an aspect often 

underestimated or not considered at all!  

 

Our experience teaches our enemy has its supporters into particular kind of poor people included into 

the above list! The Ghost has  interest in most cases  to maintain a ―breeding ground‖ of such person  

from where it can take criminals or informant on purpose. Common criminals,  illegal workers,  

foreigners without residence permit , clandestine.  Well, a lot of such men are recruited among Ghost 

personnel. Mafia does the same. Homeless and common criminals  may be informant too. Sometime 

police used such informant too. 

 

Since most of the above people populate structures for poor people, it happen also the strange 

phenomenon that houses which hosted needy are also potential criminal sites. Therefore who 

manages poor people are always in contact with criminals. On the other hand, collecting dangerous 

person around this structures permitted to police forces to control them. So who manages needy has 

also closed contact with police forces. In Italy structures for poor people are often managed by 

Vatican‘s organization. It happens that Mafia, police, criminals, needy have closest contacts among 

them into poor structures!  

 

Beside poor people, into poor structures there are people who are not really poor! Some foreigners, 

for example, incoming as work force. Unfortunately many of the above foreigners as soon as they 

enter into Italy they declare themselves poor people, so waiting employment  they are hosted into 

structures for free. Some of these foreigners are recruited by Mafia at low cost, using them into 

construction or lowest works. 

 

Into the first structure we entered on March 2006, it was not a mystery that some pushers came at 

dining-room, or that some Italian persons hosted into structures managed from there illegal activities. 

During the same period, one priest, a closest friend of the founder of the structure, was imprisoned  

for illegal narcotic traffic. Many foreigners came from Balkans area, one of the drugs new way of 

commerce. 

    

Into another structure which hosted numerous ex-prisoners, Ghost used such person to menace us in 

order to chase us away. They did that probably for few money (We reported facts to police and to 

court). See at page  75 “Menaces” 

 

Ghost used also its network of informant to localize us. Some poor persons were moved into 

structures in order to retrieve information about. Some poor work just like spies. We experimented 

that more than one time and we saw the same method applied to other person just before to us! It‘s 

incredible!  Structures that manage poor people are also full of criminals, spies, Mafiosi and so on.. 

 

Ghost used foreigners aided by social services to make war against us also during the 2009-2010 

period.  

 

It‘s sad, many foreigners had apartments from social services or from municipalities or from church. 

This doesn‘t happen to us! Even ex-prisoners had apartments. Perhaps, they go to municipalities 
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with a gun in order to obtain aid? are they recommended? Not all foreigners were so luckily… but 

someone had what we never had.  

 

 

 

C. How Ghost Uses Foreigners to 
Create Tension Into Italian Citizens 

 

When we were young there were in Italy very few foreigners, now it seem an invasion.  The first 

group is constituted by people coming from Romania, Moldova, Albania, Poland and generally from 

eastern Europe. Others come from several states of Africa, only a few come from South America. A 

part of this first group coming in Italy declare they are poor people or political refugee and ask for 

aid or job. The second group of foreigners is constituted by Chinese  and Indian people: they 

establish a case apart: often they are entrepreneurs  and they live different, our experience tells they 

lived apart and we have never found them into a structure for poor. 

 

As observers we have made two type of experience about. First when we worked into our software 

house we entered into several factory in North-Italy  and we saw a lot of foreigners employed in 

manufacturing plants. Second, since 2005 we entered into some structures for poor people and we 

worked into restaurants as dishwasher or waiter/waitress , as custodian of senior citizen sick 

(Badante), as cleaner. In all the cases we kept in contact with a lot of foreigners and related 

environment. The former experience is far different from the latter. In the former case we saw only 

working people, in the latter case we saw much more even the symbiosis among mafia, prostitution, 

traffic of drug, moonlighting, illegal works and so on… 

 

The most famous work done by foreigners in Italy is calls ―badante‖. Badante is usually a woman, but 

can also be a man, who works as custodian of senior citizen often ill or disabled, in practice the 

worker is like a nurse but generally the person has not the specialization about  (see ―About 

Badante‖ at page 113).  This type of work  has grown exponentially in the last decades, when waves 

of foreigners reached Italy. In the years before this phenomenon took place the elders were assisted  

by their familiars or put into special houses.  The mainly factor is Italy has a strong population 

formed by senior citizen and it costs less to pay a badante rather than to admit a person into a elder 

structure or hospital. 

 

We have known a lot of women employed on such work, since they are employed in the  bed and 

board mode they have not the problem to find an apartment. Many were not official hired and earned  

a total amount between 600 and 1000 euro a month. Many come into Italy for working in order to 

save money to purchase a house in their country or in order to obtain the money to get married. They 

are favorite by a major purchasing power into their country.   

 

We observed nicer women are employed in nicer works, they are employed as waitress, barmaid and 

so on. Some woman we meet lived a double life, they have a husband in their country and a lover or 

many lovers in Italy. Some uses their beauty and sexual resources in order to push up into work 

places and it‘s difficult for normal person to compete against them for work places.  

 

On the other side men are employed in various job in different manner, to the north a lot are 

employed as general worker in factories , in the Center-Italy we have seen   waiters,  , day laborers, 

bricklayers, hod carriers, truck drivers.       

 

Next to the ―official‖ works listed above some foreigners are involved into clandestine networks of  

pushers, prostitutes and so on.  Mafia uses a lot of foreigners in its business. We cities an event: on 

November 2007 while we were living  in a structure of poor,  we observed that a lot of foreigners 

have as heroes the bosses  of Cosa Nostra like Toto Riina and Bernardo Provenzano. In the evening 
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they met in front of television watching in religious silence movies and fictions about mafia. Some 

of those told in Sicilian accent and they spoke that only such figures represented great men. Of 

course, as we have already said,  emergency structures are populated by particular people, and the  

symbiosis among mafia, economy and power become stronger in there.  

 

Seeing the phenomenon from a high point of view, the incoming of foreigners into Europe  should 

not be considered  only a new necessary work force or as an escape from poverty, but above all it 

may be considered a strategical instrument totally in hand of a elite in order to maintain its power.  

The instrument should be considered as an intelligent new ―strategy of tension‖ based no longer on 

massacre or attempt but on a new improved method that creates an emergency status that justified 

the promulgation of new laws which would restrict freedom. On the other hand the new incoming 

poverty opens a new war scenery among poor people. 

 

In Italy after the international crisis many citizen have lost work and  became poor but many of these 

don‘t find a work  not only because of the crisis but also because of foreigners are preferred and they 

cost low. A profound division take place between Italians, between richest and poorest. Even though 

foreigners have no guilty, someone takes advantage of the new tension situation.   

 

Finally, telling the truth, we say that someone foreigners aided us. We conclude saying that the 

problem is not the foreigners but the actions that someone are doing using them and making you 

think that such things are humanitarian actions! 

 

 

D. How Ghost used the introduction of 
Euro 

 

Euro is the basic monetary unit, introduced in 1999, of many members of the European Union. Italy   

adopted the euro in 2002 as their basic unit of money and abandoned the previous ―Lira‖. One euro 

was equal to 1936.27 lire. The most used pieces of paper money before the change were: 1000 lire, 

2000 lire, 5000 lire, 10000 lire, 50000 lire, 100000 lire. The coins were 50 lire, 100 lire, 500 lire. 

When euro was introduced in Italy prices of good and services were converted into the new currency 

and for a period the law provided that prices should be shown into both euro and lira. 

Soon after the prices began to be modified and happened a strange phenomenon, before to describe it 

we must explain a particular aspect. 

 

In the early stages  citizens were still habituated to think in the terms of the old currency, one euro 

matched about 2000 lire and Italians in their mind changed currency dividing by 2000, it was easy 

because for example 2000 became 1, so 2000 lire became 1 euro, 100000 lire became 50 euro and so 

on.  

 

In two or three years citizens became experts in managing the new currency but it happened that a 

lot of things that cost before  L. 50000  cost after  EU  50, that is about the double price! We 

remembered  before we purchased socks paying 5000 lire, and later we purchased the same socks 

paying 5 Euro: before a room on a hotel cost 50000 lire, later it cost 50 euro . The phenomenon took 

place in vast sectors and gave the false and psychological appearance to Italians to manage the old 

paper money while in reality they spent double to purchase the same good or service. 

 

To the other side salaries and pensions were transformed exactly into the new currency. 

The introduction of euro in Italy became a robbery for most Italians and an affaire for few. The 

operation made poorer a lot of Italians and  richer little other, therefore in Italy grew the difference 

between rich and poor people. 
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E. How Italy Manages Poor People 
 

To understand better what happened since the moment we became poor, and in the following five 

years, it needs to introduce you some aspects that concerning the management of the poor people in 

Italy. We divide the argument into two subparts strictly correlated. One talks about nation‘s poor 

management and the other talks about Vatican‘s management. The third subpart makes conclusion. 

 

The chapter is extrapolated from our own experience. What‘s happened does not promote exactly the 

image of Italy as a forward-looking, freedom and civil country.  

 

.1 The Nation’s Role 
 

In Italy every municipality has an office that takes care of poor people through social services 

apparatus. Generally this apparatus helps indigent citizens to survive finding them a work and tries 

to resolve any problem. In some cases the apparatus, preventing the citizen go into a worse 

condition, provides to give money in order to pay essential services as electricity and water, trying to 

lift the poor citizen into a better condition before citizen sinks totally. Municipality helps poor 

citizen also assigned to them special houses or renting building at very low price. 

 

After the foreigners‘ waves that have reached Italy in the last two decades — among whom most 

come from Africa, Eastern-Europe and Asia— Italian‘s new regulations have established that 

Italian‘s citizens can obtain help only by the social services where they have the official domicile —

‗Residenza‘ in Italian legal word— and even if this is not completely true, this is the rule that is just 

applied de facto. On the other hand foreigners held a lot of house and apartment dedicated to the 

poorest and a war among poor people began. 

 

When we became poor, we asked help to our own municipality, in particular during the 2005 period 

when we lived in tent: feared that we would be died we demand several time an intervention to 

social services. There was not any intervention and we continued to live in such manner.  

 

BY LAW, IN THEORY MUNICIPALITY HAD TO  INTERVENE HELPING US, BUT IT DID NOTHING, IN 

PRACTICE WE WERE ABANDONED. LATER ON FEBRUARY 2006 WE SIGNALED THE ILLEGAL BEHAVIOR 

TO POLICE HEADQUARTERS, WITH THE AIM TO CALL MUNICIPALITY TO ORDER, BUT POLICE, INSTEAD 

TO DO THAT, PREFERRED TO DO NOTHING.  

WITH THEIR NO ACTION POLICE INVOLVED THEMSELVES!  

KEEP IN MIND AT THAT TIME WE STILL HAD OUR HOME. IF MUNICIPALITY OR POLICE FORCES WERE 

ENTERED INTO ACTION WE WOULD HAVE NOT LOST ALL!  

 

The cold truth is that even though in Italy it exists a law that helps citizens, it is applied only as much 

as power like. In the following years spent into the poorest we observed that some people were aided 

and some were not: in the most cases the difference was not on a tangible condition, but on 

something else that was far far away from law and justice.  

 

The first problem is: who or what controls that the law is applied correctly? Normally one can 

defense oneself in various manner, for example, taking legal action, moving away, calling 

newspapers attention and through friends... But the poorest cannot defense themselves and law 

doesn‘t provide real procedures in order to do this.  

 

When the Italian state refuses to aid a citizen the only thing possible to do is to ask help outside. But 

these solution often hides many ways and not all are good: many enter into criminal organization and 

such injustice is produced by lack of law, lack of pity, lack of mercy. 
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When the Italian state refused to aid us, we found a way into the Roman Catholic Church, we talk 

now in the following subpart. 

 

REMARK 

Among Municipalities which refused to aid us there was not only the our one where we had official 

domicile, but also all the others. It was stunning that the municipality in which we lived during the 

2007 appeal broadcasted by nationwide TV, did the same: it refused to intervene notwithstanding the 

media notice pushed publicly region and municipality to help us(see ―The Media Appeal 
broadcasted nationwide” page 70).   

 

 

.2 The Role of Vatican 
 

This chapter talks how Vatican operates helping people and how it operated in our case.   

The Vatican has a formal organization that takes care of needy and people who are in difficultness. 

The organization has their branches in every part of world, in Italy branches are in every parish and 

in every town. 

 

There are in Italy houses that hosted poor people without a roof over their head, houses that receives 

immigrants and foreigners, dining-room for the poorest, structures that give food and structures that 

give clothes, and many other things. Not all the listed activities are managed through the total means 

of Vatican, some are carried out with either nation‘s or European Community‘s funds. 

 

In Italy the Vatican organization that takes care of needy is considered like an institution, and the 

roots of poor helping activity that perform Roman Catholic Church are profoundly implanted into 

the thinking of most Italians, as well as the fight of Church against poverty. However we have seen 

that what common Italians think about, and what really happens is very different. 

 

As observer and as people helped by Vatican we describe in the next pages our experience.  

 

(A) How Vatican operates  
(i) Collecting data 
Above all and before to give whatever aid, Vatican‘s structures collect personal data through an 

interview. So before to enter into a dormitory or to have a ticket for free meal  you must do that. 

These operations are often done into a ―Centro di Ascolto‖, Listening Center. The first time we entered 

into a listening center was on  December 2005, during the period we lived in tent: later we entered in 

several centers with the aim to obtain support. The center collects your personal data, photocopies 

your documents and wants to know the reasons of your condition therefore you must explain 

something about your story. Usually the center open a folder and keeps information inside it. 

 

WHEN YOU ENTER AS ITALIAN PEOPLE YOU BECAME AUTOMATICALLY A PERSON UNDER SUSPECT: 

THIS HAPPENS BECAUSE ‗NORMALLY‘ ITALIANS ARE AIDED BY MUNICIPALITY, SO WHEN YOU GO 

DIRECTLY TO THESE STRUCTURES IT MEANS YOU ARE ALREADY REJECTED BY NATION‘S 

STRUCTURES, AND THE FACT BY ITSELF MAKES FURTHER SUSPICIOUS.  

 

Listening centers checked data and collect further independent information through other centers, 

relatives, birthplace, social workers, priests, police and so on. The listening centers are network 

connected and data is often exchanged trough their nodes in informal mode. Sometimes center 

provides its service only after a check. 

 

  

(ii) Vatican’s Personnel  
 

Working personnel is composed by priests, monks, friars, nuns and normal people who are in most 

cases volunteers. Sometime work is done by rich ladies or pensioners or students.   Many are 
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recruited since they come gratis, many, but not all, come pushed by humanitarian reasons, some 

come with the only aim to publicize themselves or in order to obtain power or advantages; few come 

with the aim to satisfy their instinct of power and to have someone under their control.  Not all 

workers have a sufficient preparation to do the work. It doesn‘t exist a quality control over their job. 

 

(iii) Incoming Centers 
 

In Italy there are various structures that served as incoming centers for immigrants, for poor people, 

for people with mental problem: they are called ‗Centri di Accoglienza‘. Some of those are simply 

dormitories where people can stay only the night and others are houses and apartments . Each 

structure has its own regulation. The incoming centers are divided into two categories: ―Centri di 

prima accoglienza‖, incoming centers for emergency, and ―Centri di seconda accoglienza‖. The former 

centers are created to resolve emergencies: they are structured to host persons for a short period or 

the time necessary to found a better solution, the latter hosted people in the mid and long period. 

The centers are few and they are often full of foreigners. There are no difference between Italians 

and foreigners.   

 

AS WE HAVE SEEN, IN THE MOST CASES IMMIGRANTS, MAD PEOPLE, PROSTITUTES UNDER 

PROTECTION, GYPSIES, EX-PRISONERS AND GENERAL POOR PEOPLE ARE ALL TOGETHER KEPT IN THE 

SAME STRUCTURES. ONLY DRUG USERS AND SOME ALCOHOLICS ARE MANAGED SEPARATELY INTO 

SPECIAL STRUCTURES, BUT THE LAST ONES REPRESENTS A CASE APART, BECAUSE THE ITALIAN 

HEALTH SYSTEM PAYS FOR THEIR MAINTENANCE MONEY AND THERE ARE SPECIAL STRUCTURES FOR 

THEM. 

 

Some structures survive thank to Vatican funds and thank to the volunteers‘ work (not paid), but in 

the most cases financial support is provided by municipality, state and European Community. So in 

the most cases the center became a structure shared between state and Vatican, and therefore become 

like an institution. 

 

 

 

x1-  Incoming centers for emergencies  

Mainly these centers are equipped to resolve the problem of a roof, they are organized to receive 

immigrants, itinerant people, drunk, and every poor people. In practice they received all people that 

are not specifically managed in a different way.  Normally they are not organized to receive families 

that eventually are managed separately as single entities . Some structure divided males from 

females. The period that one can stay depend on local regulation but generally  it is between one day 

to a week. Some centers host for a longer period, as a month or two. You can return into the same 

structure when it has elapsed enough time than established as rule.  

 

THE CENTERS  ARE CREATED TO RESOLVE EMERGENCIES  AND ARE STRUCTURED TO HOST PERSONS 

FOR A SHORT PERIOD AND THE TIME NECESSARY TO FOUND A BETTER SOLUTION, BUT SINCE IN MOST 

CASES THE PROBLEM WILL NOT BE RESOLVED,  PEOPLE WILL SPENT TIME ROLLING FROM ONE 

EMERGENCY CENTER TO ANOTHER. 

 

The worst situation is on those centers that are opened only during the night, these are properly 

called dormitories.    The opening and closing time are fixed, usually from 8 P.M to 8 A.M.. As a 

rule it‘s not possible to reserve places in any manner, those who come first go into, who comes later 

remained outdoor. For example there are many centers that  collected new people since 6 P.M., since 

generally there are less places than it needs you must arrive before the others and stay at door in line 

waiting the opening time, if you are lucky you enter! However, when you are accepted the first day 

your place is  automatically reserved for the following days. 

 

These centers are populated by the lowest person, and are dangerous. No one family should enter 

into such places! 
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x2-  Incoming maintenance centers 

 

These centers host people for more time than the emergency centers do, but it‘s difficult to enter in 

such centers or better not everyone can. These centers are not gratis and it needs that someone pay a 

fee, who or what is not important, the important is that someone pay.  In this category there are also 

the apartment that are given for free or at low cost.  Some structures manage both short and long 

period all together, it was the case of the first structure where we entered on March 2006. Some 

people were hosted few days and some were in the structure since years, in particular we found there 

a old prisoner and some persons with mental problems.  

 

x3-  Other solutions 

 

On the other hand it exists various situation, some of which can be reached only through good 

references. Who comes into listening centers by oneself  as we have done, can only enter into the 

incoming centers for emergencies, without the possibility to lift into the maintenance centers or into 

other solutions like apartments. The change is always determined by a priest, a municipality, or other 

people who have power.  Foreigners persecuted by their political view have more chances, often they 

receive a aid by European Community.  

 

x4-  Guest 

Who does live in the emergency structures? 

The guests can be classified into: 

1. foreigners unemployed searching job: often structures supply workers at low prices, but  not 

all workers are exactly poor people, someone uses structure as free hotels. Unfortunately 

these workers fill up structures leaving no space to real poor people. 

2. Badanti:19
 structures are fill up of such workers usually women coming from eastern Europe. 

3. homeless: people that live alternately on the road and on structures. 

4. people with mental problem:  mental home structures were abolished in Italy therefore 

people who  have soft problems are hosted. 

5. prostitutes under protection 

6. ex prisoners unemployed: some prisoners quit the jail with no money, so someone are aided 

into structures. 

7. prisoners that stay there instead of jail: persons in the ―arresti domiciliari‖ position. 

8. Bruce and Barbara: our case is more unique than rare. 

9. other 

 

We have never seen into  structures Chinese people instead  we meet numerous Albanians, 

Romanians and Africans. Italian‘s normal families  don‘t exist  except rarely, because they are aided 

by municipality or mainly for the simple reason that when a family come into these center it breaks 

in two, so you may encounter a man or a woman that belong to marriage. Of course such condition 

breaks definitively the marriage. 

 

(iv) Other services 
 

x1-  Clothes 

Most parishes give to needy clothes and shoes. The clothes can be new or can be used. The former 

come from stock room, factory shop or department store that give for free their old unsold stock, 

sometimes it comes from the capture of  illegal good. The latter come from a collection of second-

hand clothes  made among citizen: the clothes collected are redistributed to needy.  Some parishes 

collect personal data in order to put under control the people who use the service preventing they 

come too often or to put under control the territory passing the users list to police. 
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This cloth service was essential for us! We used the service since 2006 until July 2008. After we 

avoid it for privacy reasons: personal data collects by parish in order to give cloth may be used to 

localize us. 

 

x2-  Food 

 

Town and cities usually provide eating room for poor people where  men and woman can eat meal at 

noon or in the evening for free. Each eating-room has its regulation that differs from each other. 

Some provides meal only at noon, some only at evening. Generally meal is  served only to registered 

people or people who have a ticket to enter. Registration or ticket can be take after an interview and 

on the occasion a folder about you is opened. So poor people are carded and information remains 

available to police.  

 

In some cases people must take the ticket every morning, in this manner the structure know how 

many meals must be prepared. Some structure wants to see a official document showing the annual 

income. The opening time is fixed by internal rule and exceptions are not handled. The menu is often 

fixed and no choices are available. Unique exception is handled for Muslims because their religion 

doesn‘t permit to eat pork.  

 

The first time we ate into these structures was on March 2006, and telling the truth, we ate very 

good. The last time was on August 2009. Some eating-room are good and other are not. Due to such 

environment is frequented by lowest people, drunks and sometime by drug traffickers one must be 

careful. One goes if is strictly necessary  otherwise it‘s better to keep far away avoiding to release 

any personal information. 

 

Another service provides to give plastic bags containing food, for example beans, peas and  tuna 

contained in cans, milk, cheese, pasta, spaghetti, rice... We also used this solution when we lived in 

tent in 2005. The food supplied was too few but better than nothing. 

 

 

(B) Problems encountered  
 

We listed some problems. 

   

(i) When checking procedures fail 
 

In 2005 while we lived in tent, a workman  inserted into Vatican‘s personnel told us  he knew that 

the procedure used to support the poorest was  a very bureaucratic one. ―Before to help Italians we 

checked the  Italian ‗ISEE‘ rate‖ —an annual income rate— he said,  ―and whether it exists moneyed 

relatives who can help‖. ―Due to problematic  abroad investigation the procedures weren‘t applied to 

foreigners‖. He furthermore commented  ―in most cases only foreigners received help‖. We said him  

that our relative have money too, but  they would kill us rather than giving something! 

 

There are some particular condition where those procedures fail. Imagine, for example, a son belong 

to a criminal Cosa Nostra family that wants to get a new life away the crime. Can he ask money to his 

family? And  what will happen if someone ask money for him? It is on this context that you must 

think about our situation and on such context normal procedures fail! 

 

About six month later we experimented an investigation about our poor condition about our 

relatives, birthplace and municipality. 

 

 

(ii) Lack of Privacy 

 
One of the most important privacy problem we encountered is narrated into  ―The Venetians‖ at 

page 66:  the head of  a Vatican‘s structure that hosted us since March 2006, Mr. Vinci*, 
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notwithstanding  we explained him the particular case also showing him legal papers, he kept in 

touch with birthplace with the aim to collect independent data and probably in order to obtain 

money. It happened that birthplace‘s people slandered us, Mr. Vinci* believed them instead of us, 

therefore  defamation entered into Vatican‘s structures and  organization took as true the false 

declarations  and we hadn‘t the possibility to debate about or to defend ourselves in anyway, then  

the defamation, due to centers network structure, were spread everywhere. When we asked 

intervention of police to set the record straight , police declared that Vatican‘s organization is a 

private organization and it is not obliged to help us, hence police can make nothing
20

.  

 

We learned  at ourselves own expense that the Vatican organization is considered by Italian law as a 

private organization and Italian authorities generally don‘t interfere with Vatican activities so its 

personnel has a lot of freedom. So every decision of Vatican‘s personnel must be accepted as it is, 

without the possibility to debate about. In normal condition a citizen is free to accept or not accept 

but poor people are not in the free condition. In Italy the Vatican organization that takes care of 

needy is considered like an institution and the roots of poor helping activity that perform Roman 

Catholic Church  are profoundly implanted into the thinking of most Italians as well as the fight of 

Church against poverty.  

  

Even though in Italy there are a very restrictive special law that protect citizens privacy we saw that 

procedures activated into structures are long far from law. The personnel  often used particular 

channels in order to obtain data, such as friends into police, friends into Vatican and so on. The 

―friends‖ can access data without leaving any trace and by unofficial mode. The data that they are 

capable to manage is stunning. Referring to one episode we wrote:  

“…we went into local police station to debate the question. Submitting a three pages report ,in the 
offices we met a man and a woman both admirer’s of Mr. Vinci*. During the debate Mr.  Vinci* was 
contacted by police at  phone.  Mr. Vinci* declared himself to be very attentive to us, in fact after 
he learnt that we visited his offices yesterday,   he immediately activated himself  to find a solution, 
therefore he thought to send us in Veneto birthplace structure. Before to do this he had just 
contacted Venetian’s police headquarters asking whether it was possible to send us there; seeing 
police answered there was no problem for us to come back into birthplace, then he immediately 
contacted Vatican’s structure on place and consequently   he was waiting in his offices to give us 
the train tickets to move in birthplace.‖ 

 Well,  as written above, even if Venetian police headquarters knew some reason for which we ran  

risks coming back into birthplace, as rule they could not tell any information to Mr. Vinci*! We 

denote In Italy there is a law protecting privacy but often it is not considered. 

 

The main problem we detect is that managing poor often it means managing criminals. Of course not 

all are criminals, but the criminal rate inside incoming emergency center is so high that people like 

Mr. Vinci*,  who manage guests, thinks automatically everyone is a criminal:  powered by their own 

selfish idea they used every means both legal and illegal against criminals. We experimented that not 

only Mr. Vinci* thought in such manner, everyone thought like this. 

 

Our story was so difficult to understand that it was easy to think wrongly about as Mr. Vinci* did ,  

but every doubt might have been resolved by a regular debate and not by his single decision based 

on information collected into birthplace.  

 

 
(iii) Bureaucracy 
 

The activities carried out in support of needy are several but the work is so much and the poor people 

so many that resources available are often insufficient. To rationalize services the structures have 

been optimized creating central offices opened only on working day. It has started a new 

management system that consider poor man or woman  as a client and the personnel as employees. 
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Unfortunately this new management has some unpleasant aspects, above all the personnel has 

became cold and not work on the principles of charity, pity and mercy as it should be. The opening 

time, the regulation, the procedures  all aspects that have created a incredible bureaucratic situation 

not in harmony with urgent  problems and real situation.  

 

An example? Here you are: 

«We arrive in the new city  on Friday morning. We are so tired that we 
immediately look for a free sleeping place. We go to the dormitory and there we 
discover that  only the listening center is able to give us the ticket to enter. The 
center is opened only three days a week but we are lucky, in the Friday afternoon 
it‟s opened. We wait about six hours, there are two person in line before us. At 
5:00 P.M. we are meeting a woman. After she collected our personal data and 
story, only at end she tells us that there is no space in the dormitory. Perhaps 
space will be available next Sunday, but since the procedure established that only 
the listening center is able to put us into the dormitory, we must wait until 
Monday when the offices will be reopened. In the meantime she recommend us not 

sleeping onto the beach, and above all to come back Monday into her office before 
the opening time, so we have more chances to arrive before other people and to 
find free space…». 
 

The above situation tells the cold truth, on the occasion we had our baggage and were in a city well-

know for its high rate of criminality. We ran the risk to lose baggage, documents and everything 

including life. We resolved situation by ourselves as we already told in the specified part. 

 

Bureaucracy characterized Italy in any aspect. 

 

 
(iv) Monopoly 

 
Needy are guided to go into Vatican‘s structures in order to obtain assistance. The Roman Catholic 

Church itself does this as well as whatever citizen you can encountered.  In addition, because of 

safety measures,  it was spread the command to everyone  of  not helping directly the poorest but to 

send them to the appropriate structures created on purpose!  

 

Someone send you to the structures with the best hopes, but we have observed that most don‘t know 

how structures for poor are managed and what they really do. For example many don‘t know that 

offices were closed in the week-end and in the August period, as normal offices do, or many think 

that famished people would be received at any time.  When in August 2009 we begged a room to 

hotels, most of innkeepers didn‘t believe us, to them it was impossible that we have been left outdoor  

.  Our declarations more than once created diffidence into people and this fact increased our 

marginalization. Also some priests don‘t believe, however the most know how the service really 

runs. 

 

The Vatican  with the command of not helping directly the poorest not only prevents  a possible aid 

coming from an extra part but also creates the  unusual  situation in becoming  the only provider of 

services.  

 

Given that many dormitories and dining-room owned by either municipalities or state are outsourced 

to Vatican organization, the Vatican itself managed virtually all  services and has the exclusive 

control or possession of means utilized in aiding the poorest. 

 

In our case, when defamation entered into Vatican‘s structures, due to network connection, it was 

propagated in the entire system, therefore no one structure wanted to help us furthermore and in the 

territory there weren‘t other possibilities!  

 

Even if the problem was generated by the Venetians we really ran the risk to die.  
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Our story teaches that there is something that is not running right in such management.  

 

We think that charity don‘t be provided as service or monopolized. The charity doesn‘t go on 

holiday, doesn‘t be planned.  Take the Word and read  the first letter write to Corinthian by St. Paul 

verse 13. 

 

 

.3 Conclusion 
 

When we were persecuted by a stalker, the nation-state left us unprotected, then we quickly lost 

work, car and  home… Municipality abandoned us and  we were forced to move away.  Thanks to  

Roman Catholic Church we survived.  Soon the Venetians began to hinder our movements putting 

defamation into Vatican structures and preventing them to help us as they should do. Venetians 

made Vatican think we are war-mongers and criminals, so when we began to denounce how 

Venetians operated throughout Vatican‘s apparatus,  instead of obtaining clarity,   the  Venetians 

pushed Vatican to make war against us. With the new ally, the Venetians began to know every 

movements, our position and used information to prevent us to get a new life. Therefore the Vatican 

that in the early stages saved us, later became an enemy as well as Venetians. We exited from 

Vatican‘ structures since June 2008 and we never entered again. However some priests, not knowing 

our identity, still aided. During the permanence into the structures dedicated to the poorest we learnt 

a lot of things about the Italian situation, we met the lowest people but also we learnt that nowadays 

the exploitation of poor people can be a business as trash management nowadays is . 

 

We think that everyone who really aspires to change world into a better one, should know first what 

happens into country. We represent a way to do that! 
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F. Furthermore 
 

.1 Definitions 
(A) About Badante 

The most famous work done by foreigners in Italy is calls ―badante‖, the word refers both to work 

and worker. Badante is usually a woman, but can also be a man, and she or he works as custodian of 

senior citizen often ill or disabled. The work is similar to  nursing  but generally the badante has not 

the specialization that is requested to a nurse . Usually  the badante inhabits  into the same house of 

the patient and must be in there all day long. In the most cases the work is not beautiful, the worker 

cleans the house,  cooks , makes shopping and many times patient should be cleaned, washed and 

lifted . The worker is often provided by bed and board  and lives in the same house, and generally 

one day is for freedom.  Of course those works are very unpleasant  and hard, you must consider the 

badante entered into a symbiosis with the patient and during this period one person has no freedom. 

  

This type of work  has grown exponentially in the last decades, when waves of foreigners reached 

Italy. In the years before this phenomenon, the elders were assisted  by their relatives or put into 

special houses.  The mainly factor of work growing is that Italy has a strong population formed by 

senior citizen and it costs less to pay a badante rather than to admit a person into a elder structure or 

hospital. 

 

We have known a lot of women employed on such work, since they are employed in the  bed and 

board mode when they come into Italy they have not the problem to find an apartment. Some come 

for working in order to save money to purchase a house in their country or in order to obtain the 

money to get married. They are favorite by the exchange between the two currency and obtain a 

powerful purchasing power into their country.   

 

 

.1 Other data 
This document was created into two periods: between March  and June 2010; between September 

2010 and January 2011. We made  an incredible effort to do the work, above all, considering our 

situation into such periods just here narrated! We emphasized our efforts since enemy charged us to 

civil police with the accuse to be lazy people and with the accuse to do nothing! Indeed in such 

period we made several important works that police didn‘t know!. 

 

.2 Will 
To save us is more urgent than to set the record straight! We demand that someone stops defamation, 

isolation and persecution. We demand  that someone takes care of our health. We demand  that 

someone protects us.  

 

WILL :In the case we pass away we have a particular desire: our corps mustn‘t go to birthplace and 

in contact with relative of both families where we belong to! We also wrote this into the first report 

sent on November 2004: in that document there are fully explained the reasons! 
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